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IN REGULAR SESSION sented bond for Ie97 which was approv
the City Fathers Met Last
Friday Night.
ALL THAT THEY DID.
Considerable Melt, Seale Very liapertaat.
Wu Transacted.
The City Council met in rezular ses-
sion Fri. night. Maror Dabney and all
the members of the board were present.
The usual accounts wtre allowed and
reports received.
The contract with the water works
ccmpany was renewed for one year, be-
ginning Feb. 10, at the same price, $4,-
000 per annum, with the understanding
that the company will immediately put
In a satisfactory filter.
The City Attorney was directed to
collect at once all claims due the city of
Hopkinsville, in cash, if possible, or
in notes of three. six, nine or
twelve mouths duration w it h
approved security. If any creditor fails
or refuses to pay, the City Attorney is
directed to bring suit for the money.
Several negroee were released from
small fines for violating the depot ordi-
nance, taxes of a few people were re-
duced, and a number of persons were
released from the payment of poll taxes.
$250 was appropriated to pay for the
putting in of the system of fire alarms,
which has already been fully described
in the New ERA.
An ordinance was passed providing a
flue of Y20 for each offense for any per-
son who sounds the fire alarm mahout
good reason. Half of this fine goes to
the informer and the other hell to the
city.
The city accepted a deed to a street
from the Hopper estate, running from
17th street to CampbelL This street is
the continuation of 17th street from
Railroed to Campbell.
The City Engineer was directed to let
a contract to the lowest bidder for curb-
ing and cinder walk on 2nd and Green-
ville streets. This will be charged to
the property owners in front of whose
property these walks will be laid.




I uisville critic is informed is.
I the projectors of the Louisville Daily
I Dispatch that the paper will certaiuly
; be started between the 1st and 15th
of March. The Democrats of the State
have subscribed to a sufficient amount of
stock to make the enterprise a success.
--...-e- -O.-
Skillet of Gold Found.
A report from near Clarksville is to
the effect that L. Davis found a skillet
full of gold coins a day or two ago. The
treasure is said to have been revealed to
him through a dream, as he dreamed
twice on the same night while passing
A persimmon tree he saw signs of it at
the foot of the tree. The dream is: re-
sorted to have impressed him so that he
went t i make a soarch, succeeding; in
unearthing the gold. It is suppond to




The Court of Appeals last week hand-
ed down a decision which finally and
forever settles the gray squirrel prob-
lem. There has been a wide difference
of construction of what should hive
been one of the simplest statutes ever
enacted. Many circuit judges have
held that gray squirrels could be killed
only daring the open geason, st bile
fully as many more declared that there
was uo dew against bunny's destritc-
tion anywhere. The Court of Appeals
in a case carried up from Monroe open-
ty, takes the grounds that the piny
squirrel is anybody's meat at any tine.
e eve_ _
L. & N. Earnings.
The gross i aruings of the L. & ri.
Railroad Company for the fourth week
of January, 1e97, were: freight, $8511,-
795; passenger, $104,4.50; unacellaneoas,
$34,630: total, $497.873, which was a de-
crease of $74,332 from cotreeponding
week of 196, a decrease of $42,846 from
1e95, a decrease of $36,619 from 141,
and a decre.!se of $125,884 from 1893. ' I_
For the month of January the gross
earnings were: freight, $1,167,535; pee-
senger, $332.610; miscellaneous, $104.-
900; total, $1.607,045, which was a de-
crea.se of $S1,492 from January 1896, en I
increase of $4,944 over 1695, but a die-
crease of $47,564 from 1894 and a die-
icrease of $250,624 from 1893. I
From July tat 1896 to January 31ist
1897-both dates inclusive-the groin
earnings were: freight, te,851,153; pas-
senger, $2,549,385; miscellaneous, $799,-
392 : total. $12,199,960, which was a de-
crease of $208,655 from the correspontl-
tug period of 1e95-96, but an increase Of
$410.90e4 over 1e94-95. and an increaae
of $789,430 over 1893-94, but a decreabe
of $1,3-12,633 from 1892793.
TO 01711.11 A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Table*.
All drugging refund the money if It
fails to care. *Sc. Sold by R. C. Hard-
wick 4•131
LOCAL AND LOIC I draw leaving the nomination for Conn-• ty School Superintendent, leaving the FORCED
track clear for Miss Katie McDaniel.
Happenings at Home Piled
In One Heap.
THE HISTORY OF A DAY.
Crisp Chronicles of the City Condensed and
Grouped for Ready Perusal.
The Rev. W. A.Ransom has accepted
a call to preach regularly from the pul-
pit of the Baptist church in the Sinking
Fork neighborhood. Ile will commence
his duties as plater of the latter part of
this month.
•••
Hon. Jas. A. McKenzie, who is in
Bowling Green, will sail on the 20th for
his post of duty in Peru. MA home is
in the historic city of Lima. founded by
Francisco Pizarro in the 16th century.
•••
Mr. Thompson Burke, formerly of
this city, and recently of Birmingham,
Ala, has accepted a position of travel-
ir g representative of the large wholesale
liquor house of R. B. Thomas, of Louis-
ville. Mr. Burke is a capable and cour-
teous young man.
."•
The laet report of inspector D. F.
Smithson of the Hopkinsville 1 obacco




Receipts for past month ... 2.5.5 315
Receipts for the year  2e5 315
Salts for past mouth esti 77
Sales for the year   53ei 77
Shipments for past month  518 214
Shipments for the year ... 518 214
Stock on sale ....  1,661 578
Stock sold  1,414 880
Stock on hand  3,075 1,458
•••
The time for holding the next meet-
ing of the Kentucky Educational Asso-
ciation has been decided upon. The
meeting will be held in Bowling Green
on June 29 and SO aad July 1. The lo-
cal committee is already preparing for
the event and has appointed a number
of sub-committees.
eta•
The Republicans in Hopkinsville
Magisterial District No. 1, will not
make the nominations fcr Justice of the
Peace and Constable on Feb. 20, the date
of the County Convention.
•••
H. H. Golay has withdrawn from the
race for the Republican nomination for
Sheriff of Christian county. It is said








For fine imported black




For good, well made all
- wool suits, splendidly
made, good fitters,wortil
- - - $6.00.
5485
. For imported black beav-




For the finest imported
beaver an d kersey ovet-
coats. These coats cap
not be excelled on any
market. Worth $20.00
116°°
For strictly all wool suits
that will fit and please
any person, they are
worth $10.00.
5525
For imported all wool
melton overcoats, finely
tailored and worth every
cent of $10.00.
SP°
For choice of about 70
children's suits, ages
to 9 years that originallV
sold from $3 to $EI.
5900
For fine imported clay
# worsted, tricot and thib-




That low prices are created Old maintained n
our store, others may make thern for a day or so.
We hold them down all the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit
Irg All Our Bargain
Are Genuine.
We do not sell imitations. We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up Ihe telling with
the bargains. Match our $5.00 suit, 88.50 over-
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.
MmothOlothillg &Shoe Coo
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
For Instance. Our Low Prices
-ON




The hearing of the application of T.
W. Wootton, charged with the killing
of W. ';/ Branie,for bail was had to-day
before firetait Judge James Breathitt,
and after hearing proof on both sides,
without argument by the attorneys,
Judge Breathitt admitted Wootten to
bail in the sum of $5,000. Whereupon
Wootten executed bond with eight good
names on it and was released from cus-
tody.
It will be remembered that when the
case came up for hearing on 25 ult. be-
fore Judge John W. Breathitt, the
County Judge, he refused bail unless
some proof was Introduced to show
mitigating eircumstancee in the killing
of Brame and the attorneys for Braille
declining to introduce any proof, Wool-
teu was remanded to jail on the hear-
ing before Judge James 13reatbitt, proof
was introduced and bail granted; no
doubt if proof had been introduced be-
fore the County Judge, he would have
granted bail promptly.
The evidence introduced by Wootten
on to-day's hearing, of very reputable
men, showed that Braerne had made a
number of violent threats to take Woot-
ten's life, shortly before the killing and
that within less than two hours before
he was killed, he had stated to a repu-
table citizen that he was Letting to Hern-
don and intended to kill Wotten before
sun-dnown that day.
teas
Prof. J. C. Dcffy.vt ho has had charge
of the public school at Beverly, one of
the largest in the county, has removed
to Hopkiusville to permanently reside,
and has begun to practice law, being
located in Judge J.I. Landes' office. Mr.
Duffy last year passed a highly credita-
ble examination when he applied for
admission to the local bar. He is a moral
young man of brains, energy and honor
and is sure to win fame and fortune in
chosen profession.
•*et
Mr. Gus Stevens, of Sedalia, has been
employed by Abernathy & Co, ware-
eoursemen of Hopkinsville, as solicitor
and flitter-manager, and will leave about
the first of April to begin duty, says the
Mayfield Mirror. Gus has had consid-
erable experience in the tobacco busi-
ness and is besides an all-round good
business man, and e ill doubtless acquit
himself to the entire satisfaction of his
house.
A delightful party was given Friday
night at the hospitable home of Mr.
George V. Green, near the Western
limits of the city on the Nashville road.
One of the pleasant features of the occa-
sion was dancing. Among those 'Repent
were:
Miss-
Elms t Nelson, Annie Warfield,
Naunie Kirk, Nettie Edmunds,
Princeton; Belle Edmunds,
Jennie Barr, Crertrudettramliam,
Carrie Green, Westford Green,
Rosa Green, G. Crumbaugh,
Minnie Armistead, Anna Gaines,
Lucy Edmunds, Grace Wood,
Ritchie Burnett, Sedye MaSOU,
Berta Green Hard Castle.
Mesdames-
Ashby Edmunds, Sam Taliaferro,
IL A. Mason, Owensboro.
Hard Castle,
Messrs. -
Barnett tilakemore, James Prele,
Thomas Van Cleve, Lucien Dade,
Roger Harrison, Gordon Nelson,
Make Nelson, Jr., Hunter Wood, Jr.,
John Winfree, Hiram Thomas,




The members of the Magazine Club
were agreeably entertained at five
o clock tea Friday by Mrs. Ada Gra-
ham. Artitietal lights shed a mellow
glow in the tastily decorated rooms.
the predominating colors were green
and pink. Ices in the form of a pink
heart and green leaves were served. A
spirited guessing emite.stwas an interced-
ing part of the plan of entertainment.
The fortunate %inner of the pretty
Meal pm,. offered Wits Mrs. Frank
Dabney. Th t guests were:
id Isola rn es -
Wm Hammel, Robeit Curter,
L. Gish Sergeant, Bailey Waller,
T. W. Blakey, Frank Dabney,
J. H. Anderson, Ira Smith,
C. H. Nash, J. li. Trice,
J. C. Buckner.
Misses-




Died of consumption at Lafayette,
Ky., Jan. 22d, 1897, Lucien It. Wootton,
son of Dr. P. C. and Mrs. Melinda
Wootton.
Lute as we called him, was at the
time of his death twenty-three years,
seven mouths and thirty days old. His
life (except four months in Texas, and
some time at school in Hopkinsville),
was spent at this place with his parents
to whom he was very much devoted.
He was genial and kind to all.
His health had been giving away for
some years; and for the last eight
months, his decline was rapid.
Some clays before his death. he gave
great comfort to his loved ones by let-
ting them know that this crisis had not
come upon him unaware, but that he
had looked to Him, who alone can help
in such moments, and that he was
ready.
On the morning, before his death at
night, he called to his father, and said:
•'Fath,e, can I live until brother
comes? this only brother who had been
summoned by telegram, lives in Denni-
son, Texase the father answered, "I do
not know my sou, you are in a dying
condition; we will ke-p you alive if we
can." Soon he called again, and said:
••Father, the Lord is going to spare me
to see brother." And he did. He lived
to see and know and appreciate Brother
Sink.
He lived about four hours after his
brother's arrival and fell on asleep.
Our lose, we feel has been his eternal
gain. To father, mother, and brother,
aup sorrowing friends, we would say




The Hopkinsville correspondent of the
Farmer's Home Journal tells of recent
sales if stock as follows:
W. Mason sold 10 steers, 3-year-olds,
for $40 a head. 0. Steger sold 6 heifers,
2-year-olds, for $12.54) a head. Brown
sold 2 (owe, weight 1,100 lbs., for $1e a
head; 2 poor cows, weight WO lbs., $15
each, and 2 bulls, 2 years old, brought
$25. 0. G. Neale sold 52 hop at $2 90
ewt, weight 175 each; also 40 sheep,
weight 99 lbs., fat, sold for V, cents a
pound.
-
A dose that is always seasonable is a
dose of Simmons Liver Regulator, the
"King of Liver Meiicines." It keeps
the liver active; the bowels regular,
prevents Biliousness; and promotes di-
gestion. In fact helps keep you well.
-1 have watched its effects in families
where I have practieeti, and find it ad
narable; both alterative and tonic in Its
action."-Dr. T. W. Mason, MaCen, Cita
TO THE WALL.
Inability to Collect Causes
Embarrassment.
WINFREE BROS. FAIL.
Both lbs Firm and Judge William P. Winfree
Make Assignments.
Winfree Bros. & Co. and ("Judge W.
P. Winfree assigned late Fre ite af-
ternoon for the benefit of their creditors.
Mr. George Long, President of the Find
National Bank, was named as assignee.
He accepted the trust Sat. morning and
qualified by executing bond with Messrs.
Thos Long and A. A. Winfree, of Cas-
ky, aS securities.
The failure Was expected. The firm
did a large credit business and inability
to collect brought about the assignment.
It is not improbable that the firm will
be tble to pay out dollar for dollar; it
can almost certainly do so if the money
due on notes and outstanding claims
can be secured.
The entire community regrets this
financial emtanessmeilt. No citizens
stands higher in the confidence of all
Christian county people than the mem-
bers of this firm. Judge William P.
Winfree has been occupying places of
trust for over thirty years, and has never
in a single instance failed to do his
whole duty.
It is said that the indebtedness of the
firm will aggregate $17,000. The amount
of Judge Winfree's personal indebted-
ness is not known.
The assets of the firm consist of all
the stock of implements and farm sup-
plies in the establishment on Main
street, machinery, hardware, buggies,
wagons, etc., all notes and accounts,
debts and choses and all other property
of Fey kind and description owned by
the firm. Among the real anti personal
property named as belonging to Judge
Wiefree are 271.2 acres of land on Little
River, undivided one-half interest in
312 acres on Little .River; undivided
half interest in another farm; interest
in one half of a lot on Weber street on
which several law offices are built, notes,
securities, mortgages, etc.
The assignee is directed to dispose of
all the meets as beet he can. He is in-
stru ted to keep separate accounts of
the assets of the firm and af Judge Win-
free. Out of the latter he is directed to
first pay all the obligations and under
takings of Judge Winfree as guardian,
administrator, personal representative,
or in any trust capacity, and next, to
pay his individual indebtednt se Any
remainder of money is to go towards




Smiting Fork has not yet sunk into
oblivion; but for fear the wave forget-
fulness will cover us over and over," I
will after a long, long silence again
bring to public notice this little wayside
village.
The year began disastrously to our
merchants, Woosley & Murphy, who
were forced by the pressure of hard
times to make an assignment. It was
feared that buminess would be closed at
the old stand, when T. (i Hiser and J.
D. Smith pun-based the stock and will
open up it general furnishing store.
Mies Evu Wood, a pretty and accorn•
plisned lady of this neighborhood, and
Mr. Homer McGrew, of Paducah, were
elated in the holy bowls of matrimony
at the bride's home near here Wednes•
(ley evening. Only a few relative* see re
ino out.
Osr musical friends, G. R. Stiller and
Win, Lovelace, contribute to the ell.
joy I tient of the young people by furnish-
ing such delightful strains of melody as
'here the power to soothe the savage
bruist."
Miss Mabel McGee is visiting friends
and relatives here this week.
We are met on all sides by croakers
who complain of "hard tiniest," but
some are looking with great anticipation
to the day when McKinley shail take
the Presidential chair, never doubting
but hunger and want and poverty will
flee and profit erity spread her wings
over the land (le.
Mr. George Woosley, Jr., is visiting
relatives in Clarksville.
Mrs. Wm. Pendleton is slowly recov-
ering from a very serious illness.
Some of the young men greatly fear
the arrival of a "cote" wave.
Mr. William Garrett, who has been
troubled for some time past by a heart
affection, seems much better since the
long looked-for letter came from a cer-
tain dark-eyed lass who has left the old
Kentucky hills.
A party was given at the residence of
Mr. George Williams Weduesday night.
AHEM Ida Hiser is spending some time
with her sister, Mrs. Geo, Underwood.
Rev. T. D. Moore will preach at this
place Sunday.
We often vs-ender why it is so many
young men like to go over in the direc-
tion of Gracey.
Mr. Virgil Cox, ofJulien, was smiling
on his friend here Sunday.
With the exception of colds the health
of the neighborhood is good.
Little Ada Smith is much better.
It has not yet been decided who will
succeed Mr. J. It. Wooley as postmaster.
Success to the Nicw ERA.
Au revoir, Pune
e
Fire Nipped in the Bud.
Friday evening about 6 o'clock
while the family of Mr. A. W. Pyle was
at supper, a feather bed, which was ly•
ing before an open grate, caught fire
and was in a lively blaze when discov-
er,-d.
Miss Lottie McDaniel fortunately hap-
pened to come into the room and dis-
covered the flames in the nick of time
to prevent went would doubtless have
been a distractive fire. The house was
thoroughly perfumed with burned
feathers.
e
Incipient consumption is cured by Dr.
Bell's Pine Tar Honey. Inflamation is
allayed and the clogging of the lungs is
stopped. When this accomplished the
road to health is a straight one. Get a
bottle to-day. Sold by R. 0. Hard-
wick,
St. Valentine's Day.
Alrently dealers in valentines have
commenced to display their wares in the
show-window. Very few pretty cards
have been shown, but the windows are
fall of hideous ctuicatures.
ThL yea St. Valentine's day comes
on &litany.
The slanderer and gossiper will get in
their fine work a week from to-morrow.
Nothing cutting and cruel can be too
severe for this clam, and doubtless the
spiteful missives often provoke reform
u well as anger.
Well, here's a howd'y do. There is a
conflict of opinion as to whether ground
hog day comes on the 2nd or 14th. Ac-
cording to the old calendars, Feb. 2nd is
ground hog day, and he most assuredly
saw hs shadow. But the new styled
caleutiars Oat came in several centuries
ago puts that all-important day twelve
days later, which makes it fall on St.
Valentines day.
The postoffice gentlemen tell us that
they can now look St. Valentine's in the
face without apprehension. Ten or
twelve years ago the day was a continu
ens struggle on the part of all concerned
to perform impossibilities.
Some Local Snap Shots.
Articles of incorporation for the
Acme Mill Company, of Hopkinsville,
were fie d with the Seco tary of State
at Frankfort Friday. The capital
stock is $15,000.
R. C. Simley, a brakeman on the
South end Louisville & Nashville local
freight, has moved his family from
Nashville to this city to live.
Sunday afternoon at three o'clock
Mr. John W. Walker and Miss Wulie
Mosely, popular in North Christian,
etre neerried at the residence of the
bride. pear Crofton, by Squire H. Myers.
Capt. W. S. Goodwin and Mr. W. P.
P'Pool have leased the CO rulean hotel
and oineirs for the coming season, and
this w -b known resort promises to be
more popular than ever.
Col. Hiram Phelps will issue inalarch
supplements similar to the ones he ably
edited lest year. These supplements are
devoted to local tobacco interests and
thou":.'-us of tle m were sent all over
Souttue Kentucky, and besides doing
great -rod in behalf of the market of-
fers a vieueble advertising in
which inerehants will not be slow to
take akvantage of.
e
To Cure a Cold In Oue Day
Take Lexsare bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails (Aim. 25rt,
ABOUT TO GET LEFT.
No Kentucky Republican
Will Cet in the Cabinet.
THE OHIO SITUATION.
A Negro Mob Thi its for the Blood of a Ne-
gro Rapist Up at B.wling Green.
THE ASYLUM ROW AT LEXINGT0a STILL ON
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Vaashington, Feb. 8.-It now appears
that Kentucky Republicans are about
to get left on the Cabinet makeup, as it
is gaid positively that Judge McCook,
the prominent New York jurist, will be
milked to accept the Attorney General-
ship. This annouticement courted con-
siderable surprises, as many of the load-
ers had confidetitly expected Mr. St.
John Boyle, of Louisville, to get the
place
It In said that Mr. McKinley will
make one or changes in the make•up of
the Cabinet. This is said to have been
iondered necessary by the sudden de-
terininatton of Mark I lunmims to enter the
Jabinet. It is mid by many that Mr.
Hanna will take the Postoftieti Depart-
mint, while others my that he will
take tether the War or Navy Depart-
ment which will cause the dropping out
of either Alger or Long or else the
transfer or one of them to the Postoffice
Departaient, which place has been kept
open in auticipation of just such an
emerg. nee
SHERMAN'S SUCCESSOR.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Columbus, 0., Feb. 8.-There is con-
siderable etippressed excittment about
the Capitel to-day, caused by the an-
noneet ment that (4ov. Bushnell intends
to see • :::t Lieutenant-Governor Jones
to swotted hie Sherman in the Senate.
It ie said that the appointment will be
math tomorrow. It is claimed that
Jou s eromised Gov. Bushnell that
he will be wilting to retire at the end of
the y ear and that he will not oppose the
Governor in the Senatorial race for the
full term that comes off next year, but
that he will leave the fight to Bushhell
and henna and will work for Bushnell.
Friends of Hanna deny this and say
that he is doing some very tall hustling
to-day and that Bushnell will be afraid
not to appoint him. Bushnell is, how-
ever, regarded by most people as the
master of the situation, as it is not
thought that McKinley can afford to
have a row with the State machine
managed by Foraker, Bushnell and
Kurtz, at least during his first year in
the White House-not even to gratify
Hanna's ambition, as it would result in
giving the Democrats the victory at the
polls next November. Hanna may,
however, make McKinley risk it, but it
is toe:toted r.: a very risky and foolish
ACCUSED OF NEPOTISM.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Feb. s.-The row
and the investigation at the Eastern
Asylum still go merrily on. It is said
that Superintendent Scott has eight of
his close relatives and sixteen people
from his home county. Pulaski, filling 1
offices at the asylum.
'ibucken's Arnica Save.
The Lest Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Oorea, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Oorna and all Skin Erup-
tions. aria positively cures Piles, or no
pre , aeso It is guaranteed to give narrow (*cape
, ttittio4et,t71 or 11101if y refunded.
Pi.. box. For Sale by.1! afternoon. Mr.
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville KT, purcliased some
who frequently sentiment in the city.
and the families of iboth gentlemen par-
took very heartily if it at dinner Satur-
day.
About 3 o'clock id the afternoon Mr.
Brown, who was &tithe time behind the
counter at Richardei& Co's., was sud-
denly taken very ill i suffering with ter-
rible cramps in thie stomach. He was
placed in a carriage' and sent to his
home, where a physician was soon call-
ed in. The physirien saw at once that
Mr. Brown was sneering from some
of
metallic poison. A4 Mr. Pyle and his
family were attacked in the game way
and about the same time the doctor con-
cluded that the so* was responsible
for the trouble, as that was the only
thing in common thlet both families had
had for dinner, and then again Miss
Johnnie Beard,who happened to drop in
at Mr. Pyle's about dinner time and
who had eaten nothing but a small piece
of the souse, was also affected in the
same way the othera were. The symp-
toms were those of *ad poison.
While all of the people who partook
of the souse were veey ill for some time,
they are all well niow. It seems that
Mr. Brown was esperially souse hungry
and partook of more 'of it than did any
of the others. For several hours it wag.
not thought that either Mr. Brown or
Ed Pyle would reciever, but emetics
were administered tio them and before
night they both began to show signs of
improvement. The* haven't eaten any
souse since, though they could have got-
ten some for dinner ion the following
day.
It is supposed Ong the souse Was
made in a metal verivel that had not
been carefully scowled out before the
meat was put into in.
iseveral mew-
HAS BROUGHT SUIT FOR DAMAGES
Rums Lawson Suss the Dra.Leckey for
One Thoussuld Dollars.
A peculiar suit waii filed Saturday in
the Circuit Court. Hume Lawson, a
negro, is the plaintiff He brings suit
for $1,000 damages against Drs. Walter
and George Lackest, of Pembroke.
Hume alleges that he went to the of-
fices of the physiciana and asked them
to visit his then dyi4 child, and that,
without provocation, they cursed him,
drew a gun on him and threatened to
kill him. Some of tire expressions used
in the petition are more forceful than
elegant. The Dra. Lackey are promi-
nent citizens. They ]have not filed an
answer.
BARELY ESCAPED THE MOB.
[SPECIAL TO *SW Me]
Bowling Green, my., Feb. 8.-Bob
Porter, a negro man dying in the neigh-
borhood of Rockfield, five toilets South
of this city, last. night criminally as-
saulted Nannie Frazier, a negro girl.
The Sheriff was not21ed of the affair
early this morning and went out and
arrested the men. m mob of uegroes
had formed for the parpose of lynching
Porter, and the Sher* and his deputes
had a hard time in eltiding the enraged
mob, but they finally succeeded in get-
ting the prisoner safety to the jail in
this city, where he is now locked up.
The assault is said to have been a very
brutal affair, the girl being very sen-
ously injured and thd negroes in the
neighborhood say tdat they will yet
lynch Porter. It miy be necessary to
have the Bowling ()seen military 0012I.
pany to gnarl' the jdil to-night The
white people in the neighborhood where
the crime was committed arc said to be
In sympathy with the umb.
GO TO THEIR REWARD.
W. C. Morrow 9assed Away
Sunday let
AT DAWSON SPRINGS.
JOINS*. Williams, Brinier of T. C. Williams.
Died In Franktia, Miss.
IvMr. W. G. Morro , a brother of
Judge Thomas J. Molrow, received s
stroke of appolexy at Dawson Springs
Sunday night and died in last than an
hour.
The remains were eonveyed to this
city by the Ohio Valley passenger train
which arrived here 4t 11 o'clock Mon.
morning.
The deceased was t veling represen-
tative of a large wholesale shoe estab-
lishment of St. Louis. He had been on
the road nearly forty 3 ears and was well
known and popular a I over ,Kentacky
and in many other Stites. Two years
ago he was a candidate for the Demo-
cratic nomination for the office of Rail-
road Commissioner oif this district, his
opponents being Col. *rank B.Richard-
so n ,Judge F le t cherDeiapsey and others.
He made a creditable race and in his
active canvass becam4 well acquainted
with large nvmbers o pe.sons in the
Peuuyrile, all of who will receive the
pews of his death wall deep regret.
Mr. Morrow was born in Christian
county and was fifty-seven years of age
.at the time of hie deatli. Ha was a son of
Col. Wee Morrow and grandson of Thos.
Morrow, one of the eerly pioneers of
Kentucky. His fettle served for some
time as Colonel of the entucky Militia,
and was elected to the lower house of
the Legislature, and reipresented Chris-
tian county in that body for
$ tveral terms. He mOved from here
to Princeton in 1854 anil died ten years
later leaving a widow and four children
-three sons and one daughter. The




An Interesting Account of the Success
-The Dullest Boy . Towne.
A former Hopkinsville citizen was
the most talked about man in Greater
New York fie a short time last week.
His career has been remarkable, and it
hasn't ended yet by a gloorl deal. When
this person lived in Hopkinsville he was
regarded as anything but promising. He
was the dullest boy in the school he at-
tended, and afterwards was worth only
$6 a month as a clerk in a hat home.
The New York Journal prints the fol-
lowing interesting story:
Addison Cammack. the last of the pic-
turesque figures which made Wall street
what it is has sold his seat on the Stock
Exchange, and will be seen no more in
the places where his presence was once
so feared.
Though Mr. Cammitek has not been
the preminent fig re in the Street that
lie once was, for two years he has been
dealing quietly, through various brok-
ers, and taking part in many of the big
deals. His influence Was always felt,
although he has not recently dealt to
extensively or as fearlessly as he did in
the earlier days.
When it was announced yesterday
that Mr. Cammack had decided to give
up all speculation in the future there
um much surprise expressed in Wall
street. None of the brokers had expect-
ed to see him return to the Street and
renew his immense deals of a few years
ago, but they thought that he was so at
etched to the place where he had made
his immense fortune that he would keep
his seat on the Exchange and indulge in
little "fliers" now and then.
All these theories were upset %Olen it
was authoritatively stated yesterday
that Mr. Cammack had Veold his seat to
Henry J. Ditman. Mn Ditman is in
charge of the arbitrage dnd bond depart-
ment of Lazard Freres, and, although
the price paid for the seat was not an-
nounced, it is said to heve been about
$25,000. The sale, of course, is a condi-
tional one, and must be approved by
the Board of Governors Of theEnchange
before it can become flail, and mast re-
main posted for ten days before it can
take action on it. In this case, how-
ever, the action of the board will be
purely formal.
When the first rumors of the sale were
current on the street there were many
stories told of the reason for Mr. Cam-
mack's final withdrawal from specula-
tion. One of these is that in spite of
the $3,000,000 or $4,000,000 which he is
said to eave amassed in the Street he is
now, personally, a poor man. All his
estate is said to be invested in real estate
or in holding,. in the name of his wife
and the big operator is without money
with which to carry on any but the
smallest deals. It is said, too, that in
the last few years Ole Cammack has
hist his "nerve- which made him so
feared when he was at the height of his
power and that as a consequence he has
lost money in his recent deals.
Formerly Mr. Cammack was nearly
always a bear, and waen he wanted to
iuflence the market he would dump 50,-
000shares of stock on the fire r of the ex-
change at once. If this was not enough
he would follow it up with more, and
aftewards with still more until the ob-
ject he had in mind was accomplished.
He was absolutely fearless, and a heavy
logs at ths start did not frighten him in
the least.
Now, brokers say, all this ire changed.
In recent deals when he found that the
market was against him he seemed to
fear to risk more money, and would
turn and run for cover, content to lose
the money he had first risked, and not
willing to chance any neire in an effort
to save it. In deals of this kind Mr.
Cammack is said to have lost nearly all
of the reedy money in his poestegion
None of Ow ̀ ones wire heavy in them
selves, but, taken altogether, they madt
a large sum, and there gesented to be
danger of his gradually losing a g000
alive of his big teatime.
Then, it is said, his wife came to tht
rescue. The property is in her name,
and when she was asked fie
money she is said to have refused to ad-
vance it for use in speculations. Sht
argued that her husband's fortune was
ample, arid that there Was no use in
risking it in the hope of making more
money which was not needed. This
practical view of the situetion she final
ly succeeded in itupartiog to her hus-
band, and the result wee his action et
-yesterday.
Mrs. Cammack was a Miss Hildreth,
of Washington, and she Was married to
Mr. Cammack about eleten years ago.
At the time he settled 414)00,000 on her,
and since then has giveO her three or
four times as much, nearly all the real
estate he formerly ownid in this city
now beirg in her name] She is the
motlitr of two sons, °lie ten years old,
end the other itx- Afro. Cammack
herself is about thirty-tine years old,
while her husband is seventy-one.
Mr. Cammack Was born in Hopkins-
ville, Ky.. and while aloe went to New
Orleans, where he secured a clerkship
in the firm of J. P. Whitney & Co. In
a few se are he was a member of the
firm. When the Civil War broke. out
he went to Havana, from which place
he engaged in blockade running, and
made much money at the risky busi-
ness. In 1866 he came to this city and
went into the wholesale liquor trade
with J. W. George. Then he formed a
partnership with the late Charles J. Os
born and began his career on the Stock
Exchange.
As a speculator he soon made a na-
tional reputation, and went into busi-
ness for hiluselr. Cannueck and Char-
les F. Woerishoeffer engineered the col-
lapse of the Northern Piscine in 1883.
Hemury Villard was condemned in this
During his life in the Street, Mr.
Camtnack frequently aeted for Jay
Gould and Commodore V ituderbilt when
they had any deals which they wished
to put in the hands of a stiecially daring
operator. All of the noted men with
when' he did business are noes. dead or
retired, and he is the last of a group
that made the Street famdus,
e es-
A NARROW ESCAPE.
A Number of Peonle Poisained by Souse
Made In a Metal Vessel.
Mr, Edward Brown, who clerks for
Richards & Co., Miss Johnnie Beard
and Mr. James Pyle and
GOOD YEAR PROMISED.
The Ensuing Season Will
Be Successful.
ONLY HALF PLANTED.
Farmers are Deeply Interested In the Frage
ingot the New Tara! Bill.
From reports received by theBoarrl of
Inspectors and vrarehousemen of this
city from the different sections of the
Hopkineville tobacco growing district,
the cornitvg year promises no be the most
successful and prosperous in the history
of this in irket. Owing to the diffirulty
of handling tobacco during such extreme
cold weather as that of the last ten
days, receipts at the warehouse have
been much smaller than they would
otherwise have been, but there will be a
general rush of the weed upon the mar-
ket now that the weather is mcelerat-
ing. It is generally understood among
the farmers of this seetioti th3t only
about SO per cent. of the usual acreage
will be planted this semen, and mere
attention will be given to the raisiug of
fine tobacco. The demand for all of
the better grades of leaf «eainees good,
ar, the brokers need it in filling their
Eastern and foreign orders. The last of
the old crop has been disposed of, and
such of the new crop as has been receiv-
ed would indicate that it eras much en-
perior to the old, both in body and color.
The monthly report of D. F. Smehe
son, Inspector, shows the receipts for
January, and for the year, to be 226
hogsheads, as against 315 hhda. for the
same time last year. Sales for the-
past month were 53e hhds. as against 77
last year. Shipments for the pest
month, 518 Wide., against 214 !Aida
last year. Stock on sale, 1,661 hhdse,
against 17s hhds. last year. Stock arAd,
1,414 hhds. as against Sti0 Mids. Iasi
year. Stock on hand, 6,075 hhds.. ale
against 1,458 hinds, last year.
The tobacco growers of Kentucky are-
very much interested in the framing of
the new Tariff Bill. They want a reel-
moeity clause inserted in the bill that
will be of some benefit to them by in-
creasing their export trade. Represen-
tative Clardy, who is thorotieblY fain&
liar with the subject, says that if the
tobacco growers of Kentucky could se-
cure an open market in France, Spain,
Italy, and the other countries, the same
as they enjoy in England and Germany
it would greatly increase their trade;
and at the same time produce a better
price for tobacco, writes the Courier-
Journal's correspondent. The tobacco
interest, he said, was not fully under-
stood by Congress because it was con-
fined to a few States, and yet was a for-
mer article of export. In the opinion of
Dr. Clardy the present law, if enforced,
would bring France and the other come-.
tries that discriminate sgainst our to-
tems° to terms. In other words, if we
would treat France in the tobacco ques-
tion as we treated Germany on the hog
question, it would result in largely in-
creasing our export tobacco trade, and
the tobacco growers of Kentureiy and
the South would reap the benefit . Dr.
Clardy is working up a sentiment for
the tobacco men, and the opinion pre-
vails to-day that the Ways and Means
Committee will do something toward
facilitating our export tobacco trade.
e
An Old raper.
R. W. Downer, a well-known nur-
seryman, brought to the /Overview Re-
view office a copy of the Kentucky Re:
porter, published at Lexington, Monday,
January 1, 1621. Among the adver-
tising notices was tht• following .
"I intended to recommence the prac-
tice of the law, and for Oh purpose I
*hull attend the Court of Appeals. the
Circuit Court of the United State,' the
Frankfort, the Circuit Court of the
United States at Columbus, O., and the
Fayette Circuit Court.
"Lt xitigtou 4Ky. tkth June, now,
"5. CLAY."
"The subscribers have associated
themselves together In the practice of
,4W in the courta at Lexinigton. En-
gagements esteem' into by wither win
IV attended to by bota as fat as pructi.
cable. One or both of them =ay gener-
ally be found in a room adjoining the
Athenaeum at the Kentucky Hi-tel. H.-
Clea,
eG. W. Reeigley."
The law card of J. Cabell Breckin-
ridge also appears. He seys he has
moved his office from goon to'
Frank fort.
HAD SERVED TWENTY-S X YEARS
Mr. Will Tandy Resigns Treasurership
of the Baptist Sunday-School.
Mr. Will T. Tandy on Sursday tenders
ed his resignation as Treaehrer of the
Baptist Sunday-School.
He had held this responstle position
for twenty-six years and ha managed
the finances of the schools inian entirely
satisfactory manner. His resignation.
was regretfully accepted.
An election was entered iitto and Mr.
Frank Buckner was unanimously dome.
en Treasurer.
Rtieumatiam Cured ID r Dry. 4
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in) to 3 days.
Its action upon the sysfemisremarkable
and myeknoue. It reitioves It once the
souse and the disease Immediately di.- •
appears. The first doaegreutlo benefits;
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youngest son, Dr. P. A. Morrow, went I A '''
to New York twenty Attars ago without t tesee let
)P
aestee. ee"- "
t 1" 11II ".
means or a single acquiintance, and be- l" "'" "`"nd."'  
came an eminent pretitioner there. Special Subscript io
Judge Thomas MorrOw removed to' 
Christian county where he has since : 
CfP011 to .1/11 rrh 1,
.11•or 01 On 11155% I °W"I '
.been engaged in farnting and in the 1%"
bers of his family, had an exceedingly practic of law. Mr. N.V. G. Morrow, i•I'.1-3PI,,"i'rVi's I il•" °.414) j
13
from death Saturday the deceased, located ii Paducah, where 11;lia'S.aairetaat't-Z
Brown told Mr. Pyle 
I 
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Mexico has officially condemned foot
hail-even the bull-fighters couldn't
stand it.
The pnblie-will regret to know that
ouly pagl. •• •4 have ever beeu killed
in the rine
It look••• • • :1.1144.11 If-S;nator Mor-
gan will :lever get Ins Nicaraguan Ca-
nal unless he goes down and digs it
himself.
England never fully appreciated the
enermity of the offenses of the King of
better antil it was learned that he had
a tremendous f•,r•••:ne in ivory.
Senater -t,on plays seven dif-
ferent instrum,•.,-, including the flute.
No wonder his ehetitnents wanted to








it is very high."
1-; -its have recently
• e. ,e.nley• shake''
••••••*
Uncle Sam's costly newl inmelade
seem so be good only fee burlier defeuse
Delaware can breathe easdanow that
she has at last succeeded iu viug e le-
gally elected Senator seated.
Champion Cur tt instils that prize
fighting is not at all dangerous. He
may change his mind, however, after
he has run up against the sort of goods
that Colonel Fitzsimmons hands out.
Mark Twain has given the English
reading world many a happy hour, and
thw that he is old, feeble. poor and die-
(resent his readers should go to his »s-
e-, and see that his remaining days
einie comfottable.
The youug lit111111.11 Emperor is evi-
dently of the opinion that Elismarck is
;imply living for the purpose af annoy.
tug him.
__ . _ ______ _
The St. Leers Post-Dieputth remarks
that nothing needs closer wa hew than;
uew treaties with our comae ial friend,
Mr. J. Bull.
Nne York court has nilen that es
, ideas until it has eetablish-
ei a tepee, 7'. `1 for biting " Bat it gen-
erelly requnes but one bite to thor-
, ughly convince the victim that the
dog's reputation is fully established.
If John Bull would agree to have the
President of Mexito to act as umpire,
then Uncle Sam might afford to sigu
that treaty, but the King of Sweden
and Norway is ou too intimate terms
with the English government to be en-
tirely unbiaaed in his ideas,
Governor Bushnell continues to war-
ble "I don't Want to Play in Your
Yard" right under Mark Hanna's front
window, and he warblee it in each an
earneet tone that Hanna is rapidly com-
ing to the conclusion that the song
comes straight from the heart.
The reunion of Confederate veterene
at Nashville will be one of the grandest
events of the kand ever witnessed. The
reunion was first fixed for May 5, 6 and
7. but Gen. Gordon, Commander-in-
Chi ef of the United Confederate Veter-
ans, an I), • et the dates have been
ehanged J Line 22, 23 and 24 -Atlanta
etrual.
It is very evident that theirs is some-
thing the mat ter vt ith Hanita-or else
sonic of theOhiu Republicanis are kick-
ing up a big row over metre*.
After theea...tie g--ts through "amend-
ing" that arbitration treaty Salisbury
and Olney will have difficulty in recog-
nizing their own offspring without a
certificate of identification. The time
taken up in amending the treaty is time
thrown away, as John Bnll is no( likely
to agree to the changes that are being
mad,
r says that Italy's symbol
..frttartleSS is a monkey and an organ-
e:!-.••r. But it must be remembered
:,1!:f,. Nftchael Angelo, Raphael,
.eee .ecilleo, Julies Ceasar and
e teener - never enjoyed the supreme
tidy -4.1'1'3W-, which have fallen to the lot
of }ewer -.0ixote Mills. Texas can af
ford to be magnanimous.-Chicago
Times-Herald
_ _ 
Uncle Sam will soon be without a sin-
gle vessel that he can trust out at
do*. On the 19th of last May the Battle-
ship Indiana caught fire, her bunker
plates buckled aud her steam pipes were
twisted. On the 12th of October the
Indiana &pain narrowly escaped destruc-
tion. both of her monster turrets break-
tng loose in a storm and the big gnus
threat le ere to wreck her. On Septem-
ber leo f last year the Battleship
Texas se- a rock near the torpedo
station ;' .Newport. On November 9th
10196 the ••xas sank at her dockhn the
Braokly, Navy Yard because of the
f n It v e. etentight compartments. On
Jan tr7 18tb, .1497, the Crusier Mont-
gone ,.reick bottom near Governor's
et a propeller bladeand bruised
five plates on the port side. On Janu-
ary e0th, la97, the Cruiser Brooklyn
struck bottom in the ice in the L ela-
w-re River, and rocks in the river bed
crushed in her hull. And now the Bat-
tleship Indiana is igain in trouble of a
very serious nature. Leen Friday the
Inenana started out with Admiral
Batmen squadron for the purpose of
taking part in the naval manoeuvres off
Charleston, but before she had been to
eea twenty-four hones the same turrets
that got 1008SI last fall again got loose
and she threatened to "turn turtle," ace
the sailors term it-that is, go to the
bottom with all on board-ao Captain
Taylor at once returned to Hampton
Roads. The Navy Department Claims
that the Indiana can yet be made all
right. A great deal of the trouble that
the new vessels of the navy have been
experiencing is due to defective mate-
rial and loose methods of building If a
few of the contractors who have been
swindline Uncle Sam in the material
farutehet for battleships and cruisers
rob prosecuted there would be a
et improvement in the next vessel.
end until they are prosecuted the
public need not be surprised at any-
thieg that happens to our navy. The
men who perpetrate those frauds are
criminals of the very worst description,
because they not only defraud Uncle
Sam, bat by constructing veesela of in-
' - Ierent material 0ndangez the lives of
• nandreds of officers and men who
are to make their home on them and
who are at any tittle likely to go intn
battle depenenieg npen armor plates !ha:
ia.r.• tilled with bloe -Meese and which
would shatter the first time a shell
istruee
Banker tiage's qualifications as a
'tritely up-to-date financier are ques-
tioned in the East, as it (lateen appear
that he has ever wrecked a hank.
It isn't necessary for Bowl people to
- -
look iu the almanac to find out that
February is a -short" month. They
can just look in their pocketbooks.
Batiks count/ter to fail erten in thr
very State iu which the. "Advance
Ageut leroaperty" himeelf resides-
but still proepority ie tontine, and MO is
the end of the tilittementli evintury.
The Penusylvaula emit of dynamiting
ettepended banks Is quite a novel way
ni."gettiug even•• for the toes of money.
f he Pennsylvania depositoM evidently
imagine that the batik 0111e141111 sunk tin
money very deep.
An Ohio paper thinks that Uov. Bush-
nell will appoint a workiugman to the
United States Senate. Which again
recalls the fact that your uncle Mark
Hanna himself has been working like a
nailer this winter.
_ _
The Havoneyen aro *al the sugar
business to make sugar cheitp and Mr.
Rockefeller is in oil in order to make
that also cheap. How is it poesible for
the nation to ever sufficiently recognize
so much disinterested philazethropy ?
"Protection is permanealy triumph-
--
ant," say the high tariff advocates, but
they will find cut after awhile that they
have been very much militaken. No
system of plunder can be permanently
triumphant in an enlightenad country.
Mr. .Wanamaker is doubtless of the
opinion that the burning of the Penn-
sylvania capitol is simply :punishment
sent direct from heaven; upon the
State for rejecting the proffered service*,
as Senator of so pions a citizen as him-
self.
The idea of /3ondeteller Cleveland con-
solidating a few pension °Wes and then
bragging that he has thereby saved
ele0,000 is realiy amusing. Think of it !
St 50.000. Why he gave Pierpout Mor-
gan a hundred times that much in oue
bond deal.
Col. Ainsworth rays that the veterans
of our civil war will be extinct by 1943.
Well, it is to be hoped so, at any rate
The country has already mind very,very
dearly few the, services they rendered-
and also for 'services that many of them
didn't render.
Whether Hat, s the Caninet
or not-he'll boes it etnt the same.
_
There is one Ieptiblican who has m t
made a pilgrimage to Canten-ent
the contrary pained throagh that Mecca
without stopping-and who y% ill me
bother McKinley by asking Jur any pie
As the political shadows eome aud go
Ceariteed seems now and then loom" up
larger than McKinley, and as a mutter
ef fact he is a larger man than en-Kee-
ley-larger in every way.
The millionaires of 'seventeen cities
have realized that the silver cause has
not waned, but is waxing:with every
week of the business deprecation. They
now go a-leagning to stem the tide
which they see advancing,hut they will
scarcely succeed.
- - - -  --
"Kansas is New Engbind's child,"
says the Springfield (Maas.Alten ublican.
That's very true ; and thatiaocounts for
the crankiness and intolerance that
characterizes the people Of the grass-
hopper State. New England is welcome
to whatever credit it can derive from its
relationship to wild and wPoly Kansas.
Gov. Bradley very propeily pardoned
James Singleton, the nine-Year-old aoy
sent to the penitentiary by it jury in the
Circuit Court of Boyd comity. The boy
is even small for his age, net weighing
more than sixty pounds. He had brok-
en a show window and stolen fifty cents.
As Gov. Bradley said, the sending of
that boy to the penitentiary was &crime
against civilization. Red-handed mur-
derers have often walkedotit of theBoyd
connte court house as fresh men, but
this child had to be "made Ian example
of in order that other bort seeing his
fate would take warningl and mend
their ways."
Senator Daniel has made a point
against the arbitration treaty which may
result in arraying the silser Senators
solidly against its ratification. The point
is that if the United States should
adopt the free coinage of silver while
that treaty was in force, England
could put in a claim for tbe difference•
between the value of principal and in.
terest of American debta held in Eng-
land, unier the new system of a double
standard and under the present single
gold standard, and if a majority of the
arbitrators happened to he gold men
would probably get a decision in favor
of the claim.
We are glad that Senator Tillman has
gotten out his pitchfork again, and that
he is going to use it if theRepublicans try
to throw out the electoral Vote of South
Carolina on the protest thet in going te
be made by Murray, the negro member
of the House from that State, when the
House and Senate meet this week in
jeint seesion to count the electoral votes.
Senator Tillman gays on the subject:
-If McKinley is going to be inaugurat•
ed on the 4th of March, the jcint Con-
vention has got to count the votes of
South Carolina. If the Republican par-
ty wants to make an attach on the Cou-
stitution of the State; it *tun make it
on some other ground or itt some other
manner than by endeavoring to prevent
the counting of her vote. ; wish to go
further and expnes my preference for
'teeing Mr. McKinley President than to
see t he Presiden t al f nem inn exercised by
Secretary Olney, as it will he after the
1th ofMarchef the effete Is *ade to deny
South Carolina the right to vote " The
following significant lauguege wan used
by Representative McCal , of M888.,
who ire n Republican and hairman of
the Election Committee Iwbich has
charge of the contested election cases
from South Carolina in this Congress:
"It is trne, apparently, that the election
laws and nonstitution of Shuth Carolina
disbar a large proportion of the popula-
tion from voting, but it seems to be the
illiterate ones who are disfranchised.
There is a question in the minds of
many intelligent men whether this is
uot a wise plan if constitutionally en-
forced and cerried ont accoediug to law.
A full generation has peened since the
negroes were enfranehised, and I do
not know how long they can expect us
to coddle them and fight tol secure their
electoral rights, while theY neglect to
learn to read and write.", i
-
How many, young men l and young
women are cut off just a4 the futare
seems brightest and fullest of promise!
They are taken away try ,the disease
which causes over one-siath of all the
deaths in the world-the disease which
doctors call consumption. There is ab-
solutely no reason in the world why
consumption should be fetal-why it
should be even serious. leis a dieease
of the bloodeuel can be cured abeolutely
and always by purifying and enriching
the blood. The only exception to this
is the case where the dieectee has been
neglected or improperly treited until it
is stronger than the bodi-until the
body ham become so weak as to have
lost the ability to recnrerate.
Piercet's Golden Medical Diecovsry will
cure 98 per centof all easeslof commute
tion if used according to directions. It
shoo cures all lingering coughs. bron-
chial and throat affections.
S'ind tIV f 1-T-co." cents 'n ono-rent
st4smps 'to Wtn..di's Dispf'n. ry Medi( fAi
Association, buffalo, N. and receive
Dr. Pierce's 1008 page Cottimon Sense
medical adviser, illustrated.
Mr. Henry U. Havemeyte, the great
dhilautnropist who fixes the price of
sugar in the United Status, is a very pe-
culiar citizen and has a very poor mene
ery when it conies to testifying in re
easel to his thieving Seger Trust. lie
testimony before one committee was ex
.ectly opposite to what it was b lure au-
ether, yet he was testifying under oath
each time. If he were not an (mon
measly wealthy man he would hav.
been aceused of lying.
Poor McKinley is completely in the
hauds of the tr sts and tomes! lit
sold himself absolutely for the Preen
,lency. It is au honor to be Precedent
of the United Staten under mine eireutn•
statute., but not under ouch eircum
stance* as those that characterise Mc.
Keeley's elegem. The week %ell bend
the knee to McKinley, but stroll: met,
will only feel sorry for him end row. t
that the 1.1gh office that he will go
through the mottling of tilling should
have been dragged in theendre.
The millers are right, the cash system
should be edopted wherever practical le,
as cash payments do much to soften
hard times. The cash system howee te,
can uot be adopted generally over the
country until there is more money in
circulation and the only way in which
the circulation can be increased is by a
return to the bimetallic standard under
wheel we grew from a handful of Col-
onies to be the greatest nation on earth,
with the exception of Great Britain. At
present we have only enough actual
money to do seven per cent. of the base
nese of the country ou a cash basis-the
remaining 93 per cent. being done with
paper, that is, virtually on credit.
If there is so much money to be made
out of the Nicaraguan canal why do not
aeme of the big capitalists go in and
make some of it instead of trying to in-
duce Uncle Sam to act the hog by tak-
ing it all? The absolute unselfishness
displayed by the capitalists who arc
trying to get Uncle Sam to scoop in all
the millions to be made from that canal
project ia marvelous, in fact it would be
incredible if the public was not so well
acquainted with those men. Now that
tenclesSamhas dropped the project for the
prevent, at any rate, those men could
not be blamed by anybody if they should
rush in and build the canal from their
own plethoric purses and take all the
immense profits that they have fignred
out for Uncle Sam, who made such
eolossal sum out of his contention with
the Pacific railroads that he is afraid te
go into any more similar schemes lest
he make more umucy than he would
know how to dispose of in the next tee
centuries.
A VE2Y HOT MT
Is N .w in Progress Detween
the I. C. and L. & N.
A NEW TICKET PUT IN'.
It is Said That the B & 0. S-W. will Try to
Buy the 0 V When it is Put up for Sale.
A charity arechiation in a large city
that now brags that it has a considera•
hie balance iu its treasury thereby con-
fessee that it has not by auy means done
its duty, for there are hundreds of
thousand.; of people in these United
States who are actually starving tc
death right now. One hundred thous-
and people living in fourteen counties-
or rather parishes,as they are called-in
Northern Louisiana are destitute, merry
of them dying from hunger, while huu-
dreds and thousands are living entirely
on molasses, and even that is now about
given ont. Every man who has any-
thing to spare should aid those poor pee
ple whose crops were all killed by tl o
drouth last SCR/3On 1111d who have W.
seed even with which to plant the next
crop, and who mast perish unless their
fellow-eountrywen aid thine Every
man who can spare any money-if no
more than a dollar-should send it to
the Governor of Louisiana, at Baton
Rouge, to be used buying food for
those destitute people, who never failed
themselves,when ablee go to the aid of
other sufferers.
As there are a hundred thousand peo-
ple starving to death in fourteen of the
Northern counties of Lonisana, and as
the people of t at State have contribut-
ed liberally and almost as much as they
are able to, and the Governor has used
every dollar in the State treasury to
feed the destitute people, and they are
still dying for want of food and cloth-
ing, it is the duty of Congreas to at once-
appropriate from the Federal treasury
just as much msney as will be neceseare
to put an end to the awful suffering of
the people and also to purchase etiough
seed to plant the next crop, for without
aia they will not be able to raise a crop
this year, as the drouth last summer am,
fall did not even leave enough for seed
The fact that it is not the business ot
the Federal Government to provide for
destitute citizens of a State shout,' not
cut any figure in such a case 88 this, to
which a higher law than that of mai,
applies. The entire country would be
willing for Congrese to make whatever
appropriatiou is found to be neeessurt
in such au instance. Nor should Con-
gress wait to see what charitable, public
merited men are going to do toward aid
ing Ore destitute. Let it make the ap-
propriation at once, and any part of the
sum appropriated and not used can be re-
turned. Humanity denten& immediate
teetion on the part of thane keepers of
the national purse.
.
A Cincinnati paper says that an in-
vestigation shows that a majority of the
tires occurring in that city during the
recent cold snap were due to carelees•
nese in the building of the chimney's,
which were used more for supporting
the houses than for the. one purpose fie
which they were intended-to carry on
the smoke and impure air. hi many
MUM it 18 found that nuically contract-
ors have used the chimueys as supports
for the joists, which are oft, u run int.
the chimney so far as to leave the end-
exposed in the flues. And then agree,
instead of tieing the flues with regulai
tine linining the contractors frequently
use a kiwi of plaster which, by reason
of the changeable atmosphere, is really
no protection to the brick. Too much
importauce can not he attached to the
quesaion of rigid building inspection, as
IR readily seen at a glance. The author-
ities of the European cities inspect every
particle of the inatenal that goes into
buildings and also carefully and criti-
cally inspect the buildings from the mo-
ment the work is begun until it is min-
pleted and, as a consequence, there are
not one half as many fires in the cities
on that continent as there are in the
cities of the United States, that is, in
proportion to the number of buildings
rocted. Every town-no matter how
small it may be-should have a careful,
conscientious, honest building inspector,
regardless of the :y.esst, for he would save
to the people many times his salary dur-
ing the year.
---
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the
whole system when entering it through
the mucous surfaces. Such articles
should never be used except on prescrip-
tions from reputable physiciane, as the
damage they will do is ten told to the
good you can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
no men•ury, arid is taken internally,
acting (lir ictly upon thee blood and tuu•
r•ous surfaces of the eystem. In baying
Hall's Catarrh Cure be eure you get the
genuine. It is taken roteruelty al,
etude in Toledo, Ohio, hy k'. J. Chem
et Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by drugge•ter, price 75c per bottle.
Hall's Family Pale aro the best.
rsPleflit. TO NRW FR II
Louisville,. Feb 9 -The fight between
theIlliuresCentral aed tie Louisville an(
'Natthrine roads for paseerger business
between Louieville and An niphis and
New Orleans is now red hot and there
ire rel signs of ;thee-meet.
Recently the Illinois Ccetral began
sell al,000 mile tickets poo 1 nn thee
whole system South of St. Linde and
Oleo river Wine. Theme tiekett wee(
"(hi fin. fe.0 Newel, with it rebate of $111
wIrti the empty rovers tiro returned by
the purchaser. This arrangettieht make
the tickets sell for two centre a tulle,
l'he ticket is 'limiter to one which was
issued by the Chesapeake, Ohio ate,
Southwestern some years ago. That
road had very etrong pressure brought
ti bear on it by other bouthern roads
Alia the ticket wits withdrawn.
At that time the Louisville dr Neigh
vele railroad bail a 1,000 mile ticket
eleich they sold at ent. witliont rebate.
makiug the rate re cents and a 1.alf
mile. The C. 0 & S. W. pnt out a sim-
ilar ticket, which they sold up to the
time of the change, and which the Ile-
eois Central has been selling up to ti
very recent date.
Prior to the time the Illinois Centre'.
entente" Louisville and St. Louis they
had their 2,000-mile ticket in use on
their road in the North, but it was not
good over the Yazoo and Miseissippi
Valley, or the main stem of the Illinois
("mend South of the river. In putting
in the cheaper rate they have simply ex-
tended the policy of the parent roam
The Illinois Central officials say that
the ticket hae been taken up very kind-
ly by the public. The L. & N. Alicials
seem to think that the Illinois Central
can not keep in the rates, but on tjae
other baud the I. C. people declare that
they have put in the rates to st ty. ee
thought by railroad men that the L. &
N. will be compelled to meet the rates
put in by the Illinois Central Company.
METHODIST DIVINE Dine D
isreCtee TO Niter k I
Courtland, Ala Feb. 10.- 2 p.
Or. Taylor, eighty years old, e protein- .
telt Methodist divine died here this
morning.
THE PLAN OF LIQUIDATION.
[SPECIAL TO NSW Les]
New York, Fcb. 10.-At au informal
conference of the Eastern stockheldera
of the Southern Building and Loan As-
s iciation, f Knoxville, held yesterday
afternoon iu this city, Wm. Hepburn
Russell mad) a report of the action
token by the United States Court at
Kuenville, and sub-mated the outlines
ef plan of vuluetery liquidation et-
(ended to ptotect the intereet of etock-
holders, and, if puisible, avoid a perma-
nent rectiverehip. The 1118111 feature of
the plan is to aseertain the actaul net
value of the assets of the association,
and scale down the etock ahordingly.
This association is one of the largoet
in the countre, lutving nearly 101,700,000
sulheribed stoek, $3,000,000 of wheel is
mild in. There are ebout 10,000 stock•
boleti t hroughout the country.
A ttirtetiett of the Wathirgton stock
holders will be held in that elty on Vele
miry 21, at which Mr. Russell will be
present. At the home olliees In Knox.
vale, Tenn., on March 4, a general
ineetieg of etockholders will be held to
eonsider the situation, the question of
the appointment of a permanent re-
(liver coming tip in court for decision
four days later.
It is said by a good many well posted
men that the Illinois Central people are
very much mietaken if they expect to
scoop in the Ohio Velley reilwey Mi-
l:out any oppoeition. Beltimore &
Ohio S .nthweetern people are very anx•
mus to get to Nashville and the far
South, so when the 0. V. is put up for
sale they will makelaineffort to:purchase.
It, and if successful they will only have
to build a few 'lintel of track across Un-
ion county to connect it with their road
which ends at Shawuretowe,
just acne" the Ohio river from Cruel-
ville, in Union county. As the B. & O.
S.-W. is one of the big roads of the
eoniary and is in a good financial condi-
tinn it will tight the I. C. considerably
if it determines to go after the Ohio
Valley. No matter which one of the
two gets the 0. V- tt.e people on that
road will be pat in connection with all
t he big systems of the Eitet.
----------
RELIEF TO THE MARKET.
iSPECI.U. TO NEW ERA]
Felts River, Mass., Feb. 9 -10 a.m.--
The entire accumulatiou of 750,000
pieces of 5-1-stinare print clothe were
sold at this place yesterday to the Amer-
iean Printing Company. This relieves
the dry goods market of an incubus
that has bung over it for many months
The deraand generally was very good
yesterday.
WOMEN MASSACRED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Feb. 10.-1 p. ne-A press
cablegram front London seye the; the
brutal Turks this morning massacred
one hundred Christian mermen-Greek
Catholics-at Canea, in the Island of
ilrete, where the fighting has been gu-
llet! nu fur several days. The informs).
tion received in London from English
residents in the Island of Crete indicate
that the Christians were aggressors in
the beginning, that the Greeks belies-
erg that the end of the Turkish Empire
ens uear at hand and cheering the ac
quire posssion of the Island began
operations that drove the Tarks to ac
tion and stirred up the bitter feelings
that have always exieted between the
Christians and the Mohammedaus. The
Great Powers of Europe may yet have
to make Greece stop interfering with
the Turkish Government's rights in
Crete, which has for warty years be-
longed to the Turks.
CIGARETTES KILLED HIM.
SPECIAL TO NEW sits l
Louisville, Ky., Feb.. 10 -I:M-
aw-oh Hogan, it young man Wilo lived
with his parents; in the Western portioe
of this city, died this morning from the
effects of the excletive meet cigarettes.
For eeveral years he had been in the
habit of smoking an exceedingly large
number ef cigarettes, andesome morale
leo was taken very ill, and graduallt
erew worse until the end came to-day




With a better understanding of the
transient nature of the many phye
ical ilLe, which vainiell befere proper ef-
forts-gentle e fforts-pleasau t e ff orts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that so many forms or
eickness arc not due to airy actual dis
ease, but simply to a constipetedconde
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt
iy removes. That is why it is the only
remedy w.th millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy wleeh promotes internal
cleamlinees without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle. which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of geed health
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed
afflicted with any actin.° dis.ease one
may be commended to Lhe most skill:u
phynciens. but if in need of a hothtivt,
one she-. 1(1 have the best, and with th.
well-intormed everywbere, Syrup ot
Figs stands highest and ITIrWf large!,
mad and Owes Most aenensl satiatiseticz.
CUBANS PUZZLED
Over the Desertion of Forts
by the Spaniards.
NO SPANISH IN SIGHT.
Patriots Take It as a Sure Evidence el Vic-
tory-Thirst tor Revenge.
jALG R WILL GET LEFT.
Will be Rejectedon Account
of His War Record.
SON MURDERS FATHER.
The Old Man Asks the Boy for His Pistol, but
Gets he Contents Instead.
The following is sent to the Scripps-
McRae League by a staff correspondent
pent to Cuba some mouths ago:
Fields of Cuba, Canato-On- The-Canto,
Jan. 19.-Newa discussed to-day in the
Cuban camp here indicates that en-
gagements may be expected about Bar-
acme Gem Perez, one of the three
Generale tinder Gareia, has been order
ed with his entire minuend toBarecom
which is a peat on the North seacoast.
The chanced are that the Spanish
troops now quartered in Harsco& may
be ordered to the field,and in that event
engagements are sure to follow. Perez
is going there to fight
I have been for many days in Santi-
ago Province, and I can eay that it is
hard indeed to see that mneh-searched-
for object, a Spanish eoldier.
1111NR THE ENEXT IS FRIGHTENED.
The Cuban Generals, I think, are cor-
rect in their claims that the enemy is
frightened in &Linage Province, at
least.
The troops with is hom I am camping
have found n11 the interior forts in this
section deserted There is much excite
went among the Cuban forces became
of this situation, ate! the faith in the
ranks has grown stronger for the final
ending of the war.
For myself, I am led to believed that
the Spaniel will return to the field re-
enforced.
When I suggeeted this to Gen. Cebrc-
co, he said: "If this is the intention it
would hardly seem that they would de-
sert these forts."
Four days ago I W itnessed the attack
on Santiago. Acting under the orders
of Maj. Gen. Garcia, Gen. Cebreco
made an attack on the city at
9 :25 o'clock at nigl.t. Patriot -troops,
numbering 6-10 men, iss nearly as I oould
estimate, made the ussault upon the city
The Spauieh troops were not expett-
leg so fierce an attack, although they
knew that Bebreco had been iu the
ueighborhood for several days.
The Cubans were succeseful in de-
stroyiug a small section of the Northern
part the city.
The real purpose of his attack, Ochre-
co explained to me, was not to destroy
a pelt of Santiago, so much as to draw
the Spoliate:. iuto the fields and trap
them. This failed.
It id i.111p0d.tt,eu to tell whether any
Spaniel' soldiers were killed in the dark-
nets, When tee attack began the firing
for a time was heavy, and some must
have fallen.
ceeros is WILL1Nn.
Madrid, Spain, Feb. 11.-Marshal
Campos yesterday e4reesed his willing-
nese to resume command of Cuba.
"I approve the spirit of the new re-
fez ins, but their efficacy depende on the
mode of carm lug them out," said he.
"I believe the euffrage ought to have
been made more extensive, and that the
eonditious of the eleetion of the insular
aseeinbly should better defend it.
"The protection maintained for Span•
tell imports into Cuba I consider excess-
ive, as it may prove prohibitive in the
case of many articles. The Government
eau afford to be more liberal if it really
was sure that the end of the war is in
sieht."
THIRST FOR REVENUE.
Havana, Feb. 11.-With the feeling
that they intuit only lose, the Spaniards
en the island have acquired ahfierce
thirst for revenge.
The following paragraphs from El
Puebla,a very popular newspaper among
the common Spaniards of Havana, g ye
en idea:
"We will not abandon Cuba, even if
the Government should do it. As our
poet, Camprodon, said during the last
Cuban rebellion, before returning to the
mother country, we will leave behind
da in ouce opulent Cuba only a heap of
rubbish.
"Ounrevenge will be as great as the
infamous ingratitude of toe Cubans
Nothing will remain here. The place
s-here Havana stood will be unrecogniz-
ible by the future traveler. If we have
el fall we will prove to the world what
•he energies of our race really are."
a -4...-
You May Travel
For thousands of mile but you wont
.ee any laundry work that surpasses
-hat done by the Hopkinsville Steam
sundry.
Have your old sewing machine r3-
Lairet: and made aa good as new, we,
an do it Miller & Co.. the new sec-
siud hand store, cortne leinth and Clay
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Washington, Feb. 11 -2 p. m.-There
is Inueli excitement here to day among
the friends of Gen. Russell A. Alger.
It is announced publicly that Gen. Al-
ger will be forced ont of Mr. McKinley's
Cabinet by the old midi( rs the Sen-
ate, who declare that they will most as-
suredly oppose and prevent his coetirne
',nun ita Secretary of War on account of
his exemelinuly Needy reword "endurile
ef the war,"
Nobody on earth eoulil blimp the oh:
soldiers for refoging to allow Alger to
be confirmed, It would be a great joke
on the country to have at the head of
the War Department a man who during
the wiir retired from the service whi
he was ordered to a dangerous position.
H.? retired on the plea of bad health,
but that was known to be too thin-
there was nothing the matter with his
health.
PROM I N ENT FARMER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Barboursville. Ky., Feb. 11.-1:15 p.
m.-A. A. Callinger, a prominent far-
mei, found that his son, Nick, had a
pistol in his possession, and asked him
for it. The boy, instead of giving up
the pistol, shot his father to death and
then succeeded in making his escape.
There is great indignation expressed by
the neighbors and if they capture the
young man it is likely that they will
lynch him.
ASSOSINATED.
(srec.9tu, TO NEW zee)
Mt. Sterling,i Ky., Feb. 10.-2 p. m.-
There is great indiguation expressed all
over this time and °omits over the as-
sabeination of .Tane s Cochran, a popular
merchant who resided and did business
in Jeffersonville, a town seven miles
from Mt. Sterling. It is not known
who committed the foul and cowardly
deed, brit it may be known before many
hours have passed us blood hounds have
been put on the trail.
This morning when Mr. Cockrell fail-
od to open his store as usual some one
of his neighbors knocked on his door to
arouse him, but not receiving any re-
Tonse, started; toward the back door,
and when he arrived there he was sur-
prised to find it open, FO lie called sever-
al persons and they entered the store and
a terrible sight met their view. There,
lying upon the floor of his house in a
pool of his own blood WIts the merchant.
A terrible gaah was cnt in his head and
there were numerous bruises on his body
*hewing thet he had been dealt aome
very hard The eppeerenne of
the store showed coneltisively that it
heti been robbed. It is supposmi
have been the work of tranvia whn
murdered the Men in order to get hit
motley.
Several Iceses are now makiug a
thorough search in every portion of the
county, and blood•hounds are also upon
the trail. The guilty party or parties
may be lynched if caught.
WILL FORM A POOL.
(MEOW. TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Feb. 11.-2 p. m.-The dis-
tillers of Kentucky are now holding a
meeting at the Galt Home in this city
for the purpose of forming a pool for
"mutual protection," as they claim.
Their object is to limit the quantity of
whiskey produced-so as not to glut the
market -aud to keep np the price or
their goods and Also to make arrange-
ments to get favorable legislation
through Congress. They may get
through their business before night, if
not they will hold a night session.
ACQUITTED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW IRA]
Harlan, Ky., Feb. 11.-1:10 p. In.-
The case against John Pace, who, in a
fight last year, killed three men and se-
verely wounded a fourth, which has
been (pa trial in the Circuit Court here
for several days, was ended this morn-
pinage,e. and resulted in the acquittal of
MORE SENSATIONS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Feb. 11.-2 p. ne- The
grand jury is hard at work and has been
for several days. It is said that there
will be a big sensation this evening -
that the grand jury will return indict-
ments against a big batch of city officials
who were not caught by the January
grand jury. The Republican city lead-
ers are very blue over the exposure of so
much corruption in their party the first
time it has had coutrol of the city iu so
many years.
A SUICIDE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Feb. 11.-2 p. M.-Cap-
tain MeGriffin, a brave cfficer who
fought on the Chinese side during the
last Chineee-Japanese war, and who
ha's been confined to his bed in Bellevue
Hospital here for some time, became in-
sane very suddenly this morning and
stheided before airy of the attaches of
the Loepital could interfere.
KILLED A THIEF.
[SPECIAL To NEW ERA)
Hodgenville, Feb. 11.-1 p. m.-Last
night, or rather jun before day this
morning, Barney Hornbeck, who is
well-known here, attempted to break
into the house of Jake Woods. He
called to Woods te open the door, bat
instead of doing so, Woods opened the
window end filled Hornbeck with bul-
ets. Hornbeck is now dying, and re-
fuses to say why he wanted to get into
Wood'e house.
DIED TO-DAY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Dauville, Ky., Feb. 11.-2 :15.-Mrs.
Eliza Thomas, the venerable mother of
Mr. Lerue Thomas, the popular Ken•
tockian who was appoieted Consul to
Marseilles by Mr. Cleveland in Pen,
died here this morning. The remains
will be sent tO Ruesellville for integ-
ment. Mrs. Thomas formerly tesided
at Russellville.
A BAD MOVE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 11.-The Ten-
nessee Senate rimmed the House bill
which puts the entire election ma-
chinery of the State in the hands of one
man-the Governor. The bill is ready
for Gov. Taylor's signature, and will
doubtlees be signed, as it was a caucus
measure. It applies to counties with
lege than 50,000 population. Another
bill was passed authorizing the Regis-
tration Commissioners in counties of
over 50,000 population to appoint the of-
ficers of election.
SPANISH GENERALS LEAVE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Havana, Feb. 11.-Gen. Gonzales
Munoz is upon the point of returning to
Span on leave of absence.
His example is to be followed by
Gens. Basalts, Bernal, Pin, Figuron and
Lewes in March.
These officers, the friende of the in-
surgents claim, see absolutely no chance
for glory in Cate, aud considerable
danger of disgrace, to nay nothing of
disease and wolinds. Consequently see-
ing that the insurgents must eventually
tr nee ih by the machete or otherwise,
they are adopting the policy of rats
when the latter become aware that the
ship which harbors them is upon the,
point of sinking.
A BIG FALL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 11.-The collapse
of the rail po,,1 has been cloaely follow-
ed by cutting of prices. The Carnegie
Company cut to $17 a ton yesterchte, a
drop of re In last week's prices.
A SENSATIONAL WILL.
Lawful Children are ee-
queathed Nothing.
MISTRESS GETS ALL.
Spencer Hardin Page Leaves His Property ta
.•Tommis- Tucker and Her Cheer**.
TO NEW men
Beatrice, lett) , Feb. 10.-The organi-
zation of ani army of American volun-
teers in aid tbe Cuban Bepublic has
been compleieti, Id far as the enrolling
of 15,000 men is concerned. The ob-
taining of the requisite supplies is ad-
vancing rapidly.
The plausiof Gen. L. W. Colby. the
commander ief the army, have only ;
tially been atiade public. He ha- •-• t -
el a rendezsous outside the torrktory of
the United States, for armi equip-
ping and inebilizing the t
there will b. no danger of interference
fiorn our Government and no violation
of any Federal or State statutes.
The pianlin general is to say safely
land on Cetian soil an American volun•
teer legion cif not less than 15,000 able-
bodied mete, of le hich 10,000 will be in-
fantry, 3,000 cavalry and 2,000 artillery.
In 23 States and Territories there al-
ready have !been companies organized,
and others sire being formed.
Oen. Colby hi confident, when this
army of American patriota id safely
Weisel, It 411 meau victory from the
start, and ihe early establightneut of
the Cuban Beptiblic.
He expect uo trouble in safely land-
ng the troops. The great trouble is to
procure the supplies.
The following will, of a prosperous
farmer, who died recently has been pro-
bated. It is a rather sensational docu-
ment :
"In the name of God, Amen.
"I, Spencer Hardin Page. of Christian
c inuty, being of sound intnd and dis-
posing memory, do hereby make, ordain
aud publish this, my last will and testa-
ment :
let. "I de ire that my funeral ex•
pewees and any other indebtedness
which I owe be paid.
2nd. "In -consideration of the fact
that my chilaren, by my first marriage,
a e of age or nearly so. and all are self-
sustaining and ia my opinion do net
need any help I could give them, nr
are desirous of same, apd in considera-
tion of the further fact that Emily
Tucker, sometimes called Tommie, has
lived with me as my house-keeper for
the past fifteen yeare, and by her I have
begotten two children, Rosa Lee and
Sherman Harrison, and in further con-
sideration that said woman has been ot
great help to me in my declinieg years
and I feel grateful for 'lame, I hereby
will and bequeath unto the said
Emily Tucker and her children
by me, above named, all my property,
real and pernonal or mixed, which I
may possess at the time of my d. ath.
3rd. "I do hereby Dominate and ap-
point the said Emily Tucker, executrix
of this my last will, and request tie.
court to allow her to qualify without
bond. In evidence of this, I have sign-
ed and sealed this instrument in the
presence of the subscribing witnesses.
"The paper is witnessed by John Fe-
land, Jr., Jokn B. Harned, A. hIcLewis
and Dr. B. F. Eager."
It is rumored that the lawful children
of the deceased, will contest the will.
SHE IS VERY ILL.
[SPOCIAL TO NEW ERA?
Canton, 0., Feb. 10.-1 p. m.-Mrs
Wm. McKinley, the wife of the Presi-
dent-elect, is extremely ill to-day, and
grave apprehensions are felt as to her
recovery. The President-elect has de-
clined to see any callers and has spent
the day by his wife's bedside. She has
has been in bad health for a great many
years, but not often downright ill. It
may be that Mrs. McKinley may not
live to enter the White House. The
Franklin, Ky , specialist in oeteotomy,
who some time ago undertook to cure
Mrs. McKinley and in whom she has
great faith, is still in attendance upon
her.
A GOOD IDEA.
[sateciae TO NEW ERA]
Nashville, Tenu., Fob. 10.--Yesterday
the Tenneesee House premed a bill abol-
ishing the State Boure of Equalization.
after some sensational statements hae






Shen, an economizing, rare taker
• housekeeper who knows the




, ,-;,1 / 1,,,1"•Nbefl,
happiticem of many a woman.
bold everybrbsts. Mad* may by
The N. K. Fairbank Company. St. Louis.
Many think




dren" that a perpet-
ual curse was pro-
nounced but such is
not the ea's. True,
dangers lurk in the





so prepares the sys
tem for the change
taking place that the final hour is robbed of all
danger and pain Its use insures safety to the
11(0 of both Mother and child. and makes child
birth easy and recovery osorr rapid
"Mother's Flitted" is the gr.
pnt OD the market, and my •




Sent Mail, on receipt of F. $' PER SOULE.
"To Expectant Moth. 1. aoed free.
Too' anharigcorttOULAros C A r‘AyryA.SA.
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M'KINLEY ELECTED.
[anew. TO NEW Elt•]
Washington, Feb. 11.-The formal
count of the electoral vote for President
and Vioe Piesident f b Ifiek yeeterday
in the Senate chittnt-c-r ti.- r,senee
of the Hohase and Set at, The count
was withoi.t incident, and the an-
nouncement of the result at the end of
the count was the official notice to Mc-
Kinley and Hobart of their election.
staten the vote was: P's
Presee-, t MeEinley. 271. Bryan, 176.
For Vice l're -1,:ent. liol.a.rt, 271; :ism.
all, 149; et.. '2"
DZATM FROM EL"! ULAL
-- -
Col. G Moreow D, d Not Take
Morphine
It has been reported on the street*
frcem(1,t'y :L. •., .it.,11 of Col. W. G.
Morrow Was due tt aa ovierdose of mor-
phine. The folk, 5 :lig from the Psda-
cab Sun clearly dis; roves the rumors:
Dr. J. G Brooks, of the city. ho
was at the bedside of the theeased
short time after his death, says th
Mr. Morrow did not die of morphine
poisoning. The cause of his e. fah Is
unknown, but it IA supposed to have
been urinary poieoning.
He had been at Dawson for ever it
month, and inquiry at the drug stores
developed the fact that he had uot pur-
chased an opiate of ally k111,-: duTiTtlf
this time.
When Mr. Morrow was fir.i found
he was uneonstions,and whih. Daw•
sm doctor lulled iti paid he had taken




t He a` tereards
?tan 'at( , that the
1.,, UV, I'LlUlbe Of
Don's Tobacco spit and lisaoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using eao•
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, fall of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the wonder,eorker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds ia ten days. Over 4no,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bao of your
drugpist, under gnaran tee to cure, epOe
or $1 00 Booklet mai sample mailed
free. Ad. Steeling Remedy Co., Chico.-
go or New York.
es-es--




At this time of year the value of winter stock is just worth the prioe
it Will bring. Goode of fash:_on innst be sold the season tbe are
botight-styles of previous season are absolutely worthless -nay,
woise than worthless, the cl 1 depreeiste the new. Vrii b us goods
of fashion are always sold the ik-a-on they sr( b eight. Let the loss
be What it rine.
OUR SEMI-ANNUU CLEARANCE SA..-
OF FOOT WEAR WILL CO:,;;#4.NCE
THURSDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 11.
TWiee a year we go through our shoes sioek, select out all odds
and n is, broken sizes and lines we desire to discontinue and cut
OA price so as to clear them out at once. To add to the impor-
tance of the sale this scason we have irclud( d in the mcrement
map), of our regular linee, thus enabling our pstrJus
OBTAIN SHOE BARGAINS NOT TO BE FOUND
IN ANY OTHER HOPKINSVILLE STORE.
We desire to Lave it understood that you are not invited here to let
coafronted with a few lines representing old fashion, cut of-dato
goods, but Finessing all the elements tending to the best foot wear
in tiuthion, style and quality that can be produced. and that at
A SAVING OF FROM
5oc TO $2.00 A PAIR.
iI
It( imcmber, during this sale we give you from 1 4 to 1 2 off of any
shee in the house. We ale() call your attentian to our dry goods
tan carpet department in which our clearance sale is still going co,






25 4 50 4 DRUGGISTS
10 4 ALL
ABSOLUTELY utiluANTErn ,t7 etire as, raby of constqattob. Casevreto aro the !debt Leis
';e. Dever crli zript. but ,a•st rimy *Item MMUS,. Sas
pie and bboltlet free. Ag. ST1 h ERN ant warn. blotartbl. t vb., or Sea 1.Drb.. til.
e•sb-sr-e.ere- ‘bliolsobob
T s is the Package-





For 1,conomy hey 41b. pitkaye.
TUE . K. FAIRRANK CORPANT,






AVOID Bulls Soda!•• Bad soda spoils•
• Pure soda-the best soda, comes•
: onliy in packages.
2 1 bearing this trade mark ny-• 1
• It no more than inferior package soda43
: -nev spoils the flour-always keeps soft.
41 Beware of imitation trade marks and labels,
: arid insist on packages
















• Made only by CHURCH & CO, New Terlh Sold by Meets everywhere 0
•








Corner Virginia and eventh Streets.
llopkiihl litntuckr.







(Ale. ; lovely ob.oice cf-
feet., actual 15c fir,
iitl 121e goods. .
5 cts
a pair Men's all Linen
Cuffs, actual 25c value
49 cts




a yard fcr yard-wide
fine Sea Island Brown
Cotton, worth lc.
15 cts
a yard for' standard
Floor Oil Cloth, worth
25 cents.
3 cts
a yard for standard
Fancy Prints; dark
styles, cheap ot 5 cts.
36 cts




a yard for Masonville,
Lansdale and Fruit of
the Loom fine bleached
Cottons.
4 cts




a yard for all Wool
Red Flannel.
2.39
Cold Wave price for
10-4 all Wool Blan-
kets,i. Vont' t nearly
double.
3.00
Unheard of Cold Wave
price for beautiful 11-
4, soft, downy, all wool
Blanket, in red, grey,

































Samples of fine Lin-
Towels, slig:v sord,
Qick'step Prices!
WEEKLY NEW ERA - SiT PLEME NT -F RI DAY. FEBRUARY 12.
15 Cent
N___'Ximms!_lollswollasellawall111•11111WWWW1111116411111111
A pair for ladies extra fine silk finish Imported Hose-Hermsdorf dye -
40
3 gauge-double sole and heel, actual value 35c. Almost beyond belief
.
II
The Mighty Monarch of All Bargain Events!
THE GREAT ANNUAL 
I Lot
ME/cm tilvE 1,AlTrinnIE1)
NEW I E.$ AND WHITE
sin tt 114, riAMTI,Ets
sUghtly soiled. value up to$1.50




AND CONTINUES THROUGH THE MONTH. increasing in interestS and at
as each day passed into bargaiu history, Gigantic preparations have been going
on for some time with the view of making this the
Very Top Notch of All Our Wonderful Value Giving Efforts
And that we have succeeded in the endeavor will be abundantly evidenced ,by the mar-
velous values bristling on every hand.
stupendollsHosteryBaiiiStore ClosedY-
These are Not Typographical Errors!
2c a pair for Men's Fancy Socks
3c a pair Men's Seamless heel Socks.
in Men's Ssamless Mixed and Fast
--Black Socks; worth 10 cta
3c Fine Imported fast black, fast Tan
and Mixed Seamless Sockc ;excellent
cent vall.es.
Inn Fine Imported fast Black and fast
Tan full regular Socks. Hermsdorf
(yes; worth Double.
12c Imported Fast Black Socks, with
white feet ; worth 20 cos
17c Beautiful Si-finsh fast Black
Imported Sods, double heels and
cies ; with and without white feel; best
15 cents values.
19 Splendid Imported Fast Blackc Socks, very tine and Eilky ; worth
lb cents.
15c Men's Fine Imported Cashmere
Socks; worth 40 cta.
25c Men's Finest Imported Cashmere
Socks; down from 50 cts.
4c Ladies' Heavy Fast Black and Grey
I Mixed Hose; worth 10 cts.
ISc Ladies' Real Seamles Fast BlackHose.
' 10c Ladies' celebrated Esrey and
Hermadorf Fast Black Imported
I How; worth double.
I15 
I
c Unheard of price for finest Silk-
finish Imported Hermsdorf Fast 
! Black Hose; 40 Range, double MAO and
I heel, with and without white feet; good




19c Ladies' Fine Seamless Cashmere





25c Ladies' Extra Hcavy and Fine
Imported Black Fleeced lined
lisse ; down from 50 cts.
29c Beautiful Silky Cashmere Hose;
down from 50 cts.
Dress Goods and Silks.
.
1.5c a yard for the well-known F" 
25( 40 inch all Wool Ladies' 
Clothworth double.
Cashmere; worth 25 eta. R-ie 46-inch all Wool Black Sergea8,. 40-inch all Wool Silk fluish S rge; worth 60 ets.
50 cent value.
All of Friday afternoon to pre-
pare for this stupendous effort.





Buy All You Can at These Prices!
3c a yard for fine Nainsook Edging.
8c a yard for fine White Nainsook and
and colored Embroideries; worth
for Bert Safety 2C 
double or more.
2e a gross fo
r white Agate I 3 and k 
3c Ba tto dozenar. 
c 1111( IITablets.
a Cake Castile Soap. burg and colored Embroidery ;worth-




Transparent Glycerine, Sc a dozen for 10-inch Dress 4C
gc a box for Best Ice Wool. 81;1Pcling's Wash Embroi-
3e a pickarre square cream! 
2c dery Silk.
15c Best Slipper Soles ; worth; 






57c Genuine Crabapple Blos-
som Perfume.
M, For a box of 3 Cakes Old English fine
ji Toilet Soap; worth double.
4c Best Imported 
Saxony gc Best Imported German-
town Yarn.Yarn.
lc a yard for No. 1, all Silk,
Ribbon.
gc paper Crowley'. Gold.
eyed Needles.
2c a ball for Clark's Darning 2c a
 pair Smith's best Steel
4,n For Best Swansdown
-----" Face Powder.
3c For a box of assorted I
Hair Pins.
4c Horn Dressing Combs
Cotton.
48c Crown Lavender Salts,
Hair Pius.
80(. 50-inch Rich Lustrous Black Im-ported Serge; down from $1. 
in Kid Purses.
30c all Wool Novelty Dress G
oods; i
reduced from 60 cts. $1 a yard, remarkable price on Priest- 
10C For Silk5ceno  Vailing; w orth ; 17c For
 best Barege Veiling
39c Handsome 
all Wool Plaids; worth
50e 50-inch Beautiful Imported Serge:
Lustrous finish; worth 90 cts.
85„ Rich Silk and Wool Plaids; down
tram $1.




mures; regular $1.75 value. 
54 cFolding Ironing Tables. 48ccFooart RItiticikAsttkyrrHh ouadtsbn:de
19c a yard for plain China and Sarah
Silk and printed foulards.
75„ a yard for very rich Black Silk,
with colored figures and plain
black Perin de Sai : worth $1 25.
FLAVORING EXTRACTS.
4, One lot first-class Flavoring Extracts,i in strawberry and peppermint only ;
worth 10e, "cold wave' price 4 cts a bottle.
Wonders In Men's Unlaundried ng, A yard for handsome Silk Garter Web,
' ui with frill.
75c For handsome Pir fenOtuthilig.)11)ressing all grades, in perfect Samples of Umbrellas,




10(. a yard f
or handsome open work
Nainsook and Hamburg Edging;
worth 20 ( ts.
12 a yard
 for Nainsook and Ham-
burg Edging; worth double.
15c a yard fo
r splendid Hamburg and
Nainsook Edging; worth 30 eta
19c a yard f
or fine wide Nainsnok Ed•
ging and Naiusook with lace Edg-
ing; worth 35 Ms.
n for extra super fine feather stitched
Braid, silk stitch; worth 23 cts.
2c a yard for fine Normandie Val Bat-
ter Lace; excellent 5 cents value.
gc a yard for Normandie Val Batter
Lace and Ivory Ins st n
4c a yard for a splendid lot of Lamp,
consisting of Real hand-made and
machine-made Torchon Lase and Inser-
tions and French Val Butter Lace; reg-
nitre 10 eel.% ‘01'nes.
8(. a yard for 1 Lot Lacs*, containing
very wide inrchine- made Torchon.
fine hand-made Torchan, Platt Val,
Mull Val, Antoinette Val, Butter awl
Platt Val Ivory Laces; worth 15 cts.
8c I Lot fine hand-made Linen. Platt
and AAntoinette Val, Butter and
Platt Val Ivory Lace; worth 20 cts and
$5 ceDts.
12e '0 excellent hand-made Linen
Laces; worth 25 eta.
Housekeepers'
Harvest In Linens!
16-inch CheckedLinen Crash ; worth 3-4 Extra large and fine White Da-
10 cts, "cold wave" price.. . 5e
64-inch fine Bleached Satin Damask
Table Linen ; orth 75 eta a yd,
"cold wave" price ...
66 inch Rich Satin Danolak Table
Linen; worth $1., -cold wave"
price 72e
One lot Red Table Cloths, 212 yards
long; regular value 92 eta, -cold
wave" price. . . .. . ove
2e a yard for Heavy Cotton Striped
Crash.
mask Napkins; worth 00 per
doz., "cold wave" price ......1.29
48e 60-in0h fine Turkey Red Damask,
exesqlent patterns; worth 39 cts,
"oOld wave- price  24c
5(1 inch Handsome Buff Table Da-
DOWN worth 40cts, 'Told wave"
price 25e
Sample amnterpaneisslightly1 LOT
koiler1 ou one side, at SLASH-
ED UP PRICES.
5c Men's real hemstitched fast border
handkerchiefs, worth double. made; worth 50 cents;
9c Men's tine muslin handkerchiefs, I "Cold Wave" price
wide hemstitched border, worth itc.
15c 
Men's all linen hemstitched hand-
led!. kerchiefs, white and 
colored bor.
hers, cheap at 2;c.
3c Ladi es lace-edge 1 andkerchiefs,
worth 10c.
5c Ladle's real Irish hand embroideret
and printed haudkerchiefs,wortli 10c
r ,
10c Ladie a fine lace-trimmed and plain All linen collars
all linen hemstitched hankerchiefs
North 2.5c. Men's fine calf, brick and dogskin 88c
 gloves, lined and unlined, worth
$1 and $1 25.
29:Cts.
Men's flannel overshirt,s 
10 Cents
t yard Splendid Check
ind Stripe Sheer India
Dimity; worth 25 cts a
yard; yours while it,
last at 10 %..ts.
Winsor ties, worth 25c 
Grand Wind-Up In Underwear! 
value.
IN 3 GREAT LOTS! 
58,. 24 inch ladies fine Gloria tumbrel.
Jersey Ribbed and Plain Merino Vests, . 6A-x• 26 
inch Gloria umbrellas Congol* 
las, Congo handles, worth 98c.I
Punts and Union Suits ;-Men'a Ribbed and
25 
'
Plain Cotton Memo and Wool Shirts and Draw 
handles, worth $1.10
( ens ;-Cililtirtlu's White, Grey and Red Wool Vests i .c.e^PCI Ladle's 
fine Gloria umbrellas, par-
17C
mum frame, handsome fancy han-
wel Pants, and Ribbed Union Suits . all worth :Ak•
to 75 cents 
C dles worth the price of the umbrella.
8c
Heavy Canton famed draw ers . 19,
Extra heavy Canton-flannel draw 29(
era, worth 50c.
Men's Faultless Brand*, fine ern- 69
'moldered frout,night shirts,worth
1.50, Cold-Wave" price.
1 Lot Sample suspenders at COLISiAtent prices.
Lot Men's sample neckwear, choic.
goods, half value and lis4
Lot I
Men's Medicated Scarlet Cashmere, Vi hire and
Australian Wool and Natural Grey Wool Shirts
and Drawers ;-Ladies' tine Caluels
.11UX, LanAu a WOW and Scarlet Cashmere Vests and
Pants and Oneita Union Snits; all worth $1 dc $1
Lot 2
Lot
Men's Glastonbury Natural Grey, Seamless Bal-
briggan and Wright's Genuine Wool Fleeced
Shirts and Drawers ;-Ladies' Wool Oneits Un
uu Sums, aild Sdutising's Ribbed Wool Vests and




These:prices justify 2 years ad-
vance buying.
F REE 











Ladle's fine twill silk umbrellas,
jianigon frame, very handsome
fancylhandles, great value at $1 50.
$ .295 Extra fine silk umbrellas,Dres-
den handles, worth $3.
5 Cts
a yard for Bookfolk fine
Checked Nainsood, ii
assorted Patterns; act4
ual 12'2 cts. goods; they
go at 5 cts.
Grand Wind-Up
In Shoes.
75, Women's heavy oil grain shoes,
7 button and lace, woith $1 25.
1 tot Genuine Dongola button and
satin calf shoes, ail sizes,worth
$1 25, "Cold-Wave" price 9s.c.
Ladle's splendid custom made shoes,
Sachs' celebrated make, extra choice
stock, all sizes and lasts, square,medium
and pointed toes, equal to 50 goods
elsewhere.
"Cold-Wave price $1.40.
This Caps the Climax
About 100 pairs hand sewed welt and
hand turned high grade Ladies custom
made Kid Shoes-newest and hand-
somest styles and all sizes and lasts,
button and lace, worth $3 00 to $3.50,
*Our choice for $1.90.
Splendid bargains also in Mena and





kits, large size, ha ad-
some border ; wor th
$1.25 a d z n,
67c
On y 1 dozen to a eus-
tot or.
4 cts
a .vtard for best Acid
Dark stylish Prints ;











a yard' for excellent
'heck Ginghams.
17 cts
a yard for fine Medica-
ted Red Twill Flannel ;
down from 40 (its.
12 cts
a yard for 10-4 (so-
called ) Heavy Brown
Sheeting.





and Berkley fine Cam-
bric.
25c
For Dr. \Varness' Jer-




14ge line Crochet Bed
Spreads; Marseilles
p4tterns ; worth $1.50,
5e





Choice of one lot of
Linen- Lap Robes;
wrrth up to $1.50
15c
a 'ard, best Standard
544 Table Oil Cloth
Sc
For excellent quality
S licia ; worth 124c




a toird for Glove-finish
(7 mbric
14c
a 'yard for Conestoga
F. Bed Ticking;
















months before ;Augustus, the youngand flung n
eleetor of Luselaland, had been betrothed a little book Wto the Primness ne, the oaly daughter • pocket in 1
of the margrav ,of Hesselstadt and the
margravine, ',astute politician Who
had brought &boat the match had ar-
ranged that heed:maid enfertaiu a large
party of relatives for Christmas at- the
magnificent lateuhof, which had been
untenanted sue* the early days of his
minority.
A week had passed, and the mar-
graviue had begun to doubt the wisdom
of her plan in thtowing the young peo-
ple pi much together before their mar-
riage, for the ekector. an earhest and
conscientious sovereign and a man ho
hid an extreme senstiveuess and deep
affection beneath a reserved d. seance,
proved himself but a lukewartu lover,
while the princess Deemed utterly iudif-
fennt to his presence.
One afternoon the Princess Irene
stood upon the terrace of the Italian
garden overlooking the lake, uPen the
frozen surface of which the winter sun
was meting long rayscf crimsoadight.
She looked eagerlit among the groups of
skaters and then it the open tent,Vhere
her mother and her ladies were a tIng
round a flaming brazier. An expression
of intense disappointment crossed her
pretty face; then she smiled contemptu-
ously, and when her skates had been
fastened by an attendant said indif-
ferently to her lady in waiting, the
Countess von Vogel, "Have you seen
the elector?" But her fingers were nerv-
ously ceasing and nix-hieing span a little
note hidden in her muff.
"No, madame," the countess replied,
looking inquiringly at bet mistress. "I
beard that • dispatch had come from
the capital, and probably".— But the
princess had glided over to her mother,
tes Whom she repeated her 
question.The margravine looked in:musty at
her daughter, but answered her lightly:
"You must not be too etaating, Irene.
The prime minister arrived lifter Finch-
eon, and Augments is probably deep in
politica"-
"His serene higheoes is not skating
this afternoon," said a handsome young
man standing behMd the margravine's
chair. "There is a question of a new
tax to be settled, I 6elieve.
The princess smiled brightly. "More
taxes," she cried, "in this weather?
There will le a revolutioo. What a
pity." ate added to her mother, turning
thellidden note in :her fingers, "that
Ammons should lame this afternoon!
The ice is in splendid condition, Baron
Hederich," turning to the young man
who had spoken. "Will you teach me
that new figure you were describing
yesterday?"
Baron Hederich eon Egidy bowed,
and. 'slipping en his skates, joined the
princess. They passed ameeg the other
Seaters, and after setteral tarns grade-
idly made their way to a remote part of
the lake until at length they stopped
beneath the shadow east by overhang-
dig trees that grew down to the water's
edge_ They had scarcely spoken, and
now there was a silence which Baron
Hederich broke, hishithert000artierlike
manner giving way to the tots and
bearing of a lover.
"Did my note reach you, Madame?"
he asked softly in French, taking her
band
' 'YES, the Countess TOD Vogel was a
trusty massanger," the princess replied,
troweling. But she did not withdrale
bet hand.
"Then--then I may still have hope?"
"Hope! Where would your hopes lead
roue" she asked coldly, taking the note
from her muff and tearing it into little
pieces and scattering them cc the ice.
Bernd the limits of audacity," he
answered, smiling into her eyes, "for I
,an scarcely believe that you would dia-
average me—now."
Again there was silence, the princess
skating in widening circles round and
round a twig frown in the ice, ahoming pigeon that hesitates to alight
apou the cot. Suddenly above their
heads came the sound of an ax being
struck fiercely upon a tree, the ring of
Lb. metal vibrating through the still
air. "Shall we skate on?" Berm 'Deder-
ick asked, still in French, at the broad
Moulders ota peasant showed for a roo;
merit between the Smile] of the trees.
"No!" the princess's replied decidedly,
a bright color earring in her cheeks.
"It is much safer here, and besides,"
she added nseaningly, "be will not un-
ierstand. " 
"Irene!" cried the baron, raising her
hand to his lips! "My darling!"
Oh, I aft already weary of my bond-
age!" said the princes, ignoring his
cense But her voice to the baron
seemed loader than was its wont. "/
am only • human chattel to be handed
over to the highest bidder—a creature
to be secrificed to political expedient—a
puppet to be made to merry, and to die,
perhaps, at the bidding of &statesman."
e Then let me free you," cried Baron
Hederich passionately. "The elector
neglects you, even befere be marries
you. To me, who have hived you madly
for throe yule, your futere seems a liv-
ing death. 'Think"—
"I have thought, I have thought, and
went lave, to give lows, to be loved.
If a woman has made a Mlles lifit happy,whether he be prince or peasant, she
ham not lived in vain, atiel I—but how
can I. taped love—I whets marriage
has not ordained?"
my life happy, Irene,"
w his baron, "a love eon, tO theend. I joinexi your fatiter'iln n it I e loved no other woma '
yourself. But I have neves dared to sheik
until we came to Zatun end I thought
you seemed to care for m*."
The princes] shivered. "But how im
it possible?" Me murmured
"Tonight, " replied the harem, "a car-
riage will be waiting outside the private
entrance to the palace, near which, you
know, there are no eeneriee, and themen at the outer gates wi I be told the
prime minister is returning suddenly to
the cite. If von can arr ge to leave atmonism, we can eaten pie train tor
Paris at a small station tante Elbers-
dorf, where I shall be waiting for you.
and then, Irene"—
"I understand," said the prince's
slowly. "I am to sacriliceleverything."
"If you will have it sot yea," he an-
mitred, with an odd itemising of his
'eyelids. "But you gain what you crave
it —love."
The princess looked Op the batik.
"Yam," she cried suddenly ILI she saw
'the glint of the namantiv blue en os
through the trees, "yes. 4- see:rifles-iv
toagreat for love. I will be at the pri-
vate satrance at midi-4410e'
"And then for Paris—and happiness,"
whimpered the bares ma We, Stated
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'Way, Int ittul''%mil 414 treto btit ci tight, It Med "hince I leihe found it heeeidiary toIn peesant dress Blipped down the bunk, hibittt irk licecr niel teurtl, Madame,'tlitt ter talk+ i# the katiin and,, Carefull 
uests. A few of the tete t
y tePot ting the fragmeete was the answer, mai the princess fituibedee Was filledi Wi Pehteess Irene had tont and Lit Ler Ep.
ice, placed them in There was a painful silence, only
hid taken from hroke n I y, the unit straruril Fobbing of
the countess. '11n. Lan ii fidgeted with• • ti • • • I the cap be had taken off when he *cog-
The Princes Irene of Heseelitadt had
never been in such brilliant spirits as
upon that evening, and the young elector
hovered &Wei her ehair in a tanner of
the great white drawing room after din-
ner with an almost loverlike tenant-se
But she turned fronehim with an indif-
ference that became am marked thit the
ine *lr asked her to 
elerma tgorraavnd Baronins He der
I Raising her eyes from the keyboard
• hat face. By a stranige ()incidence the
for a moment, a malicious smile crossed
rose to accompany her, the princess Bat
keys.
down at the piano and ran ter fingers,
Waving aside a lady waiting,, who
flashing with jewels, lightly over the
ich were 
bee, standing together lonceith a pier
ginas. in which she saw the backs of
their heads ri fleeted. "Their characters
are written upon a square of looking
glans." she said to herself as she noted
the almost massive proportions of the
elect, a's head standing out in sharp con-
trast %sigh the alert poisa of that of . the
bar°hienT she began to sing—to sing with
a passion and a meaning that were un-
mistakable, Grieg's love song, "Ich
liebe dich," her eyes more than once
meeting the baron's as the retrain rang
through the lofty chamber. Tbe mar-
gravine moved uneasily In her carved
oak chair, feeling conscious that a mys-
tery was on foot which even her astute-
ness could not fathom, and when the
song c-aaed there was a significant si-
lence which the elector himself Lroke
by leading the applause.
"The princes' sings well," he re-
marked to the baron meaningly.
"Yea, sir," the baron answered,
looking him full in the face, "and with
great feeling and true expression."
For a moment the eyes of the two
men met, the elector's inquiringly, the
baron's contemptuously, yet with a lurk-
ing fear III their depths.
"You are an excellent critic, baron,"
the lector said slowly. "Her serene
highness sings with true feeling, as you
say. But it is not always wise to ex-
press our feelings in public." Then he
joined the group gathered around the
princess.
To Hederich von Egiely the brilliance
and warmth of the superb room where
the court was gathered suddenly grew
gray and cold. A moment before, iota'.
jested by the acq ties ence of the princess
in a scheme ambition alone bad prompt-
ed, and not the love he had so fervently
protested, he had allowed his gratified
vanity to betray him. For a moment he
stood irresolute_ beneath the glowing
candles on the pier glass, prudence coun-
seling the abandonment of the elope-
ment, ambition urging its attempt. Pru-
dence had conquered when the Countess
von Vcgel came up to him, and, whis-
pering, "At the private entrance at 12
tonight," began to talk of irrelevant
matters. Baron Hederich's courage re-
turned, and catching a glimpse of his
handsome face and superb figure in its
tight fitting uniform in the mirror his
eptimistic dreams of his future as the
husband of the Princess Irene returned.
"Even if the margrave refuses to 'sup-
port us," he thought, "Irene is rich,
and once her husband"— But the
omittesseivas asking him &question and
his ple.a.sant reflections were interrupted.
The clock in the great square of the
Zatunhof had scarcely struck midnight
when two veiled and cloaked figures
crept through the small door of the pri-
vate entrance to the palace and as silent-
ly entered the waiting carriage which
was drawn up in the shadow of the por-
tico. The wheels moved noiselessly over
the thick snow, but the rattle of the
horses' harness filled the two women
with alarm. "We shall be discovered,"
whispered the couutess as the 'entry
stopped the carriage at the bronze gates
of the outer court. "We shall be discov-
ered."
For answer the Princess Irene placed
her hanl over the trembling woman's
mouth end dragged her back into the
shadow. "His excellency Prince Schen-
mann is recalled to Elberedorf," said
the coachman. The sentry hesitated, and
the countess almost screamed with ter-
ror.
"The password?" the soldier shouted.
But befere the coachman could reply a
ray of light from the guardhouse fell
upon the carriage door.
"Pas!" cried the sentry, saluting as
he saw the royal arms upon the panel.
The massive doors opened slowly, and
the carriage rolled swiftly into the snew
clad country.
Mile after mile slipped away, and the
cold grew more intense. Twice the
horse slipped and twice the countess
implored her mistress to return. But
the princes maintained an absolute
silence until, as they were nearing their
destivatiou, she said "I wonder what
we shall do it we mies the train?"
"eenePtreamy f .= theart °own%) erdo, Imhoarnedheethen
a f''''N'l;),"" said the princess, touching her
hand, "you have Lion an angel, fur per-
haps you lime given inn hieppineas in-atelea (I • crown," But the countesses
cutlet not see an odd little smile. that
plaro nt,ott tni. i omega osoutn.
The frost was No thickly incrusted on
thn carriage windows that they had no
Idea they were near the railway station
until the horses drew up with a jerk.
Muffling themselves closely in their
furs, they hurried to the little waiting
room, which was empty save for a peas-
ant, whose face was hidden by the lap-
pets of a largo fur cap, and who was
carefully inspecting the advertisements
with which the nom was hung. After
a few moments of Lreathleas silence,
during which the countess could not re-
press her violent trembling, Barou
Hedcrich von Egidy entered hurriedly,a rush of cold air following him.
"Ah, I have kept you waiting!" he
cried, clasping the princess' bands in
Loth his own nod frowning at the peas-
ant who stood with his back to them.
"My horse fell, and I was delayed. How
good of you, Irene! How hall I ever
prove my gratitude to you for your sac-
"By taking the train for Paris, baron,
that ia due in ten minutes and remain-
ing in that pleasant city," aunt a voice
behind them. And, turtling, they both
recognized ill thaooluoint the elector of
Issoliand:
" Von Egiely started back with an oath,
but the prilleeSa made a predound courte-
sy, tearing mockingly, "Since when
barn your serene highness added the role
at aestantive to roar mane aeoranDlish-
uized the (lector and throw imploring
glance's at the princess, w hose e yes were
resolutely fixed upon the 'floor, but her
lips were smiling. The elector regarded
the baron with open contempt,
"The carriage is waiting," he said at
length, offering his anti to the princes,
but turning to Baron Hederich sho said,
What do you adeise one to do.
"I think, madame, that you had—
better retttrn," replied the baron weakly,
and to his bewildered mind it seemed
that her smiling face was not that of a
woman whose brightest hopes had sud-
denly been shattered.
"Ah, baron," replied the princess
amiably, "your advice is sounder than
your protestations, I fear!" But a sting
lay behind her words, and Von Egidy
winced.
Still smiling, the princess took the
elector's arm, and the alaniming ef a
carriage door sounding through the still
air as the Paris train rumbled in the
distance told the baron that his house
of cards had tumbled about his feet and
that he was an exile.
The return journey to Zatunhof was
performed in silence, and it was only
when they reached the foot of the grand
staircase that the princess spoke. "Is it
up or eown, sir," she askedflippantly,
her foot upon the lowest step, "to the
deepest of your dungeons or to my apart-
ments?"
I "The Countess von Vogel will conduct
'you. to your rooms, madame," the elector
repliedcoldly, an bowing profoundly
' he disappeared down a corridor.
• • • • • • •
The next morning a letter was brought
to the elector from the Princess Irene
asking for an interview, and with a
grave face the young monarch immedi-
ately went to her boudoir, the Countess
von Vogel leaving as he entered.
The princess rose to receive him with
a shy awkwardness in her manner that
he had never seen before.
"I know you must be thinking very
ill of me," she said, looking away from
him as he stood with his hand resting
utou a table, "and now that everything
is over I—I want you to know—that—
that—I am not so foolish as I appear to
have been."
"I am afraid that I do not grasp your
meaning," the elector said coldly.
The princess moved nearer to him,
and as she came into the light he saw
thut her eyes were swollen with weep-
ing.
"It is very hard to tell you," she
said, her voice breaking, "you are so
cold, but I felt I could not leave Zatun-
hot without telling you teat I never had I
any intention of eloping with Baron
von Egidy."
The elector started. "What was your
object, then," he said, adding with a
kinder note in his voice, "in allowing
matters to go so far?"
The princess blushed, then grew pale.
"I cannot tell you." she stammered. i
For a moment the elector looked at
her intently. Then crossing to ler side
be took her face between his hands and
looked into her eyes. "I think I under-
stand." he s eid softly. "Irene!" And SA
he put his arms around her she buried
her head on his shoulder, passionate sobs
shaking her slender figure.
"I never knew you eared," the prin-
cess said later as they were sitting in
the window seat. "I—I liked you front
the fine. You were so different from
other men. But you always were so cold,
so reserved, and I felt that you would
never love me—never."
"And you were ea merry, so bright,
Irene, that I felt you could never think
me anything but a dull and tedious
bore, but"—
"Yes, there are a great many 'buts, ' "
interrupted the princess with a touch of
her old gayety, "mid I must make my
confession. The poor baron was a tool,
and when I saw that I could not pro-
voke you by my open interest in hi:n—
well, I lost my better sense. His note
making an appointment was a terrible
shock to my pride, but when I found
you were not upon the ice that afternoon
I kept it. I had determined to end the
matter at once, but catching sight of a
peasant cutting down trees I recognized
you, and remembering your favorite
hobby and disguise I determined to con-
sent to the elopement and to arrange the
plans in your hearing simply to see
whether you cared for me rafficiently to
prevent it. I knew it was madness on
my part, for if you had not come"—
"The end in this instance. Irene. ins-tance IOC means, IMO Inc CICUTOT, tow-
ing her, "for if I had not overheard the
baron's plan as you intended I should
rev( r have known how much you loved
me."
"And if you had not loved me,"
echoed the princess, "you would not
have saved me from my folly."
"Yet you played a desperate game.
"Yes, but the stakes were happiness
—and you."
"And the baron?" asked the elector
playfully.
"Ala" the princess replied, smiling,
''he, too, played a desperate game! But
he forgot that hie opponent was a wom-
an, and ii woman in luve."—Frauk
Hied iu St. Janice Budget,
SlIgnallng Prom Mars.
Any citizen who is tired of mundane
concerns amid wants to fix his mind on
something higher is invited to consider
the allegation of Sir Francis Galton,
made in the London Fortnightly Re-
view, that some one on Mars is signal-
ing to earth. The infonnution seems not
as yet to lx' very generally confirmed by
astronomical obervers, but Sir Francis
is quoted as authority for the report
that in one of the European observeto-
ries an apparatus has been devised for
recording the Martian flashes, and that
the. record shows that throe signals and
no more are made, and that they differ,
anal] flashlight signal); do, in the length
of the flashes and of the intervals be-
tween, so that if we had the key they
might be read like telegraphic messages.
Of course this is not it yarn to be
'wallowed whole, but the aboociation of
the name of Sir Francis Galion with it
is enough to entitle it to consithration.
There seems to be no intrinsic impossi-
bility of our having relations with peo-
ple in Mars. It sounds preposterous, of
course; but, like other mamba it seems
preposterous chiefly because it is unusu-
al. We have to nudge ourselves from
time to time in this age of swift sur-
prises and remind ourselves that noth-
ing that is new to us can possibly
be more marvelous than many things
that have grown familiar.—Harper's
itE WAS A POOR MI
MOW VOUNa FOX FIAN A WHOLE
COUNTY IN DAKOTA.
_
H. tleht All the Deices Ear ooe winter
and Lather Eajoyed the Experience.
Tliout,th It Is Presumed That Me Wee
SollbrikILIC• a Little Loneiome.
' There lea man tu this keen who Wiei
the supremo. rub r of the whole county
for almost ia mouths. He was a Pooh
Bah with a vengeance. His name is E.
J. Fox, and lie is fond of telling how
lie ran Cavali,'r omnty in the first win-
ter of its existence. It came about in
'
thin way:
Cavitlier comity had been named, but
unorganized, for several years up to
1884. It ronsisted of a large strip of
I land, all owned by the government, ly
ing newt of the western boundary line
of Pembina county. About that time
P. Methigh of //athirst° was elocted as
a represoutative of Pembina county in
the legislature, and it occurred to hituand to Attorney W. J. Mooney of the
same village that it would be well to
organize (Seemlier county and add to itthe three ranges in the western part of
PeniLina county. This western part of
Pembina county was very lunch higher
than the rest of the county, and was
situated, the people said, and say yet,
"on the mountain." So McHugh got a
bill through the legislature defining
Cavalier county as it is today.
That was in the winter of 1884-5.
A courthouse was built at Langelon,
which was designated as the coauty
Witt, and at the election in November
various ()entity officers wore elected.But none of the county officers came to
Langdon to live. It was alreadybad
winter, and they could see no reasonI why they should come if there wassome one there to take charge of the
records. So they united in asking E. J.
Fox, a young man just from Canada,
to take charge of the daces until sum-
mer Fox accepted the position, or posi-
tions, and in December took charge ofI the affairs of the county. The court-
honee,was then a large building—in
fact, too large for use. Fox decided' that it would be better to leave it va-
cant until spring, and he took up his
abode in a one room "claim shack," the
only other building in town. This was
about 15 by 20 feet in dimensions, and
there be lived and did business that
winter. He was deputy clerk of the
' courts, county judge, county treasurer,
. county auditor and register of deeds. 
Thesheriff lived in the country and the
superintendent of schools lived just
across the Manitoba line. The sheriff
did not serve out his term, for he was
put in jail for Mooting amen in a fight.
There was not another living soul with-
in two miles.
Fox lived entirely alone, and did his
own cooking, entept the bread baking,which was done by a neighbor three
miles away. La.ngdon, though the mute
ty sat, was not yet a postoffice. The
postmaster of Olga, in the eastern part
of the county, used to send over a large
package of letters and papers about
twice a week to the people whom he
knew lived near Langdon, and Fos
would give to these people their mail
when they called for it. There was 110T
one settler 40 miles to the west, bu'
about 40 and 50 miles northwest, neat
the Manitoba line, there were several
settlers, and some of these used to drive
that great distance to "file" on a home-
stead or a tree claim. When they did
that, Fox had to give them their meals
and lodgings, and, in fact, he had often
to keep a sort of hotel
The winter of 11584-5 was very cold,
and at night Fcx used often to lie
awake and listen to the blizzard,' howl
around his little Fthack. He was kept
buoy, however, for there were many
filings, registerings of mortgages and a
few deed& An average of two or three
men would come to thee him daily on
business, but he seldom saw a woman.
Nearly all the settlers near him at that
time were bachelors, who afterward
went back to Canada to get married;
and indeed Fox did the same. Every-
body was poor, and yet they all seemed
to enjoy themselves, though they had
to haul their wheat from 50 to 75 miles
to market.
The winter panted very swiftly, at
in the summer Mooney and McHnoa
came with their families. Thou other
settlers began to pour in. Buildings
went up, as if by magic, and in a few
months there were a postoffire and a
dozen dwellings. Talk of a railroad be-
gun to be heard, and in a few months
it came. Then indeed Pooh-Bah Fox
had to surrender his glory. He chose to
take up the humble position of superin-
tendent of the schools of the county
and he still retains the place. He is dis-
posed to think that, in spite of the com-
forts and conveniences of the proseut
mode of life hens he enjoyed himself
more that winter when he was monarch
of all the government offices of Cavalier
county.—Laugdon (N. D. Cot. Chionlr„ Record.
Isaerson's Wit and Mosner.
There never could be born a man Si.
st-ntially great who did not like to laugh
or to make at bast others smile. Eve,'
tichopouhauer and Nietarlie could crack
their grim jokes. There is mahout in•
compatible. ill that drollery which Ein•
Cfiltitl at I line's 110104141 In, In The Fo-
rum Mr. Henry D. Lloyd thus descants
on Emerson:
A pleasantry recorded of him is a
story he told of a friend who carried a
hontechestnut to protest him from rhou•
matism. "He has never had it shoo
he began to carry it, and indeed it ap-
peals to have had a retrospecfv\• opera-
tion n, for he ever had it be ore. ' An
English friend tells me that while with
Mr. Emerson in his garden discussing
some problem of life Mrs. Emersoa call-
ed to him for some wood. Emerson went
to the wood pile. When he came back,he said, with his wonderful
"Now, we will return to the real
things."
When Oliver Wendell Holmes aaked
him if he had any manual dexterity, he
Illustrated his want of it by replying
that he could split a shingle four way-
with one nail, "which," says Dr.
Holmes, "as the intention is not to
split it at all in fastening it to the roof,
I took to be a confession of inaptitude
for mechanical work " In later years
be lost hi: memory of the names of
things. Oilee he wanted his umbrella,
but could not recall the word. But he
got around the difficulty. "I can't tell
its moue, but I can tell It. history.
Strangers take it away." His daughter
ran in one day to ask who should Ix. in-
vited to join their berry picking party.
"All the children," he said, "from 6
years to 60."
Star eed tie kilintiteile
A rojearia hi" .1i5«....47 tele ifiCe46 6few peal a: o in the shhtlistone rock atthe Nevada state priantirsIto "find"
was consieS red wonderfttl not only
from a wolf gical atone:point, hut from
an ethnoloeical point of few also.
While the e °Ilene* at the Institution
tette unearthiug Come huge blocks of
stone they ie.:covered NOIlle peculiar in•
dentatiots in one of the slabs. Closer
investigate a proved that these queer
marks were the troOka of Nome gigante
&mat of antediluvian time—perhaps a
mastodon or a mammoth. When the
startling. intelligence NVILI RDITODUCt'd to
the prism officials, they had tbe sand-
stout slabs eontaining the tracks care-
fully cleaned, whereupon another won-
derful discovery was made. In the same
pieces of stone, sometimes at the side
and sometimes between the tracks, made
by the great prehistoric beast, were a
series of human footprints, which proved
conclusively that man and the, mammoth
lived not only at the same tone and in
the same age, but that the huge beast
and the man had pained that way (Su-ing the setae year, aud perhaes on the
same day. These wonderful relics ,1 a
Lyanne age were found in a quarry at a
depth of ale ut 15 feet from the outface
and had previously been (livered with a
Stratum con:posed of hundrede of tonsof stone—Co accumulation of the pa-
tina had intervened betvecen the dateupon which the tracks were made and
that upon V. hich they were revealed tothe scientists. Expert geologists who
I have since pas- i d an opinion on theMatter say that ut tho-libtie -the *irks
were made that n la bog' hall
eill.ISTOne VD!, a now ky *posit elt softmediate nt, i.robal.ly lit' larder of a lake,
where the man had Lem fishing, and
where the mammoth had elate to bathe
or driuk.—et. Louis Republic.
I odern Pilgrims."Yea, Dusty," declared Weary Wag-
gles reflectively am he regretfully laiddown the tomato can which he haddrained of Its coutents to the last drop,
"a genius must be dead many years tobe appreciated."
"Huh." replied Dusty, who was
wanting in the ability to express histhoughts 'al* 'the elegaat grave of hisfellow wanderer.
"Now, there's them pilgrim fathers
that you hear people making SO 1011.•11
fuss about. Do you know what they
are?"
"Dunne as I does."
"No, of course not. You *we, you
haven't such a good education as this
here gent. Well, then, you just lts)1; iii
the dictionary, and you will find that
pilgrim means sevetidererwito journeyson foot. No*, ain't thee 31st what youand me use?"
"Yes."
"Well, I gum it was just the seine
with them as with us. Nobody madeany- fuss over them until they were
dead for hundreds of years. When we
are dead hundreds of years, people will
be making a fuss over us. We will be
pilgrim fathers sure, if the dictimary
i.e right and we get married. 'We strug-
• uow, but our posterity will be mak-ing a big fuss over us. I'd rather some
fuss was made over us now. But, Dusty,
'such is life,' as the immortal poet re-
marks."
But Dusty han fallen asleep.—Chicago
Times-Herald,
A Wonderful Bird.
One day a wonderful bird tapped at
the wind( NV of Mrs. Nansen's home at
Christiania. Instantly the window was
opened, and the wife of the famous arc-
tic explorer in another moment covered
the little memenger with kisses and
caresses. The carrier pigeon had been
away from the cottage 80 long months,
but it had not forgotten the way home.
It brought a note from Hansen, stating
that all was going well with him and
his expecition in the polar regiens.
Naneen had fastened a message to a
carrier pigeon and turned the bird loose.
The frail courier darted out into the
blizzardly air. It flew like an arrow
over 1,000 miles of frozen waste and
then sped forward over another 1,000
miles of wean and plains and forests
and one morning entered the window of
the waiting mistress and delivered the
measage *the had been awaiting
so anxiously. We boast of human pluck,
sagacity ud endurance, but this loving
little comer pigeon, in its botneward
flight, after an absence of 80 mouths,
accomplished a feat so wonderful that
we can only give ourselves up to the
amazement and admiration which must
overwhelm every one when the marvel-
ous story is told. Mrs Nansen's pigeon
is one of the wonders of the world.—
Churtlimin.
as. Niehe,aa Day la Holland.
In WSW linits‘st the little children who
go to bed early put out their shoes anti
stockings and find them cramnosl with
presents in the morning. Others hem,
to play a game of hide and meek for
the'r protons, which the father and
e Alter have hidden in the most myste-
rious tuaimer and in out of the way
places. In a great many families, how-
ever, Dee. 8 is celebrated by sending
and rooviving pared' in the eveuitig of
that day. "Petrels" must he taken here
in a very broad solute. The servant who
has to wooer the tell is obliged to
bring In whatesi•t is put into he- hands
or before Ii. r onscqueutly is otiou
heard to toggle. Is ii oil the door if the
room in w the whole family 11 as-
44.1lIbled, Thu mu wielka—nay, is put—
s most extra, ,rdinarylooking gentleman
or an old lady or u queer animal, con-
dating chiefly of wonder of linen filhs1
with sawdust, in while h the present,
sometimes one of very small dimen-
siowa lies concealed. Funny little
rhymes often accompany the parcels,
and generally mach good Intl 111'Pd teas-
ing is contained in the poetical lines.
The patience of some people is often
sorely tried by a parcel consistino of a
big ball of very fine cotton, which his...
to be unwound to get at the pn.sentit.— -
Annie C. Kuipte in St. Nicholas.
tireatest Department ntot• in the World.
The di part ment store bleu is by no
means a new one, nor luta it reached in
this country its highest de velopment.
The great establishment in Paris, still
pre-eminent of its kind, started in the
smallest way in 1S52, today trunaacts a
total business ot" $30,000,000, or more
than twice that of any American retail
establislanetit. The greatest advance has
been made since it has become strictly
co-operative. Not a.franc's worth of its
stock is 1.eld outside of the people in the
store, and the leadership if the business
is invested in three p rsons selected
from the heads of departments by the
vote of the employees—i e , eliarehold
ers—througe an election held every
three years.— Samuel Hopkins Adana"
In ScriLuez'e
_
AlgEki(A..i NILE. stioviiiiii4 Laciest*.
H IS THE GREAT RIO GAANDE,
WITH ITS VAGARIES.
It i. • Elver of Freakish Debits and
Most Re Mien More Than One.- to Be Un-
derstoetl--Flotre Mainly Ftuderground,
list at Timpt There Is a Torrent on Top.
-iver 1.500 miles icing, lamas-a* ill itiboitioc- Paid tblv-uftrain New Mexico, speaking of the Rio(1rande. "For a few miles, at its month,
light &ma steamera nut up fronftliegulf of Melees. Above that it doesn'tfipat is craft except at ferries. In the olddays. tehen New Mexico was u uterine e
of Spain, tla• people along the riveroido't eves hate fonarboates and tint
Only way thee had of getting arose WAX lia_--fly mariner of much exporience, whoby fording. FAX this purpose a .peoiaa iter many years of laboring at the oilbreed of large. liorsos was reared to be i cSa"try retired to a raisin ranch atkept at lite f, all.. When the river Wa• :MC. Owing to the decline of raisins,too high for these horses towels. aortae:, :moor, he took to the Wean again,
eaelersCa"itunt117bankajidNL't  i"eiaveRsel




e waters to s11side. Now' T1(r,f` ,sn (if wint r. 
Vhertii(.founda!an
art•tioo ,oorther at the larger  ; steam vhaleGheleinleer,and
Ri lr::det NvimfuTinohirp i.,s7oloni ndwraryy arsthcyh ve 
rope ferries and rowheata are the means k ritsisealtelrIho kodth ,orf nooliisnitoortinuyilien othuceecdhurne.of coaxing.
"in time of low water a stranger i' g the second year they sighted aswing its current for the first time v. ieee, end Captain Green encompassedwould be apt to think slightingly of the ilf capture. A bowhead it was, and no
cam love 
Bravolcne  del Norte,tocantheicream tthrehNerew Mexi
Mean- 
. at pare. Tid* tw ai in: rdoc,. igeof c ld, &elm% an ill
deflag iii a small part of a very wide scith fbr rest anfilionvisicaus Theychannel he would me only a little muddy , se ed i : :LI*. , . .m. m,ge„,hit.::,(:).7iii :cipstttain. for ordimuily nine-tenths of the ' o the Iter — 
.. ,"
Rio Grande "is underground, the water ' to del audit thaiagmage might liesexiking along toward the gulf through ' re heel Hew the "Tfalaant skipperthe elueletilleittall its clean-lel. The viii- co sed the misfortune utich detainedley, hounded everywhere to left and Li4n ranpng the icebergs! How he raileetrighbty wont:talus or foothills, insanely, ' at fate, Two dart later -11 school of
es 'hove iu night. The captain and
dashed -ualta them and in four
hod kills' a dozen giants, which
sit ruling prices at leao $60,066
of whalebones. However, it oftenthe greater part of tine year the river 1 ha peus in the arctic, as in the world,above around flows swift and muddy, I th* the darkest moment of misfortunenarrowing as it swirls round a sand bar , is the diak that preceded the advent ofand widening over shallows. But the krezasssritY.--Sals Francisco Wave. thingthat strikes the stranger most 'queerly 11 its dl-1:ippe9Eallee altogether rho Childhood of Geste',
for tenches, matte neles in length, of j fipe es I *have studied ihe-child•fiotsr,:,t.:„..lr, )7014..hc. recuiaupdt, tibtere.e2„yist h of nine it commonly shows itselfP4 in • performanee thaif in character,iry mist aahara. The river is keeping and ail's, not agreeably. The &tuneright along about its business, however, j Ise tue ta often violesit.Ifenrions, fond
Of litdde, disagree/Ale id ilociety.
I t
was a niostexiione buy. His parents bail
itreat Do Gueselin, the- scourge
e 'English invaders of France,
to m4ake him .dinen et a table apart,. HT
wool rude, furiOna, a bully; he beat ea.aly boy he could lay hands on; he ran
from home; he led comaanies of
a children against ether comps-
NV/1.9 The torte,' if Ole neighbor-
aid the ugliest page as he be-
"hie ugliest knight in France."
wit the boyhood of .azteut milt-
mans; the boyhood it was of a hi-
childhood was noitiy.  He yell-
poems at the tip of aidavoieo. Ha
tit lonely hills. He read forever,
he was not wandering alone, and
oupnbered anything that he read.
asp dreamer, a teller of romances
self. He delighted in fighting, as
its. He stnichiesi everything ca-
lat he age of 0, but his father
t
bca glice a ladyHrocnia Zlizeualaahimniforftr -al geP°;n,
Mille would end as a strolling lid- ,
!
Icon, again, was sullen, lonely,
a r. and always "spoiling fors
fight,' ckikielyD, ustaGlueescia, ldreatuin. 3., 
pugna-
cious boys are not eV all =Common.
They Ithe not bonen° Scotte—not that hp
len—nor Thi Guesclins no Na-
a I nor Byrons—for Byron, too,
PaoMouate, lonely, morbid kind
, eith terrible fits of temper. His
pobmuz wore trash.
iy's early poems were trash.
4ere as almost any clever school-
write, and then, is no promise
at all! ip Tennyson's "Poems by Two
Broth 4r4. "—Andrew Lang in North
Review. •
dill . the Wilderness
awl the water, pemolating the sands
down to hard pan, spreads oat on each
side so that it unity always he found
anywhere in the valley by digging down
to the level of the river's surface. For
and where a ruck roof OT clay toed Lice& •its suliterrauean current it ezner;a.,es to
the surfooe and takes a fifth start above
mond, rumitos as a big stream which,
farther down, may lose itself in the
swots again.
"It is taken the- floods come Zoom
that tho Ria (londo ethows whr * ii-
lnireo soLig a chandete Sr its' all the
year round rots and demonstrates that
if thelwatorway were even wider it
would [ be ICI advantage to residents
along iLa banks. It is fed by a watershed
of vostarea and steep eleaol at, which
in tianda of rain and molting '1101{14 pre--
ripitates tha writers rapidly into the
-.-hannel. IiiJune, when the snow melts
311 the 'peal.:.s about its headwaters in
Solora4o and northern New Mexico, DIM
later itathe stunuico when heavy show-
ers andIcloneliursts are the order of the
day, the Rio Grande overflows its banks,
deluging NN id!. tracts of valley and some-
times cUrving a new channel for itself,
changing its coma° for mace. Where
the vaLley is unusually wide and goody,
as belo4 !sista and in the Merilla val-
ley, theadd channels in which the river
used to row are plainly peonoateo in the
landscape.
"No One who has seen the great river
in flood I is likely to forget the positive
ferocitylit seems to display as its waters
sweezall before them, and woe to the
maimor beast who is overtaken by them!
The flood arrives without warning. The
aky may lbe clear above when the travel-
er, leisurely jogging across the icicle
channel, hears his wagon wheels grate
upon the sand with a peculiar souad. It
emans that the waters are stirring the
sands beneath him, and them if he
knows the river, he lashes his home,
making at all speed for the nearest
bank, and Ineky he is if he reaches it
safe. The entailers are that before he gets
there he bents the roaring of waters up
the chaneel and them coming down
toward him with a front like a wall,
rolling forward tail downwanl as if
over a fall, with u rising flood behind.
Many a Man and whole wagon trains
have been overwhelmed in this way,and, buried in sands or cast uway on
desert bunks, no human eyo has ever
seen them again.
"The great river has its pleasing and
romantic aspect, no fascinating that it is
a saying among people who live in its
valley that 'whosoever drinks of its wa-
ters and departs will conic again to sock
them.' Like the Nile, the Rio Grande
enriches the soil of its valley to the
point of itioxhauttible fertility. Along
its banks jn New Mexico are fields that
for two centuries have been cultivated
yearly, yitilding great crop', and they
i-e as productive today as when they
Ono were tilled. Irrigating canal*, call-
ed at...quiet' uuulras (mother ditches),('ouvey water from the. river to be dis-
tributed through little gatesto the fields
of the vallty, which it both waters and
enrichea. A trip along the river reveals
a ancscosnoli of' Piet ures of a primitive
:iv i haat ion of i Ill' I )1t1 $punisile a merles!'
type. Adele. villages, with small, flat
roofed. Ivies* built about antique
ahurchea, aped the spacioux house of the
V1(.04. or grivt men; orchards, eineyanle,
wheatfielde and grazing mettle art' all
(violins of tho scenery of the Rio
Grande, the American Nile."—New
York Sum '
-I-
' Ii. 1 siliant Invalid.
Huron edutty, 0., 2) years ago Lost-
ed a resielhut mulled Jedeliali enrollee,
one cf thsee hale invalids who sit all
day at width windowa, reading while
their wi vest do the work_
0.1e day; Jeclediali grew querulous.
He had "Finch a distn.s;" in his nom-
1itch. ?sloth og solid or liquid relieved
him, but w len the hollow eyed wife
suageoted }Tie domplingis he folded
!his hands esignedly and sighed. On
the strengt i ef that sigh Mrs. Cronce
prepared 12 large and tuitions dump-
lings. 1
With ni h complaint the suffering
farmer 4ress his chair to the board, tuck-
ed a imploin under his chili, and after
a fault fl ding grace attailed the
duniplings„brown anal steaming. One
by one t he yi disappeared, with hungry
eyed little traunny lookinglookingon, too wise
to ask for a portion. As lie saw the
eleventh .tent be..low to mitigate los
sire's "diettiless" he slipped from lint
nchair ad etidled around the table to
when. the. initalid sat.
"Papa," he pleaded, "can't we have
jute one am+ dumplin?"
The old mien waved his hand.




















triaill end trih,Olatici of*idwhaling indiestry defy the newt PM.tice which t resoun...s (4.a single par-:graph affords. A volume might ooveyha reject. The difficulty abut what-ran to tweertaiuty of wheite, _Then
decline to Le regulated by any' • Fesi s** reporter mid -refuse- in
hcia zeigrhions to respecteceent or
he ambitions of the =eta- oil- 'works.
t-tenaosqlsence is a skipper may eruiso
ma torchern Latitudes,' trying cowIn-
t 4icn soith icebergs add polar bears, en-
ocoitg life and limb Ina mangy old
ntering the perils of storm,
ova and Delano), 1:11(1 all without sight*r, a ciotit or eapturi ug a yard of whale-
c. I liatened recently-to-the mourn-














Te *literal in chief, Grant, talked
for so time with officers of the staff
about remits of the battle of the
prey' days- Ho said in this connect.
tion: '141 things in this world are tele,-
ilo we were engaged in the
Wildertijss I could not ledellherm think-
ing of Ite first fight I eke!' saw—the
battle 4sQ Palo Alto. des I looked at the
long of battle, consisting of 3,000
men, I 41t that General Tso-lor had such
a fe 4responsibility resting upon him
that I ondercd, how he ever had the
uerve.t Site it, and when, :if tcr the
fight, t (Ion:ethos were reportoll and
killed,tounded and sibising, the en-
zuseertained to be nearly 60 in
gagem asaumed at magnitude in my
eyes w h was puseitively starthug.
When ti news of the victory reached
the St the windows in every houtte-
hold tee illuminated, and it WM
largely etttal in making General
Taylor ident of the United eitatea
Now, a h an affair Would warmly be
desuned portant enough to report to
Madge] era." Ha little thought et
that in tint that the 'battles then 111
prowled, 'mild be chiefly inernumeital
in maid t he commands!. himself
Silent et the United Statea—lierenii.
Horace orti'T in C.'lltury.
AIIII I, an it 01111•41 11,. jetty.
'Dori g the Prince it 'stales' tour
through 'amide I had atteibuted the
range e induct of tiv. ladieri to an ex-
tees of 1 alty. As acou as theeprinoa
had left hotel they wonld rush into
his rooms, seize all sorts of article'',
from a • until are button to a soiled
towel, a. souveuire, and even bottle up
the irate' with which helmet jure weigh-
ed his f suites Stephen Fiske he
The Le es' H enc. Journal.. "But in
the len ii :States -the. Wpfll Were
quails . us 'and' eccopfhentic. The
luggage the royal trarty was carried
in small timer trunks—a trunk for ev-
ery emit clothes—and whenever the
train sto st thecrowds would beg that
tome of es-. trunks might he Intruded
out, and c .11t11 iv, nit! fe melte and knees
them. 1 ail not say thut the trainmen .
were neve too port icideir D• WI•t-,;e
ingrage m 4e subj.( ted to this neli ratan,
and I lia• s had the ph Figure e.feeenng
my own sat noutteaa kieoedby mistake.
lief( /V 11, prince arr.v. it et Terhinond
his pen. t the Ballanl Herreeertis en-
tered by t Imam amid tL. pillewslips
and %Mee coed( t were so soiled by
the eresen ee of hundreds; of fleet le that
they had ti ese_tevars-eleaiglet I.y the
chin it di. *hen' be' (led
chnn ii cii 'im:flaiy, Iii.• Nil., 10 (-
lion rose s be ea pane el and cli








AS YOU LIKE IT CLUB.
Their Entertainment Was a
Splendid Success.
MADE 100 DOLLARS.
An hnmsnse Audience Was Delighted With
tha Performance.
(contributed.)
"A grand success!" The beat ama-
teur performance ever given in Hop-
.-How they must have work-
ed to get it up! These and other excla-
mations too numerous to mention could
be heard at the door Tues. night SA the
great crowd left the opera house at the
close of the last act of the tee dramas
given by the As You Like It' club.
, Everybody was highly pleased and
though the performance lasted until 11
o'clock nobody left before the curtain
fell on the last scene.
The first piece presented was the
"Chaperon." The characters in this
were teken by the members of the "As
You Like It" club and the Bachelors
Maids. At the beginning the young la-
thes were just a bit afraid of their own
voices, but as the play went on they be-
came more accustomed to the crowd
and let the audieuce learn what they
had to say.
The part of the Irish girl fell to Miss
Lizzie Mercer. and she impersonated
the part to perfection and brought down
the hoses with her dance. Jeanne
Gfaham as ...Jill" did beautifully.
Mrs. Thos. Underwood, as the Gyps'',
Meriaue had perhaps the most difficult
part to render, she entered into the
spirit of the play, however, and did
some artistic work. Miss Edith Bout-
ware as Joyce Dyuecourt, had a great
deal to say and said it well.
The part of the villian was taken by
Miss Flack as Mile. Jeanne, but she did
not have the limit to act the •illian to
the close of the play and confessed all
and obtained forgiveness. Miss Flack
acted well.
The tennis drill of the clels deserves
venial mentioning. It was beautifully
executed and the costumes were exceed-
iogly tasteful, being the club colors,
pink and whits.
It would be impo-sible to mention al .
the parts; every character was well sus-
tained.
The young ladies as the pupile of
Craeidou Hall seemed to be as school
girls, always ready with new schemes
to out-wit es-en a French teacher. Miss
Long as Phyllis was the irrepressible
variety always necessary to the fun of
the crowd.
The east of characters of ".I he Chap-
eron" follows:
Miss Moronic, Principal of Crandon hall
  .. Mrs. Thos, Long.
Mrs. Dynecourt, of "Selbourne," .
  Mille Mahe Tyler
Madernoin lle Jeanne, the French Tea-
cher,   Miss Georgie Flack.
PUPILS.
Joyce ley necourt  Miss E. Soule- are.
Judith Grey  " Bella Moore
Phyllis Reynolds  " Lizzie Long
Barbara Creigton " M. Barbour
Lnzana Horton  " R. Burnett
Lillian Gordon,  " L. Fairleigh




  " Deere! Wood.
Miriam, the Gypsy.   Mrs. Tom
Underwood.
Jill, theeeVaif  Miss Janie Graham
Nora, Mrs. Dynecourt's maid  -Miss
Lizzie Mercer.
The"Box of Monkeys" took the house
by storm. Only five took part in this.
Mrs TLonlas Uudeawood took the
part of Mrs. Codrgo Joner, an admirer
of rank. She had a hard job on her
hands, in her niece, but she carried her
part through and pronounced her bless-
ing at the close. Mrs. Underwood de-
serves credit because she had a leading
part in both plays and knew her parts
well in each.
Mies Tyler feund a part that suited
ed her to perfection as a "prairie rose."
She entered fatly into the part. II tr
song and dance was encored twice.
Miss Bottlw are as Lady Guin-
evere Llandpoore, an English
firimrose, looked and acted her part to
perfection.
Thos. Underwood as half owner in a
gold mine,-minus the gold,-and his
partner, Chauncey Oglethrope, each
surprised the audience by their. fine
work. There were occasional slips anti
accidents but they only added to the
f an.
The following characters were in "A
Box of Monkeys" :
g'ioard Rolston, a PrOttlitintit pietist
American, heir owner of the MIMS
Until MIne Mr, Thom
wood
Chauncey thilethrope, *OP,
mid son of Lord Doncaster Mr.
Cook,
Mrs. Undergo Jones, an admirer of rank,
. Mn. Thos. U: derwood
Sierra Bengaline, her niece, a parairie
• rose,. ..... Miss Marie Tyler,
Lady Onineoere Llandpoore, an Eng-
lish primrose, daughter of Lord
Vaynanght...Miss Edith Boulware.
Miss Greer's violin solo was greatly
enjoyed and she was applauded heartily
in both pieces.MieeSinith has an exceed-
ingly sweet and highly cultured voice
and her two songs were highly appre-
ciated.
The young ladies Wednesday ham..
ad to the officers of the Library Associ-
ation one hundred dollars, this amount
beiug the net receipts after paying all
el penises.
The entertainment was given under
the management of Mrs. G. E. Gaither,
assisted by Mesdames' J. D. Ware awl
T. C. Underwood. Too much can not
be said in commendation of the work
done by this club and it warn much hard
work. too. With these young ladies to
the Association a Public Library in
is a certainty. It is to be
hoped that their interest in the move-
ment will not decline. S.
•
RATTERS IN VARIETY.
Just try a be box of Cascarete, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank, May 13 '96
Casearete stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
10c.
When bilioret.or costive, eat a Casea-








os ape Cream el Tartar Powder. Free
bus Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.
41) MARS TM STABRABD.
•
Pembroke Firm Fa Is.
"The Racket" store at Pembroke
!made an assignment Wed! afternoon.
The deed was tiled in the et:41112y Clerks
I office shortly before two o'clhek.
D. L. Lander, the well-keown com-
mercial traveler was named as assignee.
The proprietors of the sten+ are W L.
Lander and W. H. Miller. !They have
been doing business in Pemhroke sever-
al years, and were generallp regarded
as a successful firm.
No schedule has yet been filed with
the county clerk. It is said that the
liabilities are much larger than the as-
sets.
--.1110. • f-
ile. Antrim, Randle Lbsad.
Mr. A nguati Randle, a fernier resident
of ilopkinsville, and a brother of Mr.
W. F. Randle, of this city, died at Pa-
ducah late‘Monday afternooa.
He was taken seriously ill very sud-
denly, and his death causedigreat sur-
prise and sorrow wherevet he was
known.
Mr. W. F. Randle and his relative,
Mrs. E. P. Fears, of this city arrived at
the bedside five minutes beflore he ex-
pired.
-
"Merry World" i• CoMing.
It is with sincere pleasurit that the
NewEite announces this afternoon that
"The Merry World" will he seen at
Holland's Opera House one bight dur-
ing the filet part of next week. This is
one of the most famous attrlictions on
the road, as all persons posted on the-
atrical sul eel ts are well aWare. The
company had three nights tolfill in be-
tween eugagemeete at Naehville and
Louisville. That's how Maleger Gal-
breath suceei (led in securingiit.
--are
Birth Superstitioni
Some wit once raid that a !child ear
not be too careful in the selection of its
parents. According to an olti supersti-
tion care should also be exeretsed as to
the day on which one electsl to come
into this world. This is howl the days
of the week affect children born on
them:
Monday's child is fair of faete;
Tuesday's child is full of grace:
Wednesday's child has far go go:
Thursday's child is full of Woe:
Friday's child is loving andigiving
Saturday's child must work for its
living; 
N
The child that is hot n on th$ Sabbath
day,
Is blithe and henry. and rieji and gay.
 -
Curs for the Bite.
An eminent German physician died a
few eeare two and bequeathed to pots
terity the following simple cure for the
bite of a mad dog. He said that he had
tried it in numerous cases both of ani-
mals and persons bitten, and had never
mown it to fail: "As soon ag possible
thoroughly wash the wound %nth warm
water, having in solution a little vine-
ear, then pour in enough muriatic acid
to thoroughly cauterize the wound, and
all will be well. If a Auger Or toe is
bitten cut it off and treat th4 end of
stub."
"Cast Into Utter Darknelss*"
The city of Clarksville is in utter
darkiesste Several weeks ago the Elec-
tric Light Company made an assign-
ment. Until the past week the plant
has been run by the assignee but re
cently warn shut down entirely and the
streets are now , dark. A contract for
lighting the city will be made at once
with Mr. J. N. Aleop, of 0
who proeoses to establish a n




who has purchased the old plabt.
- - - _. -....... ...,.........._ _
Law Declared Invalid.
In the Trigg Circuit Genet Judge
Breathitt has ruled that, nhder the
statutes, the local option election held
several years ago, was eot legally called,
and was, therefore, void.
This decision follows up the rulings
of the Court of Appeals in similar cases,
and will lead to much litigattion over
cases tried and parties fined fior viola-
tion of the law now declared illegal.
. ... .___....-  ......--
Won't be Postponed.
Auditor Stone has reenlist erect his
determination to postpone thei work of
the State Board of Equalzatioe. Addi-
tional reports have come in, and when
the new board convenes here on Wed-
nesday it will be allowed to pion with
its work without adjournment
_......-  -4..--
New York Male Austrttst.
The appearance at Union Tebernacle
of the New York Male Quartet! is eager-
ly waited for by all lovers de music.
This organization is a prime fevorite in
all the larger cities in Amer ca. Tie
date is to-night.
__ ____...... .0...-
Dig down to the cause of ybur sick.
nem, if yod want to get well and !thy
well. Most likely it's Meth/eel on. 1.11,
irritating poison's nt ferment', 0, plitritl
food, loft In the olottifich by tireslititi.
citaie headache' Hearalgla, ne entente*,
1111141tose, ateltittiehaelle, lIntlee; , irritti
Witty, and all the 10101 w Urkuuwii
symptoms of indigration.
They also cause many pains and dis-
orders which are often laid to other
causes and hence are not east y cured.
But as soon as the poisons are removed,
all these symptoms and disor :trs disap-
pear, because there is nothinsr left to
-aurn.r them. Nothing succeed in this
like Shaker Digestive Cordial because
it prevents the nudigested feed from
fermenting in the stomach and helps
the stomach to digest its food.
Sold by druggists, price ten cents to
$1 00 per bottle.
More "Birth Superstis."
Noticing the "birth sup tatitions"
published in yesterday's NEW ERA I
thought the following might4 of inter-
tea to those who read your Themes:
Sanday-The child born on this day
will be rich, and live long and happily.
Monday-Children born on this (lay
will not be tut•Cessfol in a busiloess way.
They will be irresolute, easily imposed
on, but withal grad natured and happy.
Tuesday-PersAns born on ithis day
are violent and passionate, quick to take
offense, and slow to be reconcited. They
are apt to come to some tad mid unless
they pile a curb on their patusidne
Wednesday-,Children bonn! on this
day will be studious and 84ste, and
umslerately successful in life.
Thursday-The child that ernes into
the world on this day will le ter want
for anything, but will go through life
an happy as the paoverbial 111  in a rug
born 
!
Friday-To be on this day in-
sures a strong constitution health,
wealth and happiness.
Saturday-The child born o this day
makes the mistake of its life It will
encounter nothing but misfortune and
abuse. , If one can't arrange ise be born
on Friday, then the event sho Id by all
means lot postponed until Sun ay. Sat-




-There is quite a flutter of ekcitement
in the blind tiger circles of Elkton.
Aaron Atchison, a young white man,
has been arrested charged with selling
lignorTuesday is set for his titian A few
weeks since Elkton.voted in prohibition
and this is the first arrest for violation
of the new law.
a-
111J1 MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little one are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, whel in need of the laxakive effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
Ihe true remedy, Syrup of Fies, is s best-- in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
manufeetcred by the Califbrnia Fig! • cure liver Ills; easy to
Syrup Company only. Hood's pups ed., tooperate.
IN A LOOKING GLASS.
Many City Scenes Faithfully
Mirrored
NEWSY LOCAL NOTES.
Items of Va ious Kinds, all of Which are of
Much Local Interest.
The Next Camp-Meeting.
The next Kuttawa canip-meetirg will
be held at a place between the Mineral
springs and the Eddyville depot.
+ + +
In Kentucky Towne.
The Rev. Geo. W. Bain, the temper-
aorta orator, will deliver several lectures
during the spring in Kentucky towns.
+5+
Hebrew Ladies' Oift.
The Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent So-
eit ty, at its last business meeting, do-




The National Educational Association
will hold its annual meeting at Indian-
apolis February 1(1, IT anti IN. A very
intereo ;rig program has been arranged.




The new State Board of Equal:zatior,
reimposed of Ed Parker, of London
Robert McMichael, of Lexington: H. C.
Martin, of Munfordville, and W. A.
Bullock, of Bowling Green, begun work
Weilnealay.
+ + +
Will Hold • Meeting.
Elder H. D. Smith, pastor of the
Christian church, of this city, has gone
to Kansas City to bele a protracted
meeting. He is well keeven and popu-
lar there. It is not known who will fill




Mr. John II. Myers was appointed
Police Judge of Croftoil, yesterday to
fill out the unexpired term of Judge
Volney C. Clark, who died last week of




The Rev, Sam P. Jones is in Nash-
yule holding a protraoted meeting. The
Rev. (leo. Ste eart is assisting Lim.
Mr. Jones may pay Hopkinsville a short
visit while he is in this section, but this
is by no means certain. He is billed to
lecture uu the 16th at Sebrto.
1 k
Newspaper Mechanism.
Every column of a newspaper (-m-
ains from five thousand to twenty-five
thousand distiuct pieces of metal, ac-
cording to the size of the paper and
type. The displacement of one of these
means an error. Is it any wonder that
oarors some-times occur? Still some




The next annual meeting of the Ken-
tucky EducationAssociation will be held
at Bowling Green, Jane eilth and 30th
and July 1st of the present year. The
(-Wizens of Bowling Green are already
beginning to make arrangements for
the meeting in the way of appointing
committeee, etc. A good program will
be arranged for the occasion.
t t +
Latham Light Guards.
Nothirg has been heard from Aeeist.-
Adj. Gen. Forrester about the Latham
Light Guards, but it is given out on
good authority that the Company will
be mustered out very soon. A new
company will mobably be formed. Yes-
terday at Henderson locut. H S. Whip-
ple mustered in a company of State
guards, comprising some forty-five




D. L. Pennington, a son of Alonzo
Pennington, the only white man ever
hangen in Christian comity, was arrest-
ed on a capiae Wednesday and locked
up in the county jail. Some time ago
he charged Tom Hogan with having
sworn to a Ii'. Hogan brought snit for
damages against him and obtained a
verdict ofu. Penniegton skipped out
and m as only (NI fur d teelay. He will
.tay in jail ten (lays arid then take oath
that he can not pay the ri0 and mill be
released.
t +
The Late A. P. Patidte,
Th. 'ate A. P. Itetidie, wipe/kr death
Beta PH41414411 was bPhlIy 111PittiblItA it.
MAI VI114
years uld. lie u*/ hero in Uhristiatt
',molly, hut hail Wen a Voodoo, of fifc'
Oraeken comity for many years, and
was one of the moat iefluential and
highly respected citizen in his commu-
nity. The eeath was caused by pneu-
monia, by which he waa stricken only a
few days ago. * leaves a wife, a
brother and three sisters. The remains
were interred Tuesday afternoon. Mr
W. F. Randle and Mrs. N. P. Fears.




Is pure, rich blood, and a strong lied
healthy body, because with the approach
of spring and the b ginning of Will me
weather your physical system 'sill un-
dergo radical changes. All the impuri-
ties which have accumulated during
colder weather must now be expelled or
serious consequences will result. The
one true blood purifier promineetly in
the public eye to-day is Hood's Sarsa-
parilla. Its record of cures is unequal-
ed. Its salsa are the largest in the
world. A few bottles of Hood's Sarsa-
parilla 'sill prepare you for spring by
purifying and enriching your blood and




Arother Kentucky couple qf nice ap-
pearance eloped to this city toolay and
were married in the court-house by
'Squire Smith at 11 o'clock. They were
James Caste -1 and Miss Mettle Clark,
of Hopkins county, living in the vicini-
ty of Dawson Springa-Clarksville
Chronicle.
L! res
"Cures talk '' in favor
of Hood's Sarsaparilla, Talas for no other medi-
cine. Its greet cures recorded iii truthful,
convincing larguage of grateful men and
women, constitute its most effective ad-
vertising. Many of these cures are mar-
velous. They have won the confidence of
the peopte; have given Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla the largest sales in the world, and
have made necessary for its manufacture
the greatest laboratory on earth. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is known by the cures it has
made-cures of scrofula, salt rheum and
eczema, cures of rheumatism, neuralgia
and weak nerves, cures of dyspepsia, liver





Mr. Robert E. Howell, of Kennedy,1
was in the city yesterday.
Mr. J. J. Nixon, of Fruit Hill, was in
town yesterday.
Mr. H. D. Bourland, of Kulisouuille,
is in town.
Mr. C. A. Denny, of Elkton, was here
yesterday tuoruing.
Mrs. Mary E. Rodgers, of Dawson, is
visiting in the city.
Mr. Frank Ragsdale, of Lafayette,
was in town yesterday.
Mr Arthur Henry, of Newstead, warn
in the city yesterday morning.
Mr. E. T. Bogard, a prominent mer-
chant of Lafayette, is seriously ill.
Mrs. Leslie Cheek (nee Miss Mabel
Wood), of Clarksville, is a greed of Mrs.
Eugene Wood.
Mr. L. Yontz, of Johnson's, was in
town Monday.
Mr. R. C. Pace, of Herndon, was here
this week.
Mr. O. A. West, of Crofton, was in
the city Saturday.
Prof. Jame!' Calvin, of Sinking Fork,
was in the city Saturday.
Mrs. B. F. Rogers. who been visiting
Mrs. J. S. Fritz, returned to Crofton
eaturday morning.
Mies Ora Baker, of Julien, was shop-
ping in the city Saturday,
Mrs. M. G. Rust went to Trenton
Friday to visit her sister,Mrs.Joeflatch-
er.
Mr. 0. S. Brown, of Crofton, was in
town Wednesday.
Judge H. C. McCracken, of Green-
ville, was in town this week.
Mist] Cora Harrey is visiting Mrs.
John Twy man at Earlingtou.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gray returned
from a pleasant trip to Trenton Sunday.
Miss Minnie Fex, of Trenton, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. W. E. Gray,
High St.
Mrs. Wilkins, of Bowling Green, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. H. L. Mc-
Pherson.
'Squire Austin Peay, who has been in
Florida several weeks, is at his home in
South Christian.
Mrs. IdollieMeKee and daughter have
taken rooms and board with Miss Kate
Vaughn on Campbell St.
J. L. Russell, of Hopkinsville, was in
the city Sunday .. J. W. Richards, of
Hopkinsville, was in town Saturday....
A. E. Orton. of Hopkinsville, spent
Sunday at Hanson, his old home, and
Sunday night at Madisonville with
friends....J. T. Berry, of Tobin & Ber-
ry, tailors, Hopkiusville, was in town
Friday and Saturday on business.-
Madisonville Mail.
HYDROPHOBIA SCARE REVIVED
Hogs and Cows of Antioch Farmers
Have Gone Mad.
Much excitement prevails in the An-
tioch vicinity over a mad dog scare.
. New ERA readers will remember that
about two weeks ago a mad dog bit the
hogs and cattle of a number of farmers.
The dog was killed and many of the
bitten animais were slaughtered.
In the last few days, several hogs
and cows have developed hydrophobia.
Those persons who have been drink-
ing the milk from these cows are great-
ly frightened and several have visited
local physicians yesterday and to-day.
A whole.eale killing of kine and
swine has taken place.
MANIA IS OF A RELIGI OUS FORM
Sad Case of a Henderson Boy Who was
Yesterday Brou.gbt to the Asylum.
Haywood Turner, a nineteen-year-old
Henderson boy,was yesterday adjudged
insane. The Journ-1 says: "The case
is a sad one. Up to a year or two ago
Haywood was a bright and intelligent
boy. He was cleanly in his habits and
had a number of friends. Gradually his
mind began to weaken. His condition
grew worse until a few days ago when
he became very violent. His mania has
assumed a religious form and he fro:
quently shouted and preached as though
taking part in a camp-meeting."
By the verdict el the jury he must be
taken to liopkinsville where it is believ-
ed he may eventually recover. Deputy
Sheriff Clay and the buy's tether will go
to Hopkinsville to-day to place him in
the Western Kentucky Asylum.
barna.* Halt Withdraws.
The Mintage stilt brought by Maine
hottouti, rehired, last vreah Illtelliet Ike
Ors, !Athol, lit Prootoolio, *ow *tar
144We tee-day at the rrqueat of the
plattittif, who edinitled that he had on
growls for ever instituting the suit.
- -ewe
A Branch Mee.
The Hopkinaville Banner, a Republi•
can paper, has established is brunch of-
fice at Elkus'', with T. H. Lowry in
charge. Mr. Lowry will get up the
Todd County News and forward to
Hopkinsville to be issued in supplement-
_awe. ea.-
The tmpurities in the blood which
cause scrofulous eruptions are thorough-
ly eradicated by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Valentines at Hopper Bros. St
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take Laxative Biomo Quinine Tablets
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 25e, C. K. Wyly, L. L
Elgin, J. 0. Cook, T. D. Armistead
I. Antiouncemehts.
Wt. ltrl. nut horized to an nou lice
Jolt,: PHELPS
os a candidate for the office of circuit J ud ge
of this J11E11(1111 district. Subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic party.
We are authorized to announce
J. T. II ANBERY
HS a candidate for the onice of Common-
% tali It's Attorney, subject to the action of
the Democratic conventions.
We are authorizi-d to announce
M R. JOHN D. DROWSE
as candidate for the office of County Clerk
1•11 ri.tin l'oulity. subject to the actiou of
the Republican party.
City Property For Sale.
A house and lot on Ninth street, Hop-
kinsville, Ky., beautifully situated, lot
meta:rot three acrees of ground. The
house is a two-story frame dwelling,
containing nine rooms, in excellent re-
pair, also a two-room cabin and other
out houses on place. Price $3,200. Ap-
ply to HUNTER WOOD,
tf d&w Hopkinsville, Ky.
LAND FOR SALE!
211 acres of land 3,s miles from Hop-
kinsville, lying between the Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. This is good
land, well watered, with 35 acres of fine
timber, and runs up to Caaky station.
Also a nice house and lot adjoining the
above land, if desired. Apply to
HUNTER WOOD,
deco-- tf Hopkinsville, Ky.
NOTICE.
All parties holding claims against the es-
tate of Si', D. Garnett, dee'd., are hereby
notified to tile same properly verified with
rue nt toy (Mice In Ilopkinsville, Ky., on tor
lie-fore' the 1st day of March Pari at 12 o'clock
tor be forever debarred from the collec-
tion of same by process of law.
Given under my hand, this Feb. Stk, 181)7.
W. T. FOWLER,
AN it master commissioner.
SOUTHERN KENTUCKY.
Shc•rt Accounts of Some In-
teresting Happenings.
0U3 NEAR NEIGHBORS.
Elkhr. Dawson. Henderson. Howling Green,
ensboro and Other Pennyele Places,
ELKO/N.
Aaron Atchison was arrested at Elk-
ton last night charged with selling
whiseey without license.
A piece of political history which has
never yet appeared in print is as fol-
lews : President Cleveland offered Hon.
Beni mint Bristow, now deceased, a po-
sitioe on the Vent znelan Commission
Mr. Bristow declined upon the ground
that lie (lid not agree with Mr. Cleve-
laud' policy. This correspondence was
nevi know except to the Bristow fami-
ly, moru whom this information was
obta nod. Benjamiu Bristow was a na-
tive f Todd county and has two sisters,
Mrs. J. M. Gill and Mrs. II. G. Petrie,
and a brother, Judge H.Bristow,now
residents of Elkton.
DA W SON .
The Rev. G B. McDonald, assisted by
the Rev. Boon, of Madisonville, has re-
cently closed a meeting at Dawson that
resulted in fifteen conversions.
James Casteel and WAR Sallie Clark,
Daemon Springs, eoped to Springfield,
Tenet , ye-terday afternoon.
HENDERSON.
William Wallace committed suicide
yesterday at Henderson, lie was a tin-
tier. He drank an ounce of laudanum.
Family troubles caused it.
H.ndersou athletes are enjoying
themselves playing match games of
basket ball.
The Carlisle Rifles is the name of the
new 'y-orgauized military company of
Heneerson.
The Henderson Journal says the
burned Park Theater building will be
rebuilt et once.
Dr Roger Dixon, of Henderson, who
is critically ill at Mt. Vernon, Ind , is
repo. ted some better. ,
Dr Arch Dixon, of Henderson, will
not locate permanently in Philadelphia
as hes been stated.
Hneoeitsos-From the report of the
Board of Supervisors, the total of as-
eeased property in Henderson county,
after deducing exemptions, is $11.2e4e
726. Last year's crop of tobacco there
was 5,115,h45 pounds.
BOWLING OREEN.
Bewling Green's finaimial statement
shows that city to be livingon the shade
side of Easy streeeejaextdoor to prosper-
ity.
At the late term of the Warren Civil
Couit one of the jurors submitted to
Judge W. E. Settle the question
-whether or not a man living in Ken-
tucky had the right under the law to
whip or chastise his wife?" Jaddge
Settle has just subinttted the following
wreten opinion:
"At the common law as anciently
conterued a man had the right to abso-
lute obedience from his wife; she could
have nothing, own no property, and
wale he had before marriage became
his rpou the mar iage He even had
the right tO thrash or whip her in a rea-
son: Me degree. But, happily for man-
kind, the wife is now the owner in her
own right of whatever property she may
have at marriage or may afterward ac-
quire. She is equal to the husband, and
in many cases 'the gray mare is the bet-
ter horse.' So, under the laws of Ken-
turey, while a man may wallop his own
'jackass,' he dare not wallop his wife,
or even: lay his hand upon her in anger.
W. E. &me, Judge.
Owessimerea-The whisky people at
Owensboro are to issue a paper, and the
local option fight is getting hot. The
dr) s aro confident, and the general im-
pression is that they will win at the
coming election.
FMTON.-Saturday Robert Browder,
a prosperone farmer, went to Fulton
sufferilig frem neuralgia. He was suff-
ering excruciating pain. He wandered
off, lettering itesetretee -He was found
near Greeefield, T1'1111 , Sunday. He
ent't tell how he got there. His last
reteillection was of be Lug in Fulton.
itrietteretettett.- Clretft (lotitt enh•
tailed at htooltptoorilly tolohtlay, nit I
there itee II 'Mittel of Initinfidni mist*
nfi t hattoolort, Atom's the omit tooporr
feta to moo op Res the NW* of fifty,
thiee hoo- reehlonto who tatted to list
their property fur taxation. The penal.
ty provided by law fur such failure is
dim in each chile, and the eases to come
up :it the term of the court are the first
to be tried under the law. The result
is of much importance to the whole
State and the parties to the snits are
rem-dented by attorneys from nearly
every county in thy State and Indiana
and Illinois.
Carl George, white, miner in the
inecke Coal Mines was crushed yes-
terday afternoon by falling slatil
Umoseowx.-Uniontown people are
hopeful that the I. C. will be the pur-
chaser of the 0. V. railroad, which it, to
be mold in Jane and will then add to the
lines a road between Hopkieeville, the
present terminus of the 0. V., and
Nashville, •
Wm. L Hardigg, a prominent drug-
gi t of Uniontown, and an active lie-
pnbliean, is an applicant for the office
of Consul at Dresden, Germany. He is
said to have the endorsements of Gov.
Bradley and ex-President Harrison.
A50
CENT
Bottle of CUT ICURA RESOL-
VENT, greatest of humor cures,
is often sufficient to complete
a permanent cure of the most
torturing and disfiguring of
skin, scalp, and blood humors.
SPIFDT ('UR. TRFATIlltal son ALL Pals Awn
BlArOL Eityroits. - Warm bath+ with CUTIcURA
Pu•1 , rentle application. f 17i:1'R-um+ (oint-
ment), the .g.cat skin rum and mild doses of
Utrriciate RSsuLvzxT, peatest of hutted sures.
aoht throughout the ermld Price, CrrTri•■•, Me I
11.••• 2.. Kew on/1 si Puma Dino
•ilo Coss I ore, hole Pros . liolttoo
"liovr is Cure 2.••ty Iluotur," malted is..
One Lost Day
is not much out of a lifetime, but to
ft business man it may mean the 'US/3
of a valuable opportunity. When
temporarily cripple(' with any pain
or weakness, for which an active and
effective external remedy is needed,
nothing is $0 trust worthy as Johnson's
Belladonna Plaster. It touches the
spot and gives the welcome relief. It
is made to succeed-not merely to
sell. Look for the Red Cross on all
the genuine'.
JOHNSON JOHNSON,




Celebrated for its great learetiog
strength and heathfulness. Assures the
food against alum and all forme of adul-
teration (eantnoti to the cheap brands.
Royal, e tit I50 POWDER co.. New York.
FOR RURAL READERS.
Facts of Much lntetest to
the Farmers.
ALL OF THE MARKETS.
Notes Abut Crops. Tobacco. Live Stock and
Other Meters.
LOCAL BROKER'S REPORT.
Last week's offerings on the [teaks
were only 27 Ude, and this week 55.
Sales were about 450 hhds, nearly all
private. Thus you see the stocks of old
tobacco are disappearing rapidly in a
quiet way. The trade is just beginning
to re: live the shortage of the crop now
being minket, d, and are stocking up
fry-0y art old tobaccos. So far only about
2e lihde of new have been offered, and
about hhns. received. What has
been offseeel shows very poor quality.
but good color and light body. he
market shows more strength than for
several months past, yet prices ruiliug
are very low, considering the situation.
If th, re is any merit in.short crop, and
prospsete ot sfill shorter for l"97, it
looks its if price.; later on would 1,e very
inneti higher. It is rarely the ease that
expel-Sirs believe reports from the To-
baeco dietriets, but this time th ot will
be disappoieted if they expect the usual
results. Nothing remains in old stocks
except common to low medium grades,
with an occasional hogshead of medium
to good leaf.
Receipts for week  80 Hhds
Receipts for year  210
Sales tor week tes
Sales for year   575
Offering's for week itO
110PKINSVILLE QUOTATIONS.
LUOS.
Common  .. 1 Cfleel 75
Metnum .   2 Wu 2 75








  5 000/8 00
• b Otne 10 00
SNUFF.
......... 200('r400
.4 00es 5 :JO
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Loineville, Ky., Feb. 10,1S79.-Cattle.
-The cattle market to-day was steady
for all good stock and firm for choir.
butchers, which were favored by the de-
mend. Prices for all kiwis were steady
without any reported change in Mon-
day's close. The supply was fair ill
numbers and ordinary in quality. Local
butchers, who were the prineipal buy-
ers, absorbed all offered by the close.
Calves.-The calf market was steady,
with most of the sales °cc:tiring between
$4 00 and $5 00, tied is few extra selling
at ari 25. Local butchers bought the
offerings, which were of fair quality.
Extra snipping Light +nipping 11.-bt butc ,.  
:,
her
Fair to good butchers  
4 41J i i .1.71 05410 444 r:
8 'Common to medium butchers_ 1751 8 :.A274'
Thin, rough stevra, poor cows
and scalawags 
... 





.. 5 2:0) 4 110
.2Hulls . ... ..... .. ..... .. 20011 rian 
Vt.& calves 204 4 00
Choice mulch cows  
( 
Fair to good mulch cows.. .  2.12( 254 1
Howe-The hog market opened firm
to active, and Sc higher than yesterday's
close. Heavies told at $3 45(a$3 50,
Meditnns at $3 41qa 3 50. Lights, 100 to
150 pounds, at $3 10u'3 35, and pigs, 60
to 100 pounds, at $2 7.56,3 10. The re-
ceipts were fair in size and quality. A
large part of:the supply came in very
late. The closed easy with the
price about Sc lower than the opening.
Buying, which Wits for packing and
shipping requirement*, took all grades
freely except pigs under 100 Ilet These




en 1 r to ..... st phrit !lig, tat to lilt II, 'hit re)
peel I, skit:, Italil, hie lit 15111, .,. 1 vitae ni
I
al 41tiiiiii iti, 111 Ill It, „n 11 ,flitIti SAIli Alt!'etil: 1101 1,1 iih! is . . ' 1 h 1,1114$1 Cl
_ It1HIB., 11141 iii fill1 lit
Mt eep and lowils,-The light run of
ort,44.410,.
het, awl prices were held up to 
, ,,. ::::::: ::
sheep and lambs suet with a steady mgt.
ad-
vances reported yesterday. Receipts
were of inferior quality. Local butch'
era absorbed everything, as there was
not enough stock on sale to attract ship-
pers.
Pair to good 
Bucks
E x t ra lambs
Fair to good 
Si eilluni butcher lambs
Tail ends or culls 
250,2 75
 I &Sp 2.C. 
 1 :i:Stt 4 51
5o0:t4 141
fe50.4 tot
THE LOUISVILLE Si Herr.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the NEW Inte by (doter &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacen Warehouse :
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to :3,412 blots., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 2,257 Weis.
Sales on our market since Jan. let
amount to 17,280 hhas. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 19,92e Mids.
The receipts and sales of new dark to-
bacco eoutinue lighter than we have
ever known them ea this be.a.a0n-. of the
year. The quality time far lots been
unusually poor and prices low and un-
satisfactory. Old dark tobacco has been
inure • agerly sought after and prices
some better for leaf and also for lugs
with merit. This chaffy lugs continue
low and hard to sell. We look for more
liberal receipts the coming week. Stocks
on our market were redueed 734 Ude,
last month.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco.
105 crop:
Trash  $100 to 1 25
C011itit011 To medium lugs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 8 50
Common leaf  3 00 to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  4 00 to 5 50
Leaf of extra leietth  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  700 to 10 00
110)5 ACItosS THE POND.
There were 80,000 hogs slaughtered in
Great Britain huit year on account ot
"swine fever," the number being 10,00
greater than in 1895 and 20,000 grease
than during the year 1894. Those who
believe that the feeding of corn is re-
sponsible for a large share of hog cholera
has, , robably never thought of the fact
that the English pigs are not fed corn.
•
Blood Is Lite.
It is the medium which carries to ev-
ery nerve, muscle, organ and fibre its
nourishment and strength. If the
blood is pore, rich and healthy you will
be well; if impure, disease will soon
overtake you. Hood's Sarsaparilla has
power to keep you in health by making
your blood rich and pure.
Hood's Pills are easy to take, easy to
operate. Cure indigestion, biliousness,
2bc.
AN UNTIMELY DEATH.
Mrs Poi ter Lowiy Watkins'
Sudden Demise
FROM BLOOD POISON.
Funeral Services in This City at Ten O'clock
To-Morrow Morning.
Mrs. Porte Lowry Watkins, the
young and popitlar wife of Mr. R. C.
Watkins, traveling freight agent of the
C. 0. & S. W. !railroad, died yesterday
afternoon in Paducah.
The host of friends in Hopkineville,
where the deceased spent most of her
life, were surprised and paddened when
the news of thci death was received last
evening. Renhembering her perfect
health when shO last visited here, the
buoyancy of hi'- r spirits, her love for out-
door sports and athletic exercises, her
beauty and her vivaciousness, her ac
quaiutances find it uifficult to associate
her with the idea of death.
She was a charming and thoroughly
lovable young Woman whose generous
impulses, light-heartedness and cheer-
ful disposition strongly endeared her to
all with whom time came in contact, and
made her a general favorite in the com-
munity.
The death VftlE shockingly sudden.
Sunday morning her step-mother, Mrs.
MollieEllisLowtyneceived a letter from
her which teenlei with the brightness
and hopefuleeits, which characterized
everything she diteand which contained
no intimation of her serious sickness. A
few hours later et telegram was received
announcing that her life was in danger.
Mrs. Lowry and Mr., and Mrs. Thomas
Porter left immediately forPaducah and
were present when the end came.
Blood poisontng caused the death,
which was an ellact parallel with that
of her mother.
Mrs. Watkine was the only daughter
of the late Col; William A. Lowry, a
wealthy and prominent citizen of Hop-
kinsville. She was graduated from
Bethel Female: College, and up to the
time of her marriage was a leading belle
in Southern Kentucky society. She be-
came the wife or Mr. Watkins in the fall
of 1894, and her married life was a very
happy one. Sill mouths ago she remov-
ed with her 'huheand from this city to
Paducah. Besides her husband, she
leaves a daughter eighteen months ohl
and u son, who was born two weeks be-
fore her death. Mrs. Watkins was
twenty-four years old.
The Rev. Henry C. Fettle conducted
the services. Ilee following gentlemen
acted as pall bearers: Messrs. Tom
Fairleigh, Herten L. McPherson, Bige
Kennedy, Dixon Kitchen, Frank Buck-
ner, Robert M. 15'0°h:ridge, Will Rich-
ards and Walker Woe re
AW,• -4 
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GREItlif FRANCIS MURPHY.







Francis Murphy, the widest known
temperance etdvocate in the world, was
born 60 year* ago in an humble cottage
in Ireland. He is the founder of the
"blue ribbol" and "iron clad pledge"
Mr. Murph and Mr. Moody have re-
cently been *boring together in some of
the large citim. How deeply they have
entered intdthe,affections of the coun-
try every one knovrs.
Five thonstind people have just signed
Mr. Murphy's temperance pledge in
Boston.
Mr. Murphy is a great believer in
Paine's Merit compound. For years he
has been thoughtfully observing and
advising men for their bodily spiritual
welfare.
"A sound !mind is a sound body" has
been the coestaut theme of this great
philanthropiet.
Because of its power of strengthening
and restornig the nerves and brain
Pain's celrry compound is used today in
many such femilies as that of Mr. Mur-
phy where do other remedy would be
thought of flr a moment.
Mr. Murphy writes to the Sefton
Globe :-"Pa ne's celery compound has
been used i ray family with good ef-
fect. It is a pplendid remedy."




of remedies was no mere theroist. Prof.
Edward E. Phelps, M. D , LL. D., of
the Dartmouth Meeical School had ao-
cumulathd the most absolutely concinc-
iug evidence of the remarkable virtue of
his groat discovery, enough to satisfy
the most skeptically inclined person, be-
fore he offered Paine's celery conipound
to his fellow practitioners to e the
world.
For absolule reliability in rout.' e • at
obstinate disorders from the St rn
there is nothing that at all reek
approaches it. Paide's celery
should be taken by everyom .• ry•-
ing to get rid of nerve or blood Cis- eu'S
or a dityrdered condition of the liver or
kidneys.
Such evidences of an unhete e con-
dition as those constant - .1' ,., mel-
ancholy, dyspepsia or e0b-, :1:;,•11 rap-
idly disappear under the ..esirg, reg-
ulating action of Paine's celery cem-
pound.
Don't confound Paine's celery com-
pound with the ignorant. eaten-penny,
short-lived remedies,-eareaparillaiener-
vines and tonics that bear as much re-
semblance to Paine's celery compound
as the parasite vines do to the oaks that
they live on. Tcri'lt take anything less
than Paine's celery --enpound.
-
THE E e 3E? tat le %"ruerr erSTOKE
OE
We Gu rantee every pair of Shoes we sell; if they rip we
up Free of Charge. When you need Shoes give
Copy ot our Shoe tore a trial. We have New Lines, New Shoes,
New To and we will sell them at Cut Prices. We Cut the
Prices on Shoes as well as every thing else it this Store.
Printed on full size sheet
music. Bounded nicely.
Price $1 00-.
HOW TO GET IT FREE..
send us $1 for the DAILY
NEW ERA 10. WOOkS or for the
Weekly 1 yi.ar and we will










Oil Grain Ties -
Men's 1.50 to $2.00
Shoes now







Misses Kid add Glove Grain but-
ton and lace Shoes now 50c
Misses Kid Btatton and Grain
Shoes, now 75C
Misses late stele Kid and 010th
Top Button Shoes 1.00
Ladies' Kid
Button Shoes 69c
Ladies' Glove Grain button
or lace Shoes 75c
Ladies' fine kind bat. Shoes,'-pat.
tip, plain toe*, etc., all sizes 1.00
Ladies' 1.50 and $2.04)
Shoes now 1.25




Boys good Calf Skin Shoes
lace or congress
Boys fine Calf Skin Shoes




We Gie Away with Each Pair of Shoes we sell. your
Choice of over One Hundred Pieces of Nice .Jewelery.
S E OUR SHOE WINDOWS.
171.
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• Wu are uver
with capes and
• and gray and 11
Mostly 34's to
- Our. Fourth-
lines in our sto
3 and 1-2 OFF
locked on mackintoshes. Some
ome without, in black, blue, drab
ye determined to close them out.
es
6.
s. First choice will be best.'
if Sale is still in force on many
J. Hi ANDERSON & CO,
/•
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HIS PILAISE OF HOME.
AN ELOQUENT AND TOUCHING SEA-
MON !Pe REV. DR. TALMAGE.
ais Takes "'Barber at Howe- For Hat Stab-
les* and Part • rt. Tribute to the Dow
useetie Hearth and Its Indurate.
Wssursonoe, Feb. 7.-This sermon
of Dr. Talmage will met many mernorni
ringing with the good old times. His
sabject was • - Harbor of Home" and
the text Mark v, 19. "Go home to thy
friends find tell them how great things
the lewd hath done for thee."
There are a great many people long-
hig for some grand sphere in which to
terve God. They admire Luther at the
diet of Worms and only wish that they
had Dome :etch great opportunity in
which to display their Christian prow-
ess. They admire Paul making Felix
tremble, and they only wish that they
had some each grand occasion in which
to preach righteousness., temperance and
judgment to come. All they want isan
opportunity to exhibit their Christian
hereiam. Now the apostle comes to us,
and be practically says, "I will show
you a place where you can exhibit all
that is grand and beautiful and glorious
in Christian character, and that is the
domestic circle."
If one is not faithful in an insignifi-
cant lipbere, he will not be faithful in
a resounding sphere. If Peter will not
help the cripple at the gate of the tem-
ple, he will never be able to preach
3,000 souls into the kingdom at the
Pentecost. If Paul will not take pains
to instruct in the way of salvation the
sheriff of the Philippian dungeon, he
will never make Felix tremble. He who
is not faithful in a skirmish would not
be faithful in an Armageddon. The
fact is. we are all placed in just the po-
sition in which we can most grandly
serve God, and we ought not to be
chiefly thoughtful about some sphere of
11.111111 11011•1 which we may after awhile
gain, but the all absorbing question
with you and with me ought to be,
"lewd, what wilt thou have me (now
and here) to do?"
The Word ••Homis."
There is one word in my text around
which the most of our thoughts will to-
day revolve. That word is home. Ask
ten different men the meaning of that
word, and they will give you ten differ-
ent definitions. To one it means love at
the hearth, it means plenty at the table,
industry at the workstand, intelligence
at the bonks, devotion at the altar. To
him it means a greeting at the door and
a smile at the chair. Peace hovering
like wings. Joe- clapping its hands with
laughter. Life a tranquil lake. Pillewed
on the ripples aleep the shadows.
Aak another man what home is, and
he will tell you it is want, looking out
of a cheerleas fire grate and kzieading
hunger in an empty bread tray. The
damp air ahivering with mimes. No Bi-
ble on the shelf. Childreu, robbers and
murderers in embryo. Vile songs their
lullaby. Every face a picture of ruin.
Want in the background and sin staring
helm the front. No Sabbath wave roll-
ing over that doorsill. Vestibule of the
pit. Shadow of infernal walls. Furnace
for foraing everlasting chains. Fagot,'
for an unending funeral pile, Awful
wool' It is spelled with curies; it weeps
with ruin, a chokes with Nv0e; it sweats
with the death agony of despair.
The word "home" in the one case
means everything bright. The wora
"home" in the other ease means every.
thtag terrific.
I shall speak to you of home as a test
of character, home as a refuge. home as
• political safeguard, home as a school
and home LI a type of heaven.
And in the first place I remark that
home is a powerful test of character.
The disposition in public may be iu guy
eestume while in private it is in disha-
bille. As play actors may appear in one
way on the stage and may appear in
another way behind the scenes, sq pri-
vate character may be very different
from public character. Private charac-
ter is often public character turned
wroug side ont. A man may receive you
into his parlor as though be were a dis-
tillation of smiles, and yet his heart
may be a swamp of nettles. There are
bueineas men who all day long are mild
and courteous and genial and good na-
tured in commercial life, keeping back
their irritability and their petulance
and their discontent, but at nightfall
the dam breaks, and scolding pours forth
in floods and freshets.
Good Cheer at Home.
Reputation is only the shadow of
character, and a very small house some-
times will cast a very long shadow.
The lips may seem to drop myrrh and
cassia and the dispoeition to be as
bright and warm as a sheaf of sun-
'name, and yet they may only be a
magnificent show wiudow to a wretched-
stock of goods. There is many a man
who is affable in public life and amid
commercial spheres, who, in a cowardly
way, takes his anger and his petulance
home and drops them iu the domestic
circle.
The reason men do not display their
bad temper in public is because tbey do
not want to be knocked down. There
are men who hide their petulance and
their irritability just for the same rea-
son that they do not let their notes go
to protest ; it does not pay. Or for the
sante reason that they do not want a
man In their stock company to sell his
stock at leas than the right price, lest
it depreciate the value. Ae at sunset
the wind rises, so after a 'sunshiny day
there may be a tempestuous night.
There are people who in public act the
philainhropiet who at home act the
Nero with reepeet to tbeir slippers and
their gown.
Audubon. the great ornithologist,
with gun and pencil went through the
forest. of America to- bring down and
to sketch the beautiful birds, and after
years of toil and exposure completed his
manuscript and put it in a trunk in
Philadelphia for a few days of recrea-
tion and rest and came back and found
that the rats had utterly destroyed the
stiamateript, but withcut any discompo-
eure and without any het or bad temper
he again picked up his gun and pencil
and visited again the great forests
of America and reproduced his immor-
tal work. And yea there are people with
the ten-thousandth part of that loss who
are utterly irreconcilable; who, at the
lom of a pencil er an article of raiment,
will blow as long and sharp as a uorth-
emst worm.
Now. that man who is affable in pub-
lic and who is irritable in private is
making a fraudulent overiesue of stock,
and be is as bad are a bank that might
have $400,000 or $500,000 of bills iu
circulation with no specie in the vault.
Let us learn "to show piety at home. " If
we have id eorfhere, We have it not aim-
where. If we have not genuine grace in
the family circle, all our outward aud
pablie plausibility merely spriugs from a
fear of the world or from the slimy,
pntrid vont of our own selfishness. I
all yon the home is a mighty test of
character. What you are at home you
are every-where, whether you demon-
strate it or not.
Again, I remark that home is a ref-
uge. Life in the United States army on
the national road to Mexico, a long
march, with ever and anon a skirmish
and a battle. At eventide we pitch our
tent and stark our arms; we hang up
the war cap and lay our head on the
knapsack; we sleep until the morning
bugle calls us to marching and action.
How pleasant it is to rehearse the vic-
aeries and the surprises anti the attacka
of the day, seated by the still campfire
of the home circle'
Yea, life is a stormy sea. With shim,
mad mares and tarn sails and bulk
&leak, we put into the harbor of Mine).
Bleated harbor, there wet go far repairs until the excitement in the eland gave
in the drydeck of quiet life. The ean- intimation that wenething grauei and
die in the window is to the toiling man glorione had happened. Who clanesthe lighthouse guiding him into text. there? From what port did he sail?
Children go forth to meet their fathers Why was thin the play(' ef hin diestina-
as pilots at the Narrows take. the bawl lion? I question the elapherds. I ellen-
of ships. The doorsill of thee home le tion the camel driven'. • I toiestiois thethe wharf where heavy life is unladen.
A Hefage, a Safeguard and a 'reboot. 
I angels. I have found out He write an
exile. But the world has had plen y of
There is the place where we may talk exiles. Abraham, au exile from ltr of
fin
place where may express affection exile from France; Kremlin), an txile
without being thought silly. There is from Hungary. But this one of wham I
the place where we way forget our an- speak tedav bad Pinch resonniling /are-
litical saregiiiirct The sideta-U-theiatile
must be built on the safety of the home.
The Christian hearthstone is the' only
cornerstone for a republic. The virtues
cultured in tbe family circle are ein ab-
eolute ueeessity for the state. If jthere
inbe not enough moral principle to lake
the family adhere, there will n it be
enough political principle to melte the
state adhere. "No home" means the
Goths and Vandals, means the maim&
of Asia, means tbe Numidiune of Af-
rica, changing front place to pl ac-
tending as the pasture hemp., s to
change. e'onfounded be all those bawls
of iniquity which would overtowor and
destroy the home! The same tonn
that upsets the ship in which the aini-
ly sails will sink the frigate of th con-
stitution. Jails and peuitentiari and
armies and navies are not our le t de-
fense. The door of the benne is th best
fortress. Household uteueils are di last
artillery, and the chimneys o our
dwelling houses are the grandest Mouu-
tnents of gaiety and triumph. No korue,
no republic.
Further, I remark that howe is a
school. Old ground must be' turein up
with trubsoil plow, and it must bf har-
rowed and reharrowed, aud all tbe in-
fluences thrown over their heart and
life will come up in after life luxuriant-
ly. Every time you have given a Ismile
of approbation all the good cheer of
your life will come up again ih the
geniality of your children. Aed every
ebullition of anger aud every uncositrol-
bible display of indignation will he fuel
to their disposition 20 or 30 or 40 years
from now-fuel for a bad fire a gaarter
of a century from this. You pre* the
intelligence of your child too munch
sometimes when aon think he is not
aware of it, and you wIll Fee the result
of it 1s-fore 10 years of age in his an-
noying affectations. You praise his
beauty. supposing he isnot large enough
to understand what you say, :Lull you
will find him standing on a highmhair
before a flattering mirror. Words and
deeds and example are the seed of char-
acter, and children are very apt! to be
the second edition of their parents.
Abraham begat Isaac, so virtue is apt to
go down in the ancestral line, but Herod
begat Archelana. so iliiquity ls trans-
mitted. What vast raaponsibetity ponies
upon parents in view of this subjciet!
Oh, make your home the briahtest
place on earth if you would therm
your children to the high path of virtue
and rectitude and religion! Do not al-
ways turn the blinds the wrongi way.
Let the light which puts gold on the
gentian and spots the pansy pout into
your dwellings. Do not expect tho little
feet to keep step to a dead march. Do
not cover up your walls with suck pic-
tures as West's "Delith on al Pale
Horse," or Tintoretto's "Massadre of
the Innocents." Rather cover thtm, if
you have pictures, with "The Hwaking
Party, " and "The Mill by the Motintaiu
Stream," and "The Children 'Amid
Flowers," and "The Harvest Selene,"
and "The Saturday Night Marketing."
iHome Duties. I
Get you no hint of cheerfulnesti from
grasshopper's leap and limb's friak and
quail's whistle and garrulous streamlet,
whic'a, from the rock at the motintain
top clear down to the meadow fermi un-
der the shadow of the steep, evillest look-
ing for the steepest place to leap eff at
and talking jute to hear itself talk? If
all the 'kite hurtled with tempest, itod
everlantiug storm wandered (a-1r the
sea. and every mountain stream went
raving mad, frathing at the mouth with
mad feline and theta wore walla g but
simoonis bloic ina umong the hill*, and
there were neither lark's card nor
humming bird's trill new waterfalla
death, but only bear's bark and panther's
scream and wolf 's howl, then you Might
well gather into your homes only the
shadows. But when God has streven the
earth and the heavens with beautty and
with gladness' let us take Mae our
home circles all innocent hilarity, all
brightness and all.good cheer. A dark
home- makee bad boys and bad gips, in
preparation for bad men and bad weinen.
Above all, my friends. take intd your
homes Christian principle. Caul it be
that in any of the comfortable homes of
my congregation the voice of preiver is
never lifted? What! No supplication at
night for protection? What! No thanks-
giving in the morning for care? Ilow,
my brother, my sister, will you shswer
God in the day of judgment with refer-
ence to your children? It is &plain
question, and therefore I ask it. In the
tenth chapter of Jeremiah God says he
will pour out his fury upon the fail-lilies
that call not upon his name. Oh, patents,
when you are dead and gone arid the
moss is covering the inscription or the
tombetone, will your children loold back
and think of father and mother at fami-
ly Drayer? Will they take the pld fami-
ly Bitle and Open it and See the .mark
of tears of contrition and tears oa con-
soling promise, wept by eyes loin; be-
fore gone out into darknem?
Oh, if you do not inculcate Christian
principle in the hearts of your children,
and you do not warn them againse evil,
and you do not invite them to hoiliness
and to God, and they wander of/ into
dissipation and into infidelity, and at
last make shipwreck of their imMortal
souls, on their deathbed and in the day
of judgment they will curse you! !Seat-
ed by the register or the stove, what if
on the wall should come out the history
of your children? What a historya-the
mortal and immortal life of your lloved
ones! Every parent is writing Ude his-
tory of his child. He is writing it,Icom-
posing it into a song or tuning it into a
groan.
My mind runs buck to ane of the best
of early homes. Prayer, like M roof
over it. Peace, like an atmosphare in
it. Parents, pereonifications of faith in
trial and comfort in darkneas. This two
pillars of that earthly home long ago
crumbled to dust. But shall I eve* for-
get that earthly home? YP8, whein the
dower forgets the BUD that warais it.
Yes, when the mariner forgets the star
that guided him. Yes, when loom has
gone out on the heart's altar and Memo-
ry has emptied its urn into forgatful-
ness. Then, home of my childhemd, I
will forget thee-the family &Ira], of a
father's importunity and a tnother's
tenderness, the voicee of affectioa, the
funerals of our dead. Father and *loth-
ea with interlocked arms, like uter-
twiuing branches of trees, making per-1r
prtual arbor of love and peace and ind-
ness, then I will forget thee; theii and
only then. You know, my brother thatf
100 times you have been kept out f sin
by the memory of such a scene as I have
Leen describing. You have oftert had
raging temptations, but you know 'what
has held you with supernatural Elrasp.
I tell you a man who has had slch a
good home as that never gets over it,
and a man who has had a bad iearly
home never gets over that.
A Type of Heaven.
Again, I remark that home is type
of heaven. To bring us to that rime
Christ left his home. Far up far
back in the history of heaven there lune
a period when its most illnstri citi-
zen was about to absent himself He
was not going to 'sail from be to
beach; we have Mften done that He
was not going to put out from one iwin-
iephere to another hemisphere; limey
of us have done that. But he wlis to
sail from world to world, the mime* un-
explored and immensities nntradeled.
No world had ever hailed heaven and
heaven had never hailed any thert
world. I think that the window and
the balconies were thronged and i that
the pearly beach was crowded 'with
those who had come to see him su out
of the harbor of light into the emans
beyond. Out and out and ont, ael on
and on and on, and down and dram, mid
down he sped until one night, a ita
only one to ;tree; him, he arTived. His
dieembarkation so unpretending, ei
quiet that it was not knotell ou arth
of what wit have done without being the Chaldem; John, an exile from
Charged with self adulation. There el sus; Knew-Melte, tut exile from Pol
the place where we may lounge without Mazzeii, an exile tom Rome; Ein
being thought ungraceful. There in the an exile from Ireland; Victor Hug
nomuices and exasperations and tron- well and came into much re
Die*. Forlorn earth pilgrim, no tien-fer not even a beetler we ilt
Then die. That ire better. The grave is • a ith his lantern to help him iu
brighter and grander and morei glorious he is mere to le eelebrated than
than this world, with uo tent from t other expatriated oned-if earth or he.
ratirchings, with no harbor from the It is 93,000,000 miles from hr
storm, with no place tu rest front this the snn, und asirctiemers mere
wens of greed and gouge and loss and aayieg that (lir Pella -y-te in is only
tune home!
God pity the man or woman who of the small wheels of the t,reat
chinery et the uni.verse, turning r









paid ell imaginatien aud calculation, I
and tf, as some think, that great center
in the distance is henvem Olean erne
far from home wheu he mune here.
Have you ever thought of the homesick- I
nem of Christ? Some of you know vc-hat !
homesickness is whe ii you have been 
o
only a few weeks elesent frein the (h.
mystic circle. Chien was : yeurs away
from home. Seine of yen feel homesick-
ness when you are a hundred ea it teen-
sand miles ea ay fie the den-wetly
circle. Christ w as zi on- pinhole' of
ini!es away fa lei beetle than you coule
caemlate if all ietir life you ind
t'itat'llial.t.t. 1 Ult kL1U%t itat, ee
be homesick even iunid pleasurable sur-
rounding-a but Cadet slept in huts, and
IIP NA AS athirst, :eel he was it-hungered,
lite he was cei lite way from being be-rei
in one Ittatr'S to Leing Lutied in
el:other man's prat a I huve reed how
the Su iss, whet, tie y are far away from
.beir native cenntry, at the ncunet of
their national air get so homesick that
they fall into melancholy, mid wane-
t inies they die undtr the hoinemickiiese.
But, oh. the henicsiattess of Christ!
Poverty, liemesiek for celestial richea.
Pei-tenet ion hee aeick beeanna. Wea-
riness, lioineeim far r• st Home-se-a for
angelic anti te hannete eon:pi:men-
ship. lionlesice to go out of tin uleht
and cut ef the storm and the world's
execration and all th.t homeeickness
suffered to get home!
The Heavenly Home.
11.1111111a. 
At our best mettle we are only pil-
grims and str. •-ce re he :4'. "11.11rP11.„
our home. '' atn win CPT knock at
the door cif tint mansion. and in all
that country t brqt, is nut a single grave.
How glad piercers art- in holiday time
to gather their chi:dm n home again!
But I have noticed not st always
there is a son er a Mingliter absent-
abeent from benw, perhat s absent front
the country, perhaps nbeent from the
world. Oh, how glad our heavenly Fa-
ther will be when he gets all his chil-
dren home with him in heaven! And
bow delightful it will be for brothers ,
and sistere to meet after long sews.
tion! Once they parted at the door of
the tomb; now they meet at the door of
The use of the surgeon's knife is be-
coming so general, resulting fatally
in such a large number of cases, as to
occasion general alarm.
Mr. William Walpole, of Walshtown,
South Dakota, writes; "About
three years a go, there came under
my left eye a little Mottle about the








cer, and said that it
must be cut out.
This I would not
consent to, having
little faith in the
indiscriminatense of the knife. Read-
ing of the many cures enee by S. S.
S., I determined to give that medicine
a trial. and after I had tahen it a few
days. the cancer became irritated and
began to discharge. This after awhile
ceased, leaving a small scab, which
finally dropped off, and only a healthy
little scar remained to 'mak the place
weere thedeitower had held full sway.
A Real Blood Runecly.
Cancer is in the blood and it is folly
toexpect an operation to cure it. S.S.S.
(guaranteed purely vegetable) is a real
remedy for every
diseaseof the blood.






immortality. Once they saw only I
"through a glass darkly:" now it is
' and I: the result of colds and sudden climat-
ic changes.
FOR YOUR PROTECTION
we rredtively stittc that 'hist-eh...1y dieerl not
contiil ttieri.ury or any otht.rInjuringdrug
"face to face," corruption, bacorrup-
tion; mortality, immortality. Where
are now all their sins and sorrows and
troubles? Overwhelmed in the Red sea
of death while they passed through dry
shod.
Oates of pearl, capstones of amethyst,
thrones of dominion do not stir my soul
so much as the thought of home. Ouce
there, let earthly Burrows howl like
storms and roll like seas. Home! Let
thiones rot and =Dares wither. Hornet
Let the world die in an earthquake
struggle and Le baried amid procession
of planets ane dirge of spheres. Home!
Let everlasting age's roll in irresistible
!sweep. Home! No sorrow, no erring.
No tears, no ceath, but home, sweet
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me in full romp and hilarity and laugh
ter, on the lounge, half awake and half
aeleep, I dreamed this dream: I Was till a
far country. It was not Persia, although
more than oriental luxuriance crawled
Om cake. It was not the trepics, al-
theiugh more than trepical fruitfulnem
filled the mullein, It was not Italy, al-
themith nein' them Italian softtimit filled
the air, And I wandend armlet look.
leg for Diorite and nettles. but I femur%
that DODO Of them grew there, suet I
saw the sub rem and I watched to am
it wet, but it oink not. And I saw the
people in Milldam attire, and I said,
"When will they put off this and put
ou workmen's garb anti agnin delve in
the mem or swelter at the forge?" But
they never put off the holiday attire.
And I wandered in the suburbs of the
city to find the place where the dead
sleep, and I leoked along the line of
the beautiful halls, the place where the
dead might most blissfully aleep, and
sew towers and castles, but not a mau-
soleum or a monument or a white elide
eould see. And I went into the chapel
of the great town, and I said, "Wnere
do the poor worship, and where are thee
hard benches on which they sit?" And
the answer was made me, "We bare no
poor in this cmuntry." And then I wan-
dered out to fled the hovels of the desti-
tute, and I found mangions of amber
and ivory and gold. but not a tear could
I see, not a sigh could I hear, and I was
beevildered, and I sat down under the
breeches of a great tree, and I tend:
"Where am I? Amid whence camas all
this scene?" And then out from among
the leaves and np the flowery paths and
across the bright streams there came a
beautiful group, thronging all about
nie, and as I saw theirs COMP I thought
I knew their step, and to they slanted
I thought I knew their voices, but ;lieu
they were so gloriously arrayed in ap-
parel, such as I had never before wit-
nessed, that I bowed as stranger to
stranger. But when ugain they clapped
their hands and shouted, "Welccene,
welcome!" the mystery all Nemesia-a,
and I found that time had gone end
eternity had come, mid we were till to-
gether again in our new borne in heaven.
And I looked around, and I said, "Are
we all here?' and the voices of many
generations reeponded, "All liere I"
And while teiws of gladnem were rain-
ing down our cheeks, and the bnuiches
of the Lebanou cc dars were elapping
their hands, and the towers of the great
city Wens chiming their welcome, we
ull together began to leap aud *hunt
stud sing, "Home. home, hornet"
The Dream.
Oue night, lying on my lounge when
le Down Brakes, arid Reverse!"
When a train is discovered rushing on to a
frightful col-
lision, it is a
thrilling in•
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the system is flying along the track of dis-
ease at such a frightful pace that no ordinary
methods will prevent disaster. There are
plenty of medicines which act merely as
brakes to " slow up " the disease and put
off disaster for a little while; but that isn't
enough. What is needed is a medicine that
will instantly reverse the entire wasting,
degenerating process.
When people are losing flesh and streng-th
and vitality, with the life oozing out of them
day after day. they need Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, which acts directly upon
the vital forces, completely transforms the
entire nutritive organism and totally re-
verses the wasting, debilitating process
which is at the root of all diseases.
It enabllts the digestive and blood-making
organs to supply the circulation with ma
abundance of pure, healthy, red blood. It
stops the wasting of tissue, builds up solid
muscular tiesh and healthy nerve•force
Miss Mary Whitman, of East Dickinson,
Franklin Co , N. Y , writes : " For nearly ten
months I have had • bad cough, and inplead of
Eeyttaingibetrrt,; ittrIrnewr 
rgiold"ens':fdevclircies I
Discovery. I hesitated at first. for it seemed to
me nothing would give relief only death My
parents were anxious about rne. and I was said
to have consumption. I tried your medicines,
and before I had taken many doses there was a
great change When the second bottle we. empty
I had no cough and was • great deal stronger "
Domestic Joy.
The charm of domestic joy will be
preserved, if those parents, who fear
the early death of one of their loved
ones when attacked with a serious
throat or lung trouble, resort at once
to Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup, a never-fail-
ing remedy. "I used Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup fur my son, who was eight years
old. He has been troubled Willa bron-
chial cough since he was two and a half
years of age, and I have tried every-
thing, but found Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup floes hint the most good." Mrs.
A. Gelb, 317 Demott St., 1Vest Hobo-
ken, N.J. Dr.Bull's Coueli Syrtip Costs
only 25 cents, and is cheaper than the
dealer's big profit making substitute,
because Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup always
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Corrected Muy 31, lett
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No. 1 daily
Lv. Evineorille 6 :1G a. ir
Lv. Heuuernin 7 ael "
Ly Corydon 7:28 "
Lve Mergaufield 7:55 "







Le. Marion 9 :21 " 7.35 "
Lv. Princeton 10:21 " b :40 "
Arv. Hopkinsoille 11 :30 noon 9:50 p. m
sORTIS ROCND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Hopkinsvill6 5 .2i) a. m. 2:58 p. m.
a.rrive 4:00Princeten 8:37 " leave 4:45
Lv. Marion 7:31 " 5:41 ••
Lv. DeKoven 8 :27 " 6 "
Lv. Morganfield 9:02 " 7:12 '•
Lv. Corydon 9:30 " 7 :41 "
Lv. Heuderson 9:52 " 8:07 "




Lv. Morganfield 9:10 a. 7:15 p. m
Arr. Unioutown 9 :35 a. in. 7:40 p. m
SOUTH BOUNT'.
Lv. 'Uniontown 7:25 a. m. n-.
Arv. Morganfield 7:50 a. m. 5:50 p. m
LOCAL FREIGHT TRAINS.
Le. Princeton 7:15 a. in. daily.
Aria flopkinsville 10:20 a. m. daily
Lv. Hopkinerville 5:00 in daily.
Arv. Princeton 7:le p. tn. daily.
B. F. Mitcheil, G. F. & P. A.
Eveneville. Ind.
Via. Ohio Valley By.
In connection with the C. 0 & S. NIT!
and Illinois Central, to Imuisville, CiD,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond
Lv. Hopkinsville 5 :2(1 a. m. 2:53 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12 :00 noon 6 :50 p.m
Ar. Memphis 6:40 p. m. 7:10 aen
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. m. 7 :30 p.m
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. m
Ar. Cincinnati 0:40 m
Chem connections made at Princetor
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
ing Pullman Buffet sle.-pers, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwoed,
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HISADACH8 Suffer.
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Of Newark, New Jersey.
See their new contract.
Ever, thittg in the contract.
Loans and Real Estate
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THEY WILL NOT FUSE. THE DEATHS OF A DAY HUNTER STILL TALKS.
Hopkins Couhty Populists Two North Christian Citi- Kentucky Republicans rkust
Want all the Offices, zens Pass Away. Elect a Senator
SIX WITHIN A WEEK.BUT MAY NOT CET ANY.
Congressman Hunter is Very Mad Over the
Report that McKinley was Opposed to Him
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA ]
Madisonville, Ky., Feb. 5..-I :15 p. m
-The Hopkins county' Populists have
for some time had under cousidstations_
a proposition to fuse with the Deinocrats
and divide the county offices in the ap-
proaching campaign. They also had a
similar proposition front the Repub-
leans, but the one they were inclined
at first to favor was the fasion
with the Democrats. To-day the lead-
ing Populists announced that t' ey had
looked carefully into the matter and
had decided not to fuse with anybody,
as they believed that they had enough
votes in the county to win all the of-
fices theselves. At any rate, they said
they nad coneltded to make the effort.
anti would rather lose all than to win
only half.
VERY MAD.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Washington, Feb. 5, 1:30 p. m.-Dr.
W. Goodfrey Hunter, of the Third Ken-
tucky district, is very mad to day and
is out in a red-hot interview in whieh
he denounces as a lie the report that
President-elect McKinley is opposed to
him as a candidate for the United States
Senate to succeed Blackburn. He also
says that the report that Mc-
Kinley is trying to side-track with a
Federal office FO as to leave a clean
field for Hon. John W. Yerkes for the
Senate is a lie. Dr. Hunter says that
he is in the race for Senator and that
he intends to stay in it until Black•
barn's successor shall have been elect-
ed.
Most druggists sell you what yen ask
for. Some will ask you to take soine-
thing which they claim is -just as
good." Sometimes a little more profit
educes them to do this. Dr. Ball's Pine
Tar Honey is the best eough, cold and
grip cure. After you try it once you
will like it too well to aceept any sub-
stitute. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
_.•
The Ohio politicians must be a most
terrible set when slur h a fellow as Boas
Platt says he eau not trust any of them
The expenditures of Reed's preaent
Congrees beat those of his billion-dol.
1*rd:cultist*. hy $80,000,000. No woti•
tier times are hard!
It is hardly likely that Mr. Shernian
and Gen. Alger will diacuss the inel
dente of lahe when they Mid themselves
together at Cabinet meetings.
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar H011ei combines
new and valuable medical agencies. It
advances a new theory in the treatment
of coughs, colds, lung and bronchial af-
fections. It cures aud cures quickly. It
affords immediate relief to consump-
tives and many who were thought to
have eonsumption have been cured by
its use. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
There are capitalists in the East who
would rather see the country plungt d
into war with Europe than to have
enter into any fair bimetallic agre ;
ment.
. -
The English labor leader, John Burns,
has made his will. Ile leaves his best
love to his wife, a good constitution to
his son, his books to the parish and his
debts to his country. It would puzzle
the lawyers to break that will.
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey is an im-
portant addition to the. list of the
world's most valuable medicines. Harm-
less in its nature, ye t almost infallible
in its action, it is uneoubtedly the most
efficaciotus means known tonlay of cur-
lag coughs, colds and kindred diseases.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
- --wan
A cnmpany of Cheyenne and Arapa
hoe Indians will march iu the inaugural
parade at Washington. A sight of these
aborigines will be refreshing to the new
President after he has reviewed the al
motst-endless line of the pie brigade.
The eresent deficit, large as it is, is
very, very much smaller than the one
transferred to the Democrats by Preen
dent Harrison, who found a surplus of
nearly four hundred million dollars in
the Treasury when he went into office.
_ _
Cronp, tbe great enemy of childhood,
succumbs at once to the soothing influ-
ence of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honep.Bron-
chial affections lose their danger when
this groat reniedy is at hand. No home
should be without it. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
e nee--
So long as the people have unlimited
confidence in the Government it is use-
lees for Eautern "financiers" to pretend
that Government paper money is not
better than any other paper currency
The people clearly understand the game
of the 'financiers" of Wall street.
The Senators talk of hard tams but
that they do Hot realize jnst how hard
they are is shown by the rapidity with
which they pass pension bills and pub-
lic building bills. The Senate a few
days ago passed ninety private pension
bills in sixty-five minutes. Thousands




Inflammation is the sustaining ele
mein of the great majority of our phy-
sical ille; allay this inflammation, and
the pain ceases, the flesh, muscles and
tendons resume their normal condition
arid the violence of the attack is at an
end.
It follows, then, that the first step in
& successful asaault upon diseme is to
dectroy any existing inflammation, and
with it the pain. This accomplished,
the patient is at ease.
This is the natural mode of procedure
and kindly nature has furnished the
means to that end in certain roote,
barks and herbs, which, in their due
proportion, are constituent parts of
Lightning Hot Drops, the greatest pain
panacea, ever known to medical science.
Freely applied to a cut, burn, scald,
or flesh-wound of any nature, Light-
ning Hot Drops will absolutely kill the
pain, preveut all inflamnintion and
quickly heal the howerated flesh. As an
inetanee, what is more painful or din
tressing than a marehed finger, with the
nail torn loose? In such came, Light-
ning Hot Drops gives complete and im-
mediate ease from pain. It will smart
and burn for a few minutes when find
appled to fresh cuts, sores, etc., but a
few applications will take all the sore-
nem out and heal the cut or sore. The
50c size contains 2le times as much aa
tee 25e size. Lightning Hot Drops is
prepared by Herb Medicine Co., Spring-
field, 0., and no honest druggist will
offer yon anything else.
-..00fao
To say eomething is one thing, to
!mem it is another. We can't prove
that Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey is the
,teet neigh remedy on earth unto a you
will try it.. If you do this and don't
.eree us eon t Trti,r moiler back
wick.
Judge Volney Clark Succumbs to Pneumonia
and Sac Croft to Consumption.
Judge Volney C. Clark, of Crofton,
died Sat. morning of pneumonia. He
was ill leas than a week.
Including this death, there were
six deaths from pneumonia in Crafton
within a week.
For many years the deceased was a
merchant. Several years ago he retired
from business and since that time had
been City Judge of Crofton. He was
one of the moet influential citizens in
North Christian and had the reepect of
everyone who knew him.
Judge Clark was sixty years of age
and was a native of Christian county.
He married Miss Ounie Brown, a sister
of 0. S. and the latellon. C. M. Brown.
The a idow and oue daughter, Miss Lu-
la Clark, survive him.
Mr. Sac Croft, a prosperous farmer
and well-known citizen of North Chris-
tian, died Saturday at his farm near
Crofton. Cousumptiou caused the death.
He leaves a widow and several child-
ren. Mrs. Croft is a daughter of Mr.
Olive Long.
_nee- a
A Washington newspaper correspon-
dent says: eSpeaker leeed is losing
much of his bitterness, which seemed to
posses* him during the Fifty-first Con-
gress. when he was iu the chair, and
during the Fifty-second and Fifty-third
when on the floor. In speaking of his
former policy, while in conversation
with a prominent Tennessean a few
days ago, he made this significant re-
mark : will never have anything
more to do with another force bill, or
any measure of that kiud.' " This is an
evidence of change of heart which will
bo very acceptable to the people of the
country at large. Force bill legislation
has always been intended to have effect
in the South, but it had evil effect every-
where. A law that operates to the in-
jury of one section of the country will
inevitably include all the rest in its evil
moults.
To Cure A Cold Ia Ono Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablieta
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. Mo.
WLE.NING.
We wish to cauton all users of Sininient
Ilskt ilst tf on a tif the derpeol
int 'rest impoilance to them health-
psrli,ip• their lives. The tole prolinetore
mil neaten' ef Liver Regulator
:earn that came iiere are often denim d by
anytime and taking senie medicine ef a
ondar appeareuce or trate. le loving it tc
e SIIIIMI113 Liver Regulator. We warn
;oil that er.lio.,4 were' Regulator is on
not ire:a:age or bottle, that It is not Simmons
Liver Re ruhtlr. No one else makee, or
ever le ru vie mne ens Liver Regulator, or
inything c died Simmons Liver Regulator,
but1. 11 Znlin & Co., and no nadicine made
by any me ene is the same. j'.Ve alone can
put a up. and we cunnot imeoraible, 11
niedicinee rem-mental as the same do
net hell) you as iou are:eel to expect they
fle;ir this fart well in mind, it you have
been in the habit of using a medicine which
you supposed te be Simmons Liver Regula-
tor, because the name was scenewhat like
,t, and the package) did net have the word
Regulator cm it, you have Leen imposed
upon ana have not Leen taking Simmons
Liver Regulator at all. 'The Regulator hae
been fevorably known for many years, and
all who u-e it know how necessary it is fu•
Fever and Ague. Eileen Fever. Nastipa.
tem, -ad ache Dye petite a., and all disorders
arismg from a Dieeaseel Liver.
We ask you to look for yourselves, anti
see that Simmons Liver Regulator, which
you can readily distinguish by the Red Z
on wrapper, and by our name, is the only
medicine called Simmons Liver Regulator.
J. H. ZEMIN It CO.
Take •
7 SiNeasons Liver Reessial4w.
rrilfrillarlern71+72:1-. 2.717-A
;4Cushman's Menthi BainV4
Is the latest, "urea, sud roust reliable ,-,1renosty 1.4. Pa,„
BCut/RTSNs SIALCTERRSHEUM CFHROASPTPEEDIt FHA? S 01.4..r.i
E, BRUISES ITCH
SCALDS ERYSIPELAS kit° OLO 50515. N.
ii,RINGWORM
to  li-,
Ail Spec;alty lieCollaninded for PILES. k.•.C., Quick to Itt.le,r Nth aro? It...11We 1.1.1•1331.33.tion, 1,..,
4.23,1 GUarolitooll to givr satiloacaon: s hen . -..ii IleVII j,..1
.6 Rti 11114.11,13,L40 s'Ir. It. get Cushman's Menthol i'4,
'  Balm. Do MA Orropt anvthi lig rl, al hril4i jowl,  ,
as land. This Balm Is the Largest Box of taut- •N
went and the best on the market ...„1--
If y.or canaot get It of your artiggi,4 send %c. te
for one box hy DWI. 2§Gld by all leading druggists. Pos
, ct)ISHMAN ()RUC CO Int






L. & N. Time Table.
NORTH ROUND,
No. 52 arrives 9 :30 a m. Fast Mail
No. 92 arrives 10:31 a m Express
No. 56 arrives 8 :30 p m ,eAccommodatai
No 54 arrives 10:00 p m Mail
:SOUTH BOUND.,
No. 53 arrives 6:07 a m
No. 55 leaves 7 :30 a m
No. 51 arrives 6:410p m
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WILL CURE YOU. I
I• SCRk USE.
ENDORsrn hyrhest medical auLU raw. of ',rope •nd A r..er
14-• le. COLO., Bore Throat. Hoy tr.., On.rbill.. IA lorippo. The rotrittitioy Flealc,ful aid t•-• Statlert•rs. Pielt.s• !Jeep I.. the
l'orw. I n.4t.,. 13..1 Ser,..1 1).411 Pt., ,
lat,t.sti•-64. ntd, el',411MAN14. ION At
1*.gylet• moll lett yoolyet.1..11 POI t4 rt. e Agri' ,• •••• •
1111141141\11. . (IL 1141.1 prorl...'•••.../61 • 14,11
RM.., old hope, Nato. It waled, Som. Oro.11.13....
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Doctors Sa3r;
Bilious and Intermittent Fever,
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
tricts arc invariably accompan•
ic& IT derangements cf the
Ste:nach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great "
wheel" in the .nechanism of
man, and when if is out of order,
the whole system becomes de-
ranged and dis,.2,ise is the result.
Tuft's Liver Pills
Any drugmet. Sma,ey R. C. Hard- Cure 4111,!vet Troubles.
-
OR ELSE WRL McKINLEY
Will Not Gas them Even the Smallest Sort of
a Slice ol Pie from his Counter.
OTHER IMPORTANT ITEMS OF NEWS.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA ]
Waahington, Feb. 6.-1 p. m.-Dr.
Hunter, the Repreeentative from the
Third district of Kentucky, is still do-
ing a good deal of tielking, though he
has gotten in a much better humor than
he was yesterday when he was told of
the reports that Mr... McKinley was op-
eosed to him for the Senatorship and
was simply trying to tietitetrack him
with a Federal appointiment so as to
leave a clear field for Mr. Yerkes. Dr.
Hunter says that the Senatorial matter
in Kentucky will be settled in some way
within the next three mouths, and that
until it is settled Mr, McKinley will not
do anything at all for anY of the Ken-
tucky Republicans. This, the Doctor
says, is a straight tip given him by the
President-elect himself.
HUNDREDS DOOMEC.
[sescieL To NEW IRA]
New York, Feb. 6 -1 :25 p.
press cablegrain just received from Lon-
don gives an account of a terrible fire
that is now raging in Caliche, the island
of Crete. So far eighty houses have been
destroyed and thirty-eight persons have
been burned to death. The mountains
on all sides are on fire for many miles
and hundreds of people are hemmed in
in such a way that they are already
doomed to a horrible death by fire.
The Chrietiaus are fleeing in every
direction and are being pursued by the
the brutal Turkish soldiers, with whom
they had a bloody battle in the streetsof
Caeca yesterday. The terrible fire that
is now raging is beyond doubt the work
of the Turkish Roldiers, who hope
to destroy the Christians and all their
property. The Christians on the island
have had a horrible time of it for many
mouths.
KILLED laY A TREE.
lePacIAL Tio NNW tits)
Tompkinsville, Feb, 0,-1 :la -
Thomas Hall, a pro utitteut farmer
whore home is near this plats+, was kill.
ed this morning bp a falling tree. Hall
was chopping down the tree and it sod-
denly fell before he expected it and also
fell in the opposite direction from what
Mathought it would, and did not have
time to get from under it.
GIVES 131RTEI TO FOUR BOYS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Corinth, Ky., Fell. 6.-1 :15 p. m.-
The wife of Mr. Jai+ Perkins, who re-
sides in Grant county, near this place,
at an early hour this morning gave birth
to four well-developed, healthy-looking
boys. The doctors. who have seen the
children say that there is uo reason why
they should not live.
HIS REWARD.
1st:melee To New age)
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 6.-John K.
Growdy, chairman of the Republican
State Committee of Indiana dining the
last campaign, ie gt t his reward in
an appointment as Consul General at
Paris, the place now held by Samuel E.
Morse, of this city.
NOTICE!
The people of Christian county, Ken-
tucky, will take notice that the Fiscal
Court of said county will meet at their
usual and customary place of meeting
in the city of Hopkinsville, •ounty of
Christian and State of Kentucky, on
Tuesday, the 6th day of April, 1897, for
the purpose of issuing new county Re
funding Bonds to be sold for the pur-
pose of obtaining maney with which to
pay off all outstanding bonds againet
said county, which Raid bonds are of is-
sue July 1st, j1867, end- amounting to
about #100,000, or Reethe purpose of ex-
changing said new fonds for said old
Bonds as said Fiscal. Court may deter-
mine; also for the purpose of calling in
said outstanding Bonds at maturity.
The terms and conditions of said new
Bonds will be fixed and determined by
said Fiscal Court at said time and place.
Done by order of the Christian Coun-





[Attest : JOHN P. PEOWSE,
Colin nty Clerk.
Everybody has a cold sometime-
Your turn will come. Keep a bottle of
Dr. Beil's Pine Tar Honey at hand and
be prepared for an emergency. This
famous remedy wilbcure a cold before
it gets fairly started or after it has set-
tled. The sconer yoU take it the sooner




Sargent Building - Main:St.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys:4t-Law.
Office in Hopper Bloek, up stairs over
Planters Bank
HOPKINSVILLE, • - KENTUCKY.
JOHN F4LAND,
Attorney - - Law,
OFFICE: Old Bank Building, corner
5tb and Main Ste
M. S. Moiweatller,
rsTnIC•Illet
"Moe Jiver Hansett's In Bummer Block
E. C. ANDERSON.
Pliysiciali & Sargon
110fflce over Planters Bank. Office
hours frem to I I a. 2 to 4 .p.
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A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion. Sour Skim( h.Diarrhoea,
Worms ,Comfulsiorts,Feverish-
ness arid L ss oF SLEEP
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19 Chapel St., bd. Main and Marlot.
witrike ow 1-4 --
n given to private sales. Four months storage free. Indepead-
ark your hogshe.ads -Buckner Wertheim"
RESENTED BY BEN C. BOYD, CHRISTIAN, COUNTY.NIK1
W. G. WHEET ER, W. H. Ream
Wheeler, Mills & 0.
Tobacco arehousemens COMMiSSiOD erehaEts
AND
FAiia 1:3 4e ELI EL. s
FIRE-PR F ji'dielilluusE. C'or. Russellville and
Railroad Streets.
ElOPK NSIVILLF, - - • ICE1141UCKY.
Liberal Advances on Consignments.
A Tobacco sent us Covcred by Insurance.






Liberal adl nces made on Tubacto. Four months storage. Fri •
R. M. Wool. RI DGE . - : JNO. J. CHAPPELL
WOOLDRIDGE f5c CHAPPELL,
T i 1 1 i
ZVI:0 itir*I'rt:i4iiivi4114%1 11,i-ucta:1:
Farmer' Wtirehouse, Railroad SL.Bt. 9th & 10th;
Personal ttention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.
Tr--1- (--) 13 i-L. i.i..-i -fr. vi1143, - TiCar.
3AGS





They ill work tl vour interest in securing




HA BERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs,
Railroad Sire Between Tenth
and !Evelyn. Hopk.Insville,
Careftil attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco COM-
signed to us. Lieeral adbances ou tabacco in store. All tobacco insured un-
lean otherwise ins 'meted.
M. H. NELSON. GORDON NELSON., ,,
E101M11151111111 WdreROUSC
Cor. Railroad & 11th ts.
NELSON & NELSON, PROPR'S.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
l'ursonal ttentiou to the inspection of Tobacco. table
for teams.
.••••••••••••••••••••
• fai Toralps
atenneanneteente nem,: e
-4- see
`e'en -an 33.
•- • •
